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CzechRegime
Frees Reran,
Four Others
VATICAN CITY (NC)-
Archbishop Josef Bcran of
Prague was released after 14
years of arrest under the com-
munists, along with four other
Czechoslovakia Bishops tho
Vatican press office announced
Oct. 3.
Almost simultaneously came
a similar announcement from
the Czechoslovak govern-
ment. The chief difference be-
tween the two communiques
was that the Red regime re-
ferred to "the ex-Archbishop
Josef Bcran,'* while the Vati-
can called him "Msgr. Josef
Beran, Archbishop of Prague."
ARCHBISHOP Beran. was
arrested June 19, 1949, a day
after he had publicly vowed he
would “never conclude an
agreement that injuries the
rights of the Church and of its
Bishops."
Detained at first in his
residence in Prague, he was
later mover from place to
place to keep his whereabouts
unknown.
Neither communique gave
any Indication of why the five
Bishops had been released. But
observers here took the fact
that the communiques were
simultaneous to mean that
some agreement had been
reached between the Holy See
and Czechoslovakia.
THE NEWS spread quickly
among prelates at the ecumen-
ical council, where it was re-
ceived “with great pleasure
and satisfaction." according to
L'Osservatore Romano, Vati-
can City daily.
The release came shortly
after a government shakeup in
Czechoslovakia which saw
Josef Lenart replace Viliam
Siroky as premier. The reor-
ganization was interpreted in
Rome political circles as a
further move to “de-Stalinize"
the Prague regime.
In Vienna, it was reported
that a Czechoslovak govern-
ment official acknowledged
that Archbishop Beran did not
sign a loyalty pledge to the
regime before his release, and
that the prelate was now a
completely free man with the
same rights as any other
Czechoslovak citizen.
THE COMMUNIST commun-
ique specified that Archbishop
Beran and Bishop Karel
Skoupy of Brno had been
"freed ... from Internment."
It said that Bishops Jan VoJ-
tassak of Spia, former Auxili
ary Bishop Stanislav Zela of
Olomooc. and Bishop Ladislav
Hlad—who was consecrated
secretly in 1960 and whose as-
signment has not been re-
vealed—were all "freed at the
same time thanks to an am-
nesty granted by the President
of the Republic (Antonin
Novotny)."
Their release came 12 days
after a communist shakeup
which resulted in the ouster of
Premier Viliam Siroky and six
other cabinet ministers.
ARCHBISHOP Bcran, now
74, has been Archbishop of
Prague since 1948. His arrest
in 1949 came four years after
he and other prisoners had
been liberated by the
U. S. Army from the in-
famous concentration camp at
Dachau. He had been a Ger-
man prisoner for three years.
Bishop Skoupy of Brno, in
Moravia, is 78. He was ar-
rested in 1933.
Bishop Vojtassek of Spis, in
Slovakia, is 83. He was ar-
rested in September of 1950
and sentenced to 24 years in
prison.
Bishop Zela, 70, was also
arrested in September. 1950,
when he was Auxiliary Bishop
of Olomouc, Moravia. He re-
ceived a 25-year prison sen-
tence.
BISHOP LADISLAV Hlad
was convicted of "performing
in secret the functions of a
Bishop" in March, 1980. He
was sentenced to a nine-year
jail term. The Prague news-
paper Svobodne Slovo stated
at the time that he had been
consecrated a Bishop in secret
without the required govern-
ment permit.
The Annuario Pontifico, the
official Vatican directory, car-
ried the name of Bishop Hlad
as titular Bishop of Cediae,
with none of the usual personal
statistics and without listing
his nationality or assignment.
The release of the Bishops
follows by two months the an-
nouncement release of three
other Bishops—Bishops Josef
Hlouch of Budejovice; Stepan
Trochta, 5.D.8., of Litomerice.
and Karel Otcenasek. apostolic
administrator of Hradec Kra-
love.
IN VIENNA, Dr. Josef
Hrusa, Minister for Religious
Affairs in Czechoslovakia,
was reported as having con-
firmed Vatican tears that
Archbishop Beran would not
be allowed to perform any
episcopal function or even to
celebrate Mass in public.
The government leader add-
ed that "it now depends on
Dr. Beran himself whether he
wants to ask the government
for permission to leave the
country and go to Rome” for
the Second Vatican Council.
Yearly Campaign
For Clothing Set
By U.S. Bishops
WASHINGTON - The 15th
annual Thanksgiving Clothing
Collection sponsored by the
U.S. Catholic Bishops will be
conducted in parish churches
throughout the nation in No-
vember.
This year for-the first time
the date of the collection will
be staggered in order to alle-
viate warehousing problems.
In the Newark Archdiocese
and the Paterson Diocese,
clothing will be collected by
parish centers the week of
Nov. 3-9, the respective
Chancery Offices announced.
Collections will also be held
elsewhere in New Jersey and
in Massachusetts that week.
ARCHBISHOP Patrick A.
O'Boyle of Washington, chair-
man of the administrative
board. National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference, in a letter to
the Bishops, asserted that the
best proof that Catholics are
aware of the need for the col-
lection "is that the total cloth-
ing collected regularly exceeds
that of the previous year."
Approximately 17.842,000
pounds of clothing, shoes,
blankets, bedding and other
items, valued at more than
$25 million, were donated.
Archbishop O'Boyle stated,
"makes it possible for Cath-
olic Relief Services NCWC to
supply these sorely needed
goods to hundreds of thou-
sands of the poorest of God’s
poor in areas of greatest need
throughout the world."
THE LARGEST private vol-
untary foreign relief organiza-
tion in the U.S. Catholic Re-
lief Services maintain pro-
grams of assistance for the
destitute in 67 countries.
According to Bishop Edward
Swanstrom, NCWC relief di-
rector, the need for clothing
is urgent especially in Africa
and Latin America.
"In Burundi, one of the
newly independent nations of
Africa," said Bishop Swan-
strom, "about 4,000 children
are wearing clothing made
from empty 100-pound flour
sacka that were part of a ship-
ment of food to our relief pro-
gram in that country."
Newark Priests
Safe in Honduras
NEWARK - Word has been
received that Newark's
priests in Honduras were un-
harmed during last week's
military uprising in the capit-
al city of Tegucigalpa where
their rectory and main church
are located.
On Friday, the day after the
revolt broke, Mr. and Mrs.
John J. Egan of North Ber-
gen received a wire from
their son, Rev. John P. Egan,
which rtad, "Everything O.K.
Worry unnecessary."
Father Egan joined the
Honduras mission of the arch-
diocese little more than a
month ago. With him at pres-
ent is Rev. Frederick M. Eid,
who went there with Rev.
Vincent J. Prestera earlythis
year to take over a 300-mile
parish centered in Tegucigal-
pa.
Father Prestera, currently
hure on a brief leave, ex-
pressed confidence that
changes in the government of
Honduras will not impede the
work of the mission or the
safety of its priests.
He will return to Honduras
next week.
Council Decrees Face
Delay in Implementation
VATICAN CITY (NC)-De-
crees enacted by the Second
Vatican Council and approved
by Pope J»iul VI will auto-
matically go into effect, but
there may be some time lag
before they can be carried
out throughout the world.
This was explained at a
press conference by Archbish-
op Pietro Palazzini, secretary
of the Sacred Congregation ot
the Council.
HE ALSO SAID a distinc-
tion should be made between
dogmatic decrees and discipli-
nary ones Dogmatic canons
are automatically effective
and need no specific imple
mentation. However, discipli-
nary measures or other
chsnges may be subject to de-
ls? until they eatf* be carried
out to individual nations, re-
gions or dioceses
Archbishop palazzini said
that the first step necessary
for disciplinary changes
would be their incorporation
into canon taw.
Thia will be done, he said,
by the special commission for
revision of canon law.
THE ARCHBISHOP said
that ooce this is done, it will
be necessary for this legisla-
tion to be applied in every
diocese around the world.
"This will be dooe. at least
according to present Church
legislation, through particular
councils of a national or a
provincial level." he said
"Once a national council or
a provincial council has adapt-
ed the legislation to local con-
ditions.” Archbuhop Palazzini
said, "then it will be neces-
sary to submit the legislation
to some central and unified
criten_.
"This is necessary so that
harmony may be preserved
between the local adaptations
mode by the local councils,
sod the general legislation
voted Into effect by the coun-
cil Fathers for the enure
Church.”
Archbishop Palazzini said
changes could be voted by
the council Fathers is the
rules now governing national
episcopal conferences to that
they might have real Jurisdic-
tion in their decisions. At
present, decisions of the con-
ference have the force of rec
ommendstioos or suggestions,
but perhaps in the future the
conferences could be given
judicial power to implement
their decisions
Othoe Stories, Poget 2 and
3; Comment, Pages 6 and 7
THE CHURCH UNIVERSAL - Prolotos attending tho second session of tho Second Vatican
Council stream out of St. Peter's Basilica after meeting. Some 2,500 council Fathers from
all over the world are In Rome for the discussions.
Council Importance
Stressed by Pope
During Audience
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI urged those at
his Wednesday general ats-
dknee to "try to ussdersgand
the loftiness and sacredneaa of
what la being discussed" in
the ecumenical couaciL
"You-have come to meet us
white the ecumeairal council it
going on.” he said "This Is an
extraordinary event which can
have great consequences for
the future of the Church and
of society.
"WHAT IS your interest in
the council' You have beard
much about it. Today. H U the
Pope himself who invites you
to meditate on it.
“First, then, do not be in-
different to the council. Be In-
formed. try to understand the
loftiness and sacrcdness of
what is being discussed;
namely, the Church, which
concerns each one of you. your
Faith and your Christian life
"Then observe the scene of
the council, not merely the
visible spectacle of the great
ossembty in tbs St. Peter'.
Basilica, but especially the
spiritual vision of the Church,
showing forth here iU four dis-
tinguishing marks
Founded by Our Lord, It
received from Him its nature
ai a society which U one la
unity of Faith, worship and su-
preme authority; holy In its
sacraments, laws and govern-
ment; catholic in its unceasing
propagation throughout the
world; apostolic in its hier-
archy which goes back in an
unbroken line to Peter and the
Apostles.
"Pray for the Church which
shows forth these marks in the
council You have been urged
to do so many times, but now
is the moment to pray fer-
vently and with your whole
heart and soul"
Polish Restrictions Scored
By Cardinal Wyszynski
PESCARA, Italy (NC)
"Without Christ and Without
Ilia Gospel the world cannot
have truth or freedom, jus-
tice or charity," the Primate
of Poland declared here.
Stefan Cardinal Wyszynski
received a triumphal welcome
from throngs who lined the
streets leading to the Pescara
Cathedral Oct. 5.
- The Cardinal's Pescara ad-
dress was in general teems
and did not directly indict the
Polish regime. It was in con-
formity with the statement
the. Cardinal made in Warsaw
Sept. 23 that be would
“speak out only in my own
country" against the Polish
government's violations of the
rights of the Church.
L’OSSERVATORE Romano,
the Vatican City dally, has
published extensive excerpts
of that address, which Car-
dinal Wyszynski delivered be-
fore some 3,000 persons in
Warsaw’s Cathedral of St.
John Baptist.
The Cardinal laid that the
hierarchy had decided that
only one Bishop would remain
In each diocese, and that the
rest would go to the council.
But he said that at that time
only half of those who had ap-
plied for passporta had re-
ceived them.
We think thia decision was
unjust, said the Cardinal,
"because It limits the rights
of Polish citizens, and it could
lead world public opinion to
think that Poland is a sort of
locked prison, especially in
view of the fact that the Blab-
opa of other nations who re-
quested passports were grant-
ed them ” He added:
"We may rightly judge the
denial of passports to some
Polish Bishops as a violation
of their conscience, because it
is their conscience that de-
mands their presence at the
council. This decision, in our
opinion, gravely injures the
prestige and the dignity of the
authorities and of our country.
"It is not easy for me to
leave the capital for several
months at a moment in which
the Church in Poland and
therefore my archdiocese are
filled with pain, sufferings,
evils and injustices that are
being inflicted upon us . . .
"In fact, a Polish Bishop is
often in an embarrassing posi-
tion. He wants to speak of bis
country as weU at possible,
and, also, Ute press constant-
ly reproves him for being si-
lent , . . But. tell me, what
should 1 say If a Bishop from
Africa were to ask me: How
many schools do you have in
your Archdiocese. Your
Eminence? I— he says
have about a thousand.' What
should I aay to him? Brother,
I have two . . . three . . .
What ahall I aay to him? I
must be silent.
"AND ANOTHER wiU ask
me about the work done by
the Catholic Action, and by
tho lay apostolate. What shall
I aay to him? Calholic Ac-
tion? If vgc are not even per-
mitted to have religious con-
fraternities, or the Sodality of
Mary? . . .
“I try desperately to dis-
tinguish between the policiea
adopted by the Slate and the
men who abuse their powers
to sow turmoil, and who.
when they do create it. then
blame it on us. We are con-
tinually told: ’lt la the Bish-
ops who sow disorder in Po-
land. it is they who are re-
sponsible '
"Therefore, we remain
silent. Perhaps, when we re-
main silent, our torments are
at an end? Not at all. Per-
haps it is just this silence that
emboldens these little po-
tentates who want to be
everything tor us? Recent
timet have been particularly
painful for us. During a po-
lice action not long ago,
directed against the semina-
ries and the monasteries, the
men religious were forced to
leave the monasteries during
the night and to remain in the
open air for several days. . .
**AT THE PRESENT mo-
ment a whole wave of accusa-
tions, fines, and court deci-
sions that accuse priests of
teaching religion without hov-
ing officially registered the
so-called points of teaching,
and of not giving the authori-
ties the reports that are re-
quested from them, an entire
wave of theae is enveloping
Poland
...
"We are prepared to bear
any sacrifice. If It is neces-
sary we ahall even give our
last shirt. But ,we ahall give
neither our consciences, nor
our faith, nor our cross, nor
the Gospel, because they are
not ours to give. They belong
to God, to his people."
Mission
Sunday
Oct 20
NEWARK Special cere-
monies have been scheduled
for both Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral here and St. John’s
Cathedral. Paterson, Oct. 20
at 3:20 p.m. in observance of
Mission Sunday.
Archbishop Boland directed
a letter to be read at all
Masses in the Archdiocese of
Newark Oct. 13. Bishop Na-
vsgh reminded the faithful of
the Diocese of Paterson of
the opportunity to comply
with the wishes of the Holy
Father by their charitable
sets toward the poor of the
world.
In Paterson in addition to
the cathedral ceremony there
will be four regional youth
mlslion rallies the week fol-
lowing Oct. 20. at which
award will be given to the
schools who were outstanding
in mission efforts during the
year.
IN HIS LETTER, the Arch-
bishop noted that only about
3% of the priests and reli-
gious in the Church are an-
gagtd in missionary work
among the 83% of the world's
population which Is non-Cath
otic.
Missionaries depend on us
for their support he said, add-
ing; "I could write that you
are obliged by the Fifth Com-
mandment of the Church to
support them However. I
would rather request you to
assist them generously be-
cause they represent you. sad
you appreciate the sacrifices
they are making to esteod
yov Church and Mad men.
women sad children to the
knowledge, love sad redemp-
tion of the Savior who died for
them ever as lor you."
See Text Pope 16; editorial
Pape 6, and Topic
Bishops, Diaconate
Discussed at Council
By REV. EDWARD DUFF, S.J.
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Discussions of the first week
of the second session of the
Second Vatican Council dis-
played a realism and a pas-
toral concern that is identi-
fied with the memory of Pope
John XXIII.
The subject matter was the
draft statement radically
revised in the light of critic-
ism made in the first session
on De Ecdesia, the schema
on the nature of the Church.
AFTER A one sided 2,231-
43 vote approved the draft
for further discussion, the
council Fathers moved quick-
ly into a detailed examination
of its proposals. They consid-
ered the introduction and the
first chapter, entitled The
Mystery of the Church, then
went on to Chapter Two: The
Hierarchial Structure of the
Church with Special Em-
phasis on the Episcopate.
In this second chapter
probably the capital matter of
the council early discus-
aioo centered on the col-
leglality of the Bishops and
the restoration of the perms-
nent order of lay deacona.
Colleglality of the Bishops
means that they as a whole,
in union with the Pope, can
act with supreme authority—-
that in addition to the Juris-
diction which a Bishop exer-
cises in his own diocese, he
has a responsibility as a
member of the college of
Bishops in the life of the
total Church.
The proposal to restore the
lay diaconate has been ad-
vanced by some mission area
Bishops as an answer to
priest shortages.
BY MY COUNT 82 speak-
er* from 26 countries were
heard in the first week, four
from the U. S.— Francis
Cardinal Spellman of New
York, Joseph Cardinal Ritter
of St. Louis; Bishop Ernest J,
Primeau of Manchester, N.H.,
and Bishop Joseph Marling of
12 Holy Name
Rallies Listed
Over 100,000 men will take part in 12 rallies 11 of them
preceded by parades which will mark the celebration of
Holy Name Sunday in North Jersey Oct. 13. A feature of all
of the events wiH be the reading of a special message from
Pope Paul VI.
Ir. the Newark Archdiocese there will be parades in New-
ark. Jersey City. Bayonne. Hoboken. Union City. East Orange,
Hackensack. and Elisabeth. In the Paterson Diocese there will
be parades In the See city, Clifton and Morristown with a rally
in Newton.
Newark
The Newark parade will be
the largest of all. with some
30.000 men from 33 parishes
from seven communities
marching down Broad St. to
Lincoln Park, where the pa-
rade will be reviewed by
Msgr. James F. Looney, vicar
general, and Rev. Philip T.
McCabe, moderator of the Es-
sex-West Hudson Federation.
At City Hall. Gov. Richard J.
Hughes and Mayor Hugh J.
Addonitio will be on another
reviewing stand. The parade
starts at 2 p.m.
St. Peter's. Newark, will be
lead parish, with Dome Re-
gan. president of the county
federation, aa grand marshal
and Andrew J. Kearney aa
parade adjutant. Msgr. John
M. Mahon of St. John’s.
Newark, will he preacher and
Benediction w» be celebrated
in St. Cohunba's Church by
Rev. Adalbert F. Kiciek. pas-
tor of St Stanislaus. Newark.
Paterson
The largest of the parades
In the Paterson Diocese will
be tn the See city where 14.*
000 men from 33 parishes will
march from St. John's Cathe-
dral to East Side High School
Stadium. Reviewing the pa-
rade will be Msgr. Walter H.
Hill, rector of the cathedral;
Msgr. John J. Shanley, pastor
of St. Joseph's; Msgr. Joseph
M. O'Sullivan, pastor of SL
Anthony’s, Hawthorne, and di-
ocesan moderator, and Msgr.
Carlo Clancl, pastor of SL
Michael's.
Our Lady of Victories. Pat-
erson. will Mad the parade,
which begins at 2:30 p.m. The
grand marshals will be Joseph
Miller of that pariah and
,George C. Barton of SL Te-
resa’s. Benediction will be cel-
ebrated by Rev. Thomas J.
BoyUr. pastor of Our Lady of
Victories, assisted by Rev.
Thomas J. Colette of Blessed
Sacrament and Rev. Simon
Four Testify
Congress Urged to Include
Private Schools in Aid Plans
WASHINGTON
- Congress
again has beard the case for
including parochial sad other
private schools tn proposals
for federal aid to education.
Appearing before the House
Genert Education Subcom-
mittee were Msgr. Frederick
G Hochwalt. director of the
Education Department, Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Con-
ference; Msgr. John B. Mc-
Dowell, superintendent of
Pittsburgh diocesan schools;
John G. Deedy Jr., editor of
the Pittsburgh Catholic; and
William R. Conscdine, head
of the NCWC Legal Depart
ment.
THEY TESTIFIED on
President Kennedy's proposal
(H R. 3000) to spend $l3 bil-
lion in four years to help con-
struct public elementary and
secondary schools and to as-
sist In meeting salaries of
teachers in these schools.
Msgr. Hochwalt reaffirmed
the NCWC's opposition to the
exclusion from this biU of
parochial and other non-profit
schools, a point be has made
several times in appearances
before House and Senate.
"If Congress concludes." he
said, “that the educational
standards of the country de-
mand an upgrading, and that
this must come about by fed-
eral aid and encouragement,
then the general welfare of
the country and the national
interest dictate that all chil-
dren receive help and encour-
agement."
MSGR. McDOWELL in
whoso diocese one of every
four children attends a Cath-
olic school, took nota of the
arguments of opponents that
federal aid for education in
private schools would frag-
ment the public school sys-
tem.
“Frankly," he said, "this
sort of opposition to parochial
education worries me. It is
very uncomplimentary to our
public schools. It suggests that
Americans do not really want
public schools and that the
only hope for the survival of
public schools la the strangu-
lation of any competition
"
Msgr McDowell noted that
parochial schools must meet
a long list of state academic,
health, safety and construc-
tion standards.
“Does the parochial school
fulfill the state's purpose?
The state says it does. If it
does not. then let us make the
harsh but Inevitable decision
such schools should not
only be ineligible for aid, but
such schools should be
closed," be said.
Deedy spoke aa the father
of four children in Catholic
schools. Conscdine testified
that aid to private schools
would be constitutional as
long as it was not used for
sectarian purposes.
REP. JOHN BRADEXAS of
Indiana, acting chairman of
the subcommittee, inquired
about Catholic education's ap-
proach toward shared-time
education. This is a program
whereby students split their
school day between private
and public schools.
Msgr. Hochwalt responded
that shared-time was being
closely watched, but he said
Catholic educators interested
tn it were not getting strong
cooperation from public
school groups.
Other Education News
Pope S
Father Louis Named
Elizabeth Pastor
ELIZABETH - Rev. A. Jo-
seph Louis, 5.D.8., has been
named superior of the
Salesian religious community
of St. Anthony's pariah here
by Very Rev. August P.
Boslo, 5.D.8., provincial, and
appointed at pastor by Arch-
bishop Boland.
Father Louis replaces Rev.
Dominic Battistcllo. 5.D.8.,
who was forced to relinquish
the pastorate due to ill health.
In 10 years at St. Anthony’s,
Father Battistello had super-
vised the construction of St.
Anthony's School and rectory
and started work on a con-
vent.
THE NEW PASTOR is a
graduate of Don Bosco Col-
lege. Newton, and of Ford-
ham University. He entered
the Salesians in 1933 and was
ordained at Newton In 1944.
Father Louis has served in
a variety of office* for his
order. He was an assistant
principal of Salesian High
School, New Rochelle; found-
ed the Salesian Oratory in
Boston, Maas.; served as pre-
fect In Goshen, N. Y., was an
administrator at Jaquet Riv-
er, New Brunswick, Can., and
then returned to New
Rochelle as mission procura-
tor.
For the past 414 years, he
has been attached to Catholic
Relief ServiccsNCWC In
Colombia, Bolivia and Vene-
zuela. He was recently hon-
ored by President Romulo
Betancourt of Venezuela for
his work on behalf of the
needy of that country.
FATHER LOUIS
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)
Jefferson City, Mo.
Frequently the speaker an-
nounced ' himself as the
•pokeemen for a group. Jaime
Cardinal de Barros Camara
of Rio de Janeiro spoke in the
name of 153 Bishops of Brazil;
Josef Cardinal Frlngs of
Cologne, for 65 German and
Scandinavian Bishops;
Laurean Cardinal Rugunbwa
of Bukoba, Tanganyika, in the
name of numerous Bishops
from Africa and Madagas-
car; Benjamin Cardinal de
Arriba y Castro of Tarrag-
ona, in the name of 60 Bish-
ops. mainly from Spain; and
Archbishop Antoine Grauls of
Stega for 55 Bishop# of
Burundi, Ruanda and the Con-
go.
Very likely such a practice
Is the outcome of the meet-
ings of nearly all of the na-
tional hierarchies to study to-
gather the agenda of the
council.
AS AN AID in Interpreting
the “main characteristics of
the dogmadc schema on the
Church," the official press
bureau of the council distri-
buted a release oo the “gen-
ealogy” of the document.
Surprisingly, this Is anew
effort. Never has the Catho-
lic Church in general council
assembled specifically des-
cribed herself. There la, in
fact, no final dogmatic defini-
tion on the nature of the
Church.
Protestant observers are
hopeful that the theological
dialogue 'win not be fore-
closed by a premature formu-
lation of points of controversy
that might profitably be left
open, pending deeper study
open, pending deeper study.
WHILE obviously throughly
theological In scope and Un-
wage, the debate of the open-
ing week of the second see-
sion was marked by e spirit
of realism and a total ab-
**uce of what Bishop Emile
DeSmodt of Bruges, Belgium,
condemned as “triumphal-
l*»t year. It is as if tho
Bishops had made their med-
itation on the intractable fact
that In today's world ooe man
out of every tour la Chinese,
two out of three are starving,
one of every three lives under
communism and one Chris-
tian of every two Is not a
Catholic. Valerian Cardinal
Gracias of Bombay, India,
deemed the Church "a min-
ority serving in the midst of
the world."
Descriptions of the Catholic
Church chiefly emphasizing
her external aspects and in-
stitutional structures, includ-
ing tho primacy of the Pope,
to the neglect of tho spir-
itual reality that aha is. hid
no defenders.
.
was general for
the Biblical concept of the
Peopto of God as the most ap-
proximate descriptive term, a
notion implying continuity In
Church of the Old Testament,
a "famllyhood” with the Fa-
ther Who sent His only Son
to be one of the people, *
spiritual solidarity with all
men who aspire In faith to be
part of that family and n con-
sciousness that there wore
and will always be. given the
burdens pf the human condi-
tion, sinful members of the
family.
AN ECUMENICAL concern
was voiced explicitly by a
Urge number of speakers who
wanted in the schema n more
detailed and definite consider-
ation of the piece of those not
formal members of the viM-
ble Catholic Church.
For tho first time a speak-
er turned to address direct-
ly the non-Catholic delegate-
obeamn present when Blab-
op Hermann Volk of Matos.
Germany, sainted them si
“carisaim! obaervatoros."
Augustin Cardinal Bet, *J..
president of the Secretariat
for Promoting unl-
ty, wanted more careful scru-
tiny of the oppositeneee of the
scriptural texts employed
Arguments from tradition, he
continued, should come from
sources prior to the Eastern
schism In order to serve bet-
ter the purposes of the coun-
cil.
Such a procedure, be noted,
would be mart consonant with
the mind of Pop# Paul VI as
expressed in hU allocution
opening the second session.
Since the Pontiff U known to
be following the council dis-
cussion on a closed-circuit TV
In his study, Cardinal Bea’a
public Interpretation of Pope
Paul’s viewpoint wee surely
not reckless nor, probably,
unauthorised.
GIUSEPPE Cardinal Slrt of
Genoa waa ooe of the week’s
most significant speakers be-
cause bis position in favor of
the doctrine of the collegial!-
ty of Bishops was regarded
as a sign that the Italian
episcopate Is not is opposed
to this part of the schema as
had been generally assumed.
According to Cardinal Slri
this concept at coUegiality _
whieh he maintained Is dear
from the practice of put
councils end to their Inter-
pretation of various Scriptural
texts would to an effective
contribution to eoUdartty, mu-
tual union, charity and re-
ciprocal assistance among
Bishops.
He put down any fears that
the doctrine of the collegial-
ity of the Biahope would lee-
sen In any way the primacy
of the Pope. Instead, he said,
coUegiality emphasizes the
primacy, since there can to
no genuine coUegiality among
Biahope except in union with
the Roman Pontiff. He
praised the schema for its
clear expression of these no-
tifiili
I*AUIe CARDINAL Ldtgt r of
Montreal stressed the favor-
able attitude toward the
schema which, he sail Is “of
exceptional Importance." He
alao debunked any tear* of
weakening the doctrine of the
primacy of the Pope, aaylng
that "a clear knowledge of the
body ahowa the Importance of
the head.”
He added the auggealion
that the idea of the "minis-
try” of the Bishops should be
emphasised. In relation to this
he said that Bishop# should
endeavor to avoid manifesta-
tions of "medieval splendor”
which, be declared, are out of
place today when stress la be-
ing given to the spiritual as-
pects of the Church's mis-
sion.
Albert Cardinal Meyer of
Chicago uid the unity of the
new people of God was re-
flected in the Apostles, not as
Individuals, but m a group.
He noted that all of Christ’s
mandates to the Apostles
ware expressed in the plural.
The Apostles, furthermore,
acted as a college in
the choice of s successor to
Judas. Here and elsewhere,
he Mid, the coUeglality of the
Bishops Is stated as clearly
m is the foundation of the
Church oo Peter.
Franxlakns Cardinal Koenig
of Vienna pointed out that the
notion of the college of Bish-
ops governing the Church in
union with the Roman Pon-
tiff is not new. He uid it
has foundations in tradition,
in theology, in the present
practice of the Eastern Rites
and in Canon 2U of the Code
of Canon Law, which treats
of the supreme Jurisdiction of
the episcopate la an ecumen-
ical council.
AMONG THE FATHERS - Archbishop Josyf Slipyi of Lvov,
former prisoner of the Soviets, is shown taking his soot
among the council Fathers at the second sessions of Vati-
can II in St. Peter's Basilica.
Council News Notes
Women ‘Auditors’ Next?
Now women may be ad-
mitted to the council.
Archbishop Rene L. Stourm
of Sens, France, revealed that
h proposal to admit women
as “auditors" has been mads
to the council’s Commission
on the Lay A postdate and is
still under study.
One reason for the recom-
mendation. he said, is that
women and their role in the
Church and in the world are
to be considered in two proj-
ects before the Fathers. The
dace of women In the Church
is to be discussed In a project
on the lay a postdate and their
role in the world comes up
in a project on the Church in
the world.
The latter Is the much
talked about Schema 17 deal-
ing with modern problems
and is not expected to come
before the Fathers at this ses-
sion.
Meanwhile, It waa revealed
that the 11 recently named
lay auditors will have Msgr.
Achilla Glorieux of the Per-
manent Committee of th#
World Coagrees of the Ley
Apostolate as their
With the council. Although
most of the auditors will be
unable to stay for the entire
cessioa because of the press
of other dudes they will have
a permanent representative In
MieeyMaw de Habfct, secre-
tary of the Conference of In-
ternational Catholic Organiza-
tions.
Among thaee who wfll have
to be about other work la
James J. Norris of Rum son.
NJ., head of the International
CathoLio Migration Commis-
sion.
Commenting oo his ap-
pointment this week, Norris
aakl “there is a dinger of
overemphasizing the impor-
tance of lay representation."
While “laymen can be use-
ful," he said, “the important
and significant development"
la that Bishops and priests
want lay people at the coun-
cil.
Later it was announced that
a 13th layman. Vittorio Ver-
onese, farmer director general
°f UNESCO, has been named
as an auditor.
The first American Bishop to
nrg* the council to taka a
stand on Church-Stata rela-
tions was Bishop Ernest J.
Prlmean of Manchester, NJL,
who noted its exclusion from
the schema “On the Nature
of the Church’’ now under dis-
cussion.
In an interview later be said
M I do not think the council
should (o Into particulars, nor
Into the particular relation*
ships that exist between the
Church and State. But some
general principles should be
laid down.”
Such a statement would be
more Important for some coun-
tries than others, be said, add-
ing that It would be helpful for
the Church In the UJt. Some
council Fathers, he said, do
not want such a statement be-
cause “it Is a controversial
topic,** he said. But, ha added.
**we have not come here Just
to rubber stamp tha status
quo, there ere knots to cut
it Is becoming apparent that
considerably more time will be
required than originally an-
ticipated to reach final de-
cisions at the counciL
So many amendments al-
ready have been offered to the
schema on the Church that it
may have to be rewritten in
its entirety, although council
Fathers have approved it in
essence.
A theological expert who
would be concerned with
the rewriting said this might
take as much as a year.
•
Special Indulgences have
been added to the prayer
which Pope Paul asked
priests and religious to say
for the success of the council.
(The Advocate Oct. X)
Those who say the prayer
before the Divine Office or the
1-ittie Office of the Blessed
Virgin may gain n partial in-
dulgence of 500 days. A plen-
ary indulgence under the
usual conditions has been
granted once a month to those
who recite it daily.
- •
So far, two council Fathers
have been ruled out of order
by the presiding officer. Bel-
gium Bishop Joseph Guffens
S.J., former missionary Bishop
in the Congo, end Archbishop
Ngo dmh Thuc of Vietnam
iPresident Diem’s brother)
were asked to yield ter stray-
in* from the subject
No ooe has yet been
gaveled down for speaking
overtime. This may be be-
cause speakers are being re-
minded of the 10-minute time
limit by the ringing of a
phone near their microphone
after they have spoken for
eight mimrte*. The warning
gives them tune to wrap up
their talk.
•
No more council “experts"
are going to be named, coun-
cil officials have announced.
The number of those already '
designated la "sufficient to
meet the needs of the coun-
cil.” it waa explained. There
hasn’t been an announcement
of anew “expert" the
designation for a theologian
whom council Fathen may
consult If they wish since
the second session opened.
The problem of the eol-
legiality of the Biahope being
discussed during the debate
on the nature of the Church
is proving more Taxing than
at first thought. Rev. Yves
Conger, OJ> n noted French
theologian, has offend the
opinion that "there has not
been sufficient time to study
H, from either e
or historical point of view.
Coltagtelity concerns the
position end authority of the
worid’e Bishops whan consid-
ered as a body succeeding
the college of the Apostles.
The very word cuHeglalftj.
Fether Conger said, took on
its current meaning only re-
cently.
Asa result, he said,
many questions are not ripe
in many minds, many ideas
are not exact"
However, he said, the no-
tion of coOegUltty was fami-
liar In the early ages of Chris-
tianity.
n
The distribution in the coun-
cil hall of pamphlets
propounding one view or an-
other has been banned. It wee
announced by Archbishop
Fends Fetid, the council's
renaral secretary. No metric-
tiott has bean placed on fee
distribution of aneh material
outeide tho cotmcCl ton
Meanwhile. Vatican Radio
reported that the council wee
informed that eovertl volume*
published about the council
have been found to contain an
"error." Vatican Radio said
the announcement waa made
in the name of Luigi Cardins!
Tragjia, vicar general of
Rome.
Cardinal Tragtia, the ate-
ttioo said, held that a stand
must be taken reference to
unspecified volumes "WMch
have appeared with ecclesias-
tic approbation." The hooks
were not named nor was it
specified whether the refer-
ence was to books published
with an imprimatur.
Several reports, nooe con-
firmed, have appeared la
Rome that the Vicariate of
Rome bed ordered some book-
stores not to "expose or eeli"
volumes detailing the wort of
the Vatican CounciL
,
Episcopal
Erratum
VATICAN CITY - Bishop
Ernest J. Primetu of Man-
chester, NJL, first U.S.
Bishop to speak at the sec-
ond session of the Vatican
Council, opened with a
laugh that hadn't been in
the script
It happened alter Julius
Cardinal Doepfnar of Mu-
nich, the presiding moder-
ator, introduced him as tha
Bishop of Manchester, Eng-
land.
Bishop Prlmeau quickly
corrected the error by
pointing out that tha Bishop
of Manchester, England, 1s
“a separated brother"—a
Bishop of the Church of
England.
Add Two Cardinals
To Holy Office
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI has broadened
the membership of the Sa-
cred Congregation of the Holy
Office by adding to it
Augustin Cardinal Bea, S.J.,
president of the Secretariat
(or Promoting Christian Uni-
ty, and Ildebrando Cardinal
Antoohittl, prefect of the Sa-
cred Congregation of Re-
ll&OU-S.
The congregation, a key
body of the Roman Curia, has
jurisdiction over questions
dealing with faith and morals.
It also watches over publica-
tions and the reading of books
contrary to Faith. Tha Pope
himself is the prefect, or no-
minal head of the congrega-
tion. Its administrative head
if tha secretary, Alfredo Car-
dinal OttavianL
The addition of Cardinals
Bea and Antoohittl brings to
11 tha number of Cardinals
who compose It. All art mem-
bers of toe curia.
Cardinal Bsa, O. la a Gar-
man-bora Jesuit end one of
the Church’s top Scripture
scholars. A one-time confi-
dant of Pope Plus XU. he
came to international promi-
nence after Pop# John XXIII
ant up the Secretariat for
Christian Unity to 1960 and
put him In charge.
Italian-born Cardinal An-
tonlutti, 65, U a former
Church diplomat who has
served in Spain. China, Al-
bania and Canada, where be
was Apostolic DoUgats for 15
years.
A member of the Ro-
man Curia since be was made
a Cardinal in March, 1962, he
became prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Religious test
summer .
Excerpts From Council Schema
..
•» prtrtw from lb* introduction ,*«
"On tho N store of tho
NCITC S*Ml Smut bn i t mind the onotntioni ns
martin to* no mbnr portions of tbo tm, are mnitnbU tom
•t **• roomed', rmln of tntrnty.
“Christ being the light of
nations, this sacrosanct as-
sembly. gathered to the Holy
Spirit, ardently desires to en-
lighten ell man. who Uve to
the dartrem of this world,
wtth Hi* tight that shines on
tho face of the Church, an-
nouncing the Gospel to every
creature (Merit. 16. 15).
"And since the Church is n
sigu and an instrument to
Christ, or so to say a sacra-
ment of the totimate unity of
the whole human kind and of
its union with God, it intends
to outline with greater care
its owe nature and universal
mission to to faithful end to
the entire world, resting on
the conclusions of previous
councils and elaborating them
to a language adequate to
present-day thinking.
“This is because the condi-
tions of our time add fresh
sad stronger force and ur-
gency to the above mentioned
goal of the Church, that la.
that all men. more closely
linked today by various so-
cial. technical and cultural
bonds, may also achieve full
unity to Christ.’’
Sectian I: "The Design ef
the Eternal Father stout
lairvreal Salvattea:
"This congregation of the
jurt is called by the holy Fa-
thers the Universal Church,
which extends from Abel the
Just to the teat of the chosen
ones . . . The Fether pre-
destined HU Son to this teak,
that, boro from the chosen
people according to the flesh.
He would redeem all through
His death and make HU broth-
ers sons of the Father, and
that to would sanctify them,
not only individually, without
any mutual connection, but
that He would establish them
a people of God, anew chosen
race, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation under one head.
This holy Church, already
pnflguratad since the be-
linnings of mankind, wonder-
fully prepared to the choice of
the old people and to the an-
cient part, waa manifested to
the new times."
toctieu It "Of the Church
as Mystical Rady of Christ:
"We «U. who profess faith
to Him, were all baptised Into
one body and drank In one
spirit ... We form one body
of fatthful, consisting of var-
ious organs, having gifts dif-
fering according to the grace
that has been given to us."
toe Use 7: “Of the Church
to Pilgrimage on Earth:
"Tlie sacred assembly
teaches and solemnly pro-
fesaee that there la not hut
one Church of Jesus Christ,
which we celebrate to the
symbol u one. holy, catholic
and apostolic, which the Sa-
vior after His resurrection
entrusted to Peter and
to the Apostles sad to
their successors
. . . This
Church, true mother and
teacher of aU
...
is the Cath-
olic Church, directed by the
Roman Pontiff and by the
Bishops to communion with
him . . . Outside this tots]
structure it is possible to find
many elements of sanctifica-
tion which, being things prop-
er to the Church of Christ, im-
pel to catholic unity.
.
toetieo •: “Atom the Cath-
olic Faithful:
“The holy assembly teaches
to line with Sacred Scrip-
tore and tradition that the
Church is an m«*ie..tt rfl
easary for salvation, and that
therefore those men cannot be
saved who. not being unaware
that the Catholic Church was
founded by God through Jesus
Christ is a necessary thin*
‘till refuse to enter it or to
remain ml*..
“Let all children of the
Church remember that their
outstanding condition «tmild
not be attributed to their own
merits but to a special grace
of Christ, and if they do not
r*spood to this to thought
word and work, far from be-
ing saved they will be Judged
more severely."
Seetiua t: “About the
Church’* Links with Sen-
Catholic Christians;
’’The Church, pious mother
of all, knows that it is linked
for many reasons to all those
who. being baptized, are or-
nated with the name of Chris-
tians, but do not profess the
whole faith or the unity of
communion under the Roman
Pontiff. They lovingly believe
to Christ, the Son of God and
***** ,r * »»rked by
indelible Baptism, they
recognize sod receive all or
some of the sacraments, and
many of them cultlvete faith
in the moat Holy Eucharist
and piety toward the Virgin
Mother of God."
“So the spirit arouses in all
disciples of Christ desire and
action that all
... be peace-
fully united in one flock under
one ahepherd. To achieve thta
goal the Church does
cease to pray, hope and
act
. .
Rcctten M: "Ahem Leading
Non-Christians tn the Chuck:
The Church has been lfn t
to all man . . . Therefore the
Church cannot cease to pray
tad preach until all thou who
have not yet reached Chris
baa Faith are united to U Into
one body.” This goes both for
those “who were already
dose te the Lord, belonging
to His people, brothers of His
according to the flesh" (the
Jewe) and for those who.
"distant from Him. but not
abandoned. either recognise a
God and creator or seek in
shadows and images a God
they do not know.’*
The /site*, img gmoutiomt re-
Ulimg lo tko rotlorotiom of s
grrmorntml dUiooMt are from
tko ttiomd ckoptrr.
The Bishops and priests
are assisted by deacons, in a
lower degree of the hier
arc hire! order, who serve at
the celebration of the Sacri-
fice (of the Masa). are extra-
ordinary ministers of solemn
Baptism and Holy Com
m union, and can perform
various tasks of public chari-
ty. preaching and adminis-
tration. as they may have
been assigned by competent
authority.
“Although today in the
Church the diacooate is in
most cases considered only as
a step by which one asccndi
to the priesthood, this was not
always the rule, nor is it
everywhere today.
“In fact, the diaconate can
be exercised in the future as
a proper and permanent de
grea of the hierarchy if the
Church seea fit in the inter-
ests of the care of souls,
cither in certain regions or
everywhere. In that event, it
is up to the authorities of the
Church to decide whether
such deacons are bound by
the sacred law of celibacy or
not."
Cautions Newsmen
On Distortion
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI told journalists
covering the ecumenical coun-
cil that they would be distort-
ing reality if their re-
ports dealt exclusively with
apparent differences and divi-
sions among the council Fa-
thers
Receiving several hundred
newsmen in a special atadi-
dience the Pope told them:
“ONE CAN in fact be
tempted to look for well-
known patterns, nationalisms,
tendencies, parties, as wen as
historical and geographical
dividisions. such as between
East and West, if one’s gaze
halts on these apparent dif-
ferences. or takes pleasure in
emphasizing them, the reali-
ty is altered, falsified.
"For the Bishops arc all
trying to avoid making such
divisions enduring ones . . .
"The debate is surely var-
ied and free within the coun-
cil chamber But if it is
marked —as it certainly ia
by the environments from
which the Bishops come, it la
not determined, even so. by
closed minds or prejudices.”
LATER. Bishop Albert
Zuroweste of Belleville, IIL,
an English-language member
of the Council Press Commit-
tee. told newsmen he would
welcome complaints or rec-
ommendations from the press
corps and would pass them on
to the committee.
He also introduced mem-
bers of the U. S. Bishop#*
nine-member press panel and
its new director, Elmer Von
Feldt, news editor of NCWC
News Service, to the news-
men .
Members of the press panel,
experts ia various fields, ara
available to brief newsmen on
topics discussed at the coun-
cil.
Subsequently. representa-
tive members of the U. S.
press corps covering the
council sent a letter to Pope
Paul expressing appreciation
of improved information serv-
ices
2
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locra. li K M , o( St. Bonaven-
ture Monastery. The preacher
will be Rev. Ronald P. Gray,
O.Carm., of Englewood.
THERE WILL BE 5,000 men
from 18 parishes In the Pas-
ssic-Clifton parade, which will
be ib the utter community
this year. It will begin at
2:30 p.m. with St. Michael's
Cathedral (Bysantine), Pas-
saic, the lead parish.
Emil Wlatrak of St. John
Kanty is grand marshal. The
parade will end at Clifton
High School Stadium, with
Benediction celebrated by
Msgr. John A. Stim, rector of
the cathedral, assisted by
Rev. John Danllak and Rev.
John Paykus of his staff. The
preacher will be Rev. Clement
Ockay of Seton Hall.
IN .MORRISTOWN, about
3,000 men from 30 parishes
will march to the high school
field, with the parade due to
start at 3 p.m. Msgr. John J.
Sheerin, vicar general and
pastor of St. Margaret's. Mor-
ristown. will review the pa-
rade and also celebrate Bene-
diction. The lead parish will
be St. Christopher's, Parsip-
pany.
Assisting at Benediction will
be Rev. N. John Hall of St.
Margaret's, and Rev. John J.
O'Brien of Assumption, Mor-
ristown. The speaker will be
Rev. Leo P. Carey, director
of Bayley-Ellard High School,
Madison.
ABOUT 1,600 MEN from 10
Sussex County parishes will
assemble at Don Bosco Col-
lege, Newton, at 4 p.m. Msgr.
Christian D. Haag, pastor of
St. Monica's, Sussex, and Sus-
sex County dean, will preach.
Benediction will be celebrat-
ed by Rev. John J. White, pas-
tor of Immaculate Concep-
Franklin, assisted by
Rev. James J. Donnelly, pas-
tdr of Our Lady Queen of
Peace, Branchville, and Rev.
John E. Mushinsky of Our
Lady of the Lake, Sparta.
Council Newsmaker
New York’s Cardinal
The man who opened discussion on the lay
dlaconate in the Vatican Council this week
probably did more to publicize the question —
at least In the U. S. —■ than any other of the
2,500 council Fathers. If a Bishop from France
had offered the same senti-
ments — that restoration of
the permanent rank of deacon
could be both costly and harm-
ful to future vocations — most
American papers would have
afforded the statement the
same inside-page treatment
given to most other day-to-
day council news.
But the speaker was Fran-
cis Cardinal Spellman, Arch-
bishop of New York — and
by the following day most newspaper readers
were as conversant with the historical role of
the deacon In the Church as they were with
Sandy Koufax’ 15 strikeouts.
THE SPOTLIGHT of publicity has never
strayed far from the 74-year-old prelate since he
was consecrated a Bishop in 1932. Named Arch-
bishop of New York in 1939, he has been an
unofficial and sometimes controversial leader of
U. S. Catholics ever since.
Franklin D. Roosevelt called him "my
favorite Bishop;” some Catholic publications
have tagged him as too conservative. News-
week described his administration of the New
York Archdiocese as “efficient almost beyond
belief.”
His uncompromising stand on federal
aid to schools has been highly praised and
roundly condemned.
A list of his honorary degrees and titles
runs to six typewritten pages; be is a fellow
of the International College of Surgeons, an ad-
miral in the Nebraskan Navy, and a chief in
the Osage Indian tribe. The National Chamber
of Commerce gave him its - National Travel
Award, certainly an uncontested honor. He has
been hooored as America's Outstanding Citizen
and has won municipal tributes from Pough-
keepsie to Paris.
BORN IN Whitman. Mass., May 4, 1889,
son of a grocer, he attended the town’s public
schools, where ho was a good Latin student,
a good athlete and a debater.
Following an excellent acfcdemic record at
Fordham, he was sent to Rome for theological
studies at the North American College and the
Pontifical Urban University of the Propagation
of the Faith.
He was ordained in Rome May 14, 1918, and
returned to the Boston Archdiocese where he
was engaged in pastoral work. From 1922 to
1925 he was vice chancellor of the archdiocese
and was a staff member and later editor of
the Pilot, diocesan weekly.
IN 1125, POPE Pius XI named him an at-
tache in the Papal Secretariat of State, a post
he filled until his appointment in 1932 as Aux-
iliary Bishop of Boston. He was consecrated in
Rome by Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli, later Pope
Pius X1L
He rose quickly to a prominent place in
U. S. Church affairs, a position reflected by his
personal friendship with President Roosevelt
(during a visit in 1936 he became the Drat
priest to offer Mass in the White House).
Shortly after Cardinal Pacelli ascended the
papal throne in 1939, he named Bishop Spellman
to be Archbishop of New York. Later that year
he was named Military Vicar of the U. S.
Armed Forces,,a post he still holds. His Christ-
mas trips to visit servicemen are as famous
as the man himself. He was proclaimed a Car-
dinal In 1948 by Pius XII.
HE ENJOYS A story, and delighted in re-
calling several years ago an encounter he bad
with a priest at his residence.
The Cardinal answered the door wbea the
maid was not available and personally greeted
the priest who had rung.
"I'd like to see the Archbishop's secretary,”
the caller said.
"Perhaps," the Cardinal suggested, “I can
help you myself." "If you don't mind. I’d like
to see the Archbishop's secretary himself," the
priest replied. "This is important."
Cardinal Spellman smiled at the visitor.
"Hold on." he said. "I’ll get him here
right away.”
Heartened by Spirit of Reform
Outlines Protestant Hopes
For the Vatican Council
By ROBERT McAFEE BROWN
For ibr Proleitont world, Voticon Council II promises o
bold snlrrssol rtntudl end reforms of ibr Cotbolic Cbmnb
geored touord et toluol Chris Hon unity. The Adi ocote btrt
presents on erlicle on ubot ibr Am trie om Protestont hopes
for from the count il. It wot written by o Slumlord Unit erssty
professor of rtligion who is on obserter ol the conned for
the World Alliome of Reformed end Presbyteriom Churches.
What does the Protestant
hope that Vatican II will ac-
complish?
That the question can even
be asked is significant of an
amazing change in Pro-
testant-Catholic relations. It
was not very long ago that
Protestants would not have
"hoped" for anything from a
council of the Catholic
Church, and Catholics would
not have concerned them-
selves with non-Catholic ex-
pectations
Today, thanks to the spirit
of the late Pope John, not
only have channels of com-
munication been reopened but
also channels of genuine ex-
change and understanding
and charity-— channels that
are flowing in both directions
betweeo Catholics and Protes-
tants.
The Protestants' greatest
hope for the council's second
session Is that the spirit man-
ifested in the first session will
be continued. This may seem
a modest hope, but it con-
tains the promise of every-
thing creative that may
emerge out of subsequent
sessions of Vatican II, For
the thing that was most im-
pressive to non-Catholics
about the first session was the
manifest openness to reform
oo the part of the assembled
Bishops.
"Reform” has not been a
popular word in Catholic cir-
cles, and still is not in many
circles, because of Its connec-
tion with the events of the
Protestant Reformation of the
16th century. But Vatican 11
has already succeeded In
demonstrating that the "re-
forming" of the Catholic
Church Is a genuinely Catho-
lic principle that must be
built into any true under-
standing of the meaning of
the Church
The first session of the
council made clear that con-
cern (or reform was not be-
ing viewed by the Catholic
Church merely, as an internal
matter, unrelated to the rest
of Christendom, but that the
Church was aware that what-
ever sbe did about her own
life would affect her relation-
ship with all of the "separated
brethren" who do not fully
share that life with her.
The very decision to invite
non Catbobc observers to be
present at all sessions of the
council indicates that the
Catholic Church is concerned
to foster closer relations with
non-Cathobcs rather than to
build new walls of ec-
clesiastical insularity.
So it is for a continuation
ol this kind of spirit that the
Protestant most hopes when
he surveys the possibilities
that lie ahead The election of
Pope Paul VI is a reassur-
ing indication that such will
indeed be the mood of the
council, since Pope Paul
clearly stands not only in
apostolic succession to John
XXIII but also in a kind of
spiritual succession, being
committed to the same con-
cerns as his predecessor.
It is possible that In terms
of specific actions the coun-
cil will not accomplish very
much, and it would be un-
wise to predicate hopes for
the council merely on those
pieces of legislation that one
hopes to see enacted. Even
so, the Catholic Church does
not assemble nearly 3,000 of
its leaders merely to create
an atmosphere.
Many specific matters will
be discussed, many votes will
be taken, many matters of
Church policy and doctrine
will be clarified and defined
Among these, the following
are ooes that Protestants will
watch with special interest
• The issue of religions lib-
erty. Nothing the Church
could do at the council would
have more immediately help-
ful repercussions among non-
Cathodes than a forthright
declaration by the Bishops
about liberty of conscience
ami freedom of worship for
noo-Cathoiics. Here is an area
where historically noo-Catho-
lics have, often with good
reason, been apprehensivr
about "Cathode power.” and
It Is fortunate that there ap-
pears to be hope for a clear-
cut conciliar statement on the
matter.
• A treatment of the rela-
tionship between Scripture
and Tradition. Last fall the
council discussed (and re-
jected) a proposal that would
have polarized Catholic-Pro-
testant differences oo the re-
lation of Scripture and Tradi-
tion in terms of out-dated
6th century polemics. There
is hope that a new statoment
on this matter will be able to
draw Cathodes and Protes
unis closer to one another.
• A clarification of tho re-
lation between the authority
of the Bishop of Rome (the
Pope) and the authority of
the other Bishops. Vatican 1
(1870) dealt only with the for-
mer. and hat given an exag-
gerated picture of the rela-
tion of papal authority to the
authority of other Bishops. A
further definition of the mean-
ing of the authority of the
church as focused in Its epis-
copal leaders would get rid of
many of the stereotypes noo-
C a (holies
*
have and would
open the door to closer rela-
tions between Catholicism
and Eastern Orthodoxy.
• In other more specific
areas, it can be hoped that
Vatican II will give new di-
rection in "bringing the
church up-to-date.” In coun-
tries like the U. S, for ex-
ample. revision of the laws
affecting "mixed marriages”
would alleviate many of the
causes of local friction be-
tween the two groups.
But whatever happens to
these and other items on the
agenda of Vatican II, the Pro-
testant is heartened by the
degree to which the Catholic
Church is engaging in a very
searching act of self-scrutiny,
and Is confident that in the
final analysis what "happens”
at Vatican 11 lies not in hu-
man hands, but in the power
of the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Father's Week
Praise for Polio Victims
VATICAN CITY (NC>-Pope
Paul IV told a special audi-
ence of polio vitims that they
must bear their crosses and be
a b tag example to all man-
kind.
"Instead of being in need of
comfort." Pope Paul told the
polio victims, "you yourselves
teach others bow to live and
bear the adversttiei of life.’*
The Pope said their "cour-
age stirred in him great
admiration and consolation ”
The audience was held in
the Courtyard of St. Damasus,
where 2S0 persons in wheel
chairs, on stretchers and on
foot were gathered
After giving his bless mg. the
Pope walked among the inva-
lids and chatted with many,
particularly young children
•
Advices Miisioner*
VATICAN CIT\' (NC) - A
group of American lay per-
sons beading for the African
millions heard Pope Paul VI
warn that suffering and hard-
ships lay ahead
The group coousted of 18
men and women of the Lay
Mission Helpers Association of
Los Angeles They have
signed on for a three-year
period and will follow their
normal careers at nurses,
teachers, builders, mechanics
and in other occupations
Pope Paul urged the con-
tingent to accept their pro-
bably difficult life in the mis-
sionary spirit and to per-
servere in their work
4Supreme I ulue'
VATICAN CITY (NCI —
Pope Paul told members t*(
an internatioeal congress on
aeronautical and space med-
icine that man remains the
"supreme value" in the visi-
ble world for both Church and
science.
The Pope said that the at
titude of the Church toward
science and technology is one
of "admiration, encourage-
ment and solicitude "
"Our meeting." the Pope
said, "undertines a principal
aspect of human progress
which you. as defenders of
physical health, and we. at
protectors of the spiritual
health of man. can celebrate
together ... that la, the pri-
macy of man. . .
"Man is for us and for you
the supreme value in the visi-
ble world. We are pleated to
believe that, just as your an-
xiety for the physical health
of man. exposed to the risks
and experiences of flying in
the atmosphere and in space,
la not regarded as a check on
his conquering spirit, but ra-
ther a* an aid. ao too the so-
licitude of the Church for
man's moral and aptritual sat
ration will no( be regarded at
an obstacle but as protection,
as a guarantee and aid in the
conquest of hit ultimate
aims
"
The Pope concluded by not-
ing: "Just as we congratulate
you in your efforts to safe-
guard the health of man and
guarantee his physical effici-
ency. to you will appreciate
the motherly solicitude of the
Church which sees to it that
the wonderful progress of
which man is the builder and
beneficiary in this estraor-
dmary period of history may
truly benefit and not harm
him "
•
Papal I ifilara
VATICAN CITY - Two
American Cardinals — Rich-
ard Cardinal Cushing of Bos-
ton and James Francis Car-
dinal McIntyre of Los An-
geles — were among those re-
ceived during the week by
Pope Paul Other papal vis-
itors included Brother Joseph
Ntccto. F S.C., superior gen-
eral of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools, Archbishop
Kgidio V agnail i Apostolic
Delegate in the U. S.; Rev.
Kiecardo Lombardi. S J.
founder of Use Movement for
a Better World, and President
Aden Abdullah Osman of
Somali.
The Holy Father went to
Salvator Mundi Hospital in
Rome to visit four ailing pre-
lates: Archhuhop Thomas
Pothacamury of Bangalore.
India. Auxiliary Bishop Leon
ard P. Crowley of St Paul.
Minn : Coadjutor Archbishop
Anthony Jordan of Edmonton.
Alberta. and Nebraska-
born Bishop John Bokenfohr.
(> M l. of Kimberley, South
Africa.
‘Painful Problem*
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul told a convention
on the problems of refugees
that "all the joint efforts of
all men of good will are not
too much to bring this obsess-
ing and painful problem to an
end "
Pope Paul said that "almost
everywhere" persons and
families are farced to leave
their homes
"Is that not a standing ap-
peal to good people to unite
in a peaceful competition to
help these numerous refugees
find ooce more a peaceful
competition to help these nu
merous refugees find ooce
more a peaceful life and the
opportunity of leading the life
of a man and a citizen in re-
discovered dignity and lib-
erty?” the Pope asked.
"As you gentlemen know,
the Church is with you whole-
heartedly tn this work of jus-
tice and charity." hr Mid.
•
Menta/ce to Blind
VATICAN CITY (NC) - God
did not give man Mlvatioo
through physical viaion but
through spiritual vision. Pope
Paul VI told members of the
National Catholic Association
of the Italian Blind
la an audience the Pope re-
called the biblical injunction,
"Blessed are those who do not
see and believe.”
lit noted that God said men
will tee Him not throagh the
senses but through faith —
through an attitude of t he
spirit which is given through
the Word
A SPECIAL AUDIENCE - Pope Paul VI took time off from
the cares of the Second Vatican Council to hold a special
audience in the courtyard of St. Damausus, whert 250
polio victims, some in wheelchairs, on stretchers and on
foot gathered for hit blotting. Tho Holy Father is shown
horo at ho caresses the head of a polio-stricken girl held
in the arms of her father.
CardinalDoepfner Disagrees
Cardinal Spellman Opposes
Proposal for Lay Diaconate
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Francis Cardinal Spellman of
New York, addressing the 41st
general congregation of the
Second Vatican Council, spoke
out against the establishment
of a permanent order of dea-
cons in the Church to which
(harried men might be ad-
mitted.
He was supported by An-
tonio Cardinal Bacci, a mem-
ber of the Roman Curia, and
Ernesto Cardinal Rufftni of
Palermo, Sicily. Julius Car-
dinal Doeptner of Munich later
took an opposing view.
THE FROF06AL for a per-
manent dlaconate war em-
bodied in a chapter on the
structure of the Church in Dc-
Ecdesia, the schema on the
nature of the Church. Last
year, several Latin American
prelatei said a peramanent
dlaconate was necessary in
view of the serious shortage of
priests In their countries.
Cardinal Spellman cautioned
that making the dlaconate a
permanent order to which
married men could be ad-
mitted would endanger the
law of celibacy for the priest-
hood and might lead to a fall-
ing off In vocations for the
priesthood, since seminariins
might remain .deacons.
At present, deacons are sim-
ply candididates for the priest-
hood and are. ordained usually
in the last year before be-
coming priests. Deacons help
in the celebration of High
Mass. They may give Holy
Communion, and perform bap-
tisms. But they may not cele-
brate Mass, hear confessions,
or administer other Sacra-
ments.
In the early Church, the dea-
con had a very important pos-
ition as personal assistant to
the Bishop, controller of ec-
clesiastical goods, private sec-
retary, and regular intermedi-
ary between the Bishop and
Uie faithful. Often the Bishop's
successor was chosen from
among the deacons
CARDINAL SPELLMAN
said it was surprising that the
schema text should propose
the establishment of a dlacon-
ate as a permanent and stable
rank in the Church. He aald
this was a disciplinary matter
which had no place in a dog-
matic constitution such as De
Ecdesia. adding there was
even some doubt that it should
be discussed at alL
Cardinal Spellman contended
that since the dlaconate as a
stable and permanent rank m
the hierarchy has become ob-
solete, there was no ressoo
for steps to be taken to restore
its previous form without
careful consideration of the
reasons which led to the or-
iginal change. Nor, he
stressed, should serious dif-
ficulties In the practical order
be disregarded.
The Cardinal pointed out that
making the dlaconate a per-
manent order would necessit-
ate the organization of special
bouses for the training of dea-
cons. He Mid this could in-
flict grave hardships in lo-
calities where the Church Is
already encountering grave
hardships in maintaining sem-
inaries
Cardinal Ruffin! told the
council Fathers he was par-
ticularly concerned about the
possibility of waiving the re-
quirement of celibacy in the
proposed permanent dlaconate.
The same concern was
voiced by Cardinal Bacci, who
called the propoMl "vary dan-
gerous.”
COUNTERING CARDINAL
Spellman's objection that a
permanent dlaconate would
raise the difficulty of special
seminaries. Cardinal Doepfner
said that the present text gives
only the dogmatic foundations
for s possible change In
Church practice, but does not
enter into any disciplinary
considerations.
All it does, he said, is to
make it possible for com-
petent authority, under the
guidance of the Holy See, to
make provisions for special re-
gions where the presence of
deacons could in many ways
make up for the prolonged
scarcity of priests.
Instituting the order of dea-
con as a permanent rank, he
said, could possibly entail dan-
ger for the tradition of clerical
celibacy, but only if the
choice of such deacons were
made indiscriminately. The
dlaconate necessarily involves
many questions, he added, but
the schema only opens the
way to the necessary solutions.
Wayne Parish
Masses Listed
WAYNE — Rev. Carl J.
Wolsin, pastor of the new par-
ish of Our Lady of Consola-
tion has announced that Sun-
day Masses will begin Oct. 13
at the Sehuyler-Colfax Junior
High School oo Hamburg
Turpike here.
Masses are scheduled on
the hour from 8 a m. to noon
Father Wolsin has taken up
residence at 78 Surrey Dr.
Paterson...
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FABULOUS CLEARANCE
SALE!
COSTUME JEWELRY
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED
You will find some really fantastic values In
this huge selection of fine costume jewelry,
all at a fraction of their real worth and all
from regular stock.
ON SALE IN MILLBURN STORE ONLY
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1908
265-67 MILLBURN AVE.
MILLBURN, N. J.
DR 6-7100
••listed by Hey. George Bel-
(•r, pastor of St. Augustine's,
Newark, and Rev. Annunziato
G. Crescent!, administrator of
St Rocco’a, Newark.
IN EAST ORANGE, there
will be 6,000 men from 28
P*rf*bes parading to Elmwood
Park, where Msgr. John H.
Byrne, pastor of Our Lady of
Sorrows, will be the reviewer.
Utia parade begins at 3 p.m.,
with St. Joseph’s. East Or-
ange, the lead parish and
Peter Abene grand marshal.
Rev. Samuel C. Bovc, ad-
ministrator of St. Joseph’s,
will celebrate Benediction, as-
sisted by Rev. David A. Ernst
ot Our Lady Help of Chris-
tiana and Rev. Thomas J. Mc-
Cann of Holy Name, East Or-
ange. The preacher will be
Rev. James C. Turro of Im-
maculate Conception Semi-
nary.
THE JERSEY CITY parade
will be reviewed by Msgr.
James A. Hughes, vicar gen-
eral. It will begin at 1 p.m.
and over 20,000 men from 29
pariehee will march down
Hudson Boulevard to Lincoln
Park. An Saints will be the
lead pariah and the grand
marshal la Benjamin MlrieUo
of that parish, assisted by
John M. Deegan of SL John's
and Adalbert Mlynarski of
Our Lady of Czestochowa.
Following the parade, there
will be Benediction in St. Aloy-
sius Church with Rev. Joseph
J. Kaczka of St. Lucy's as cel-
ebrant. Deacon and subdeacon
will be Rev. John Buklad of
Our Lady of Czestochowa and
Rev. Charles J. Watters of St.
Mary’s. The preacher will be
Msgr. James A. Hamilton.
Hudson County spiritual direc-
tor.
IN BAYONNE, about 5,000
men from 10 parishes will as-
semble at 1:30 p.m. and march
to St. Henry’s Church, where
Msgr. Michael J. Mulligan,
pastor of St Henry's and dean
of Hudson County, will be on
the reviewing stand. St. Vin-
cent’s is the lead parish and
the grand marshal is Michael
F. Golden, assisted by John
O’Grady and Richard Silvay.
The ministers of Benedic-
tion. which will be held on the
grounds of St. Henry’s, will be
Rev. William J. Buckley, pas-
tor of St. Vincent’s, celebrant:
Rev. Robert Svec of St. Vin-
cent's, deacon, and Rev. L.
Robert Duffy of St. Vincent's,
subdeacon. The preacher will
be Rev. Raymond P. Doll of
St. Vincent’s.
OVER 2,Me MEN from six
parishes and the Spanish-
American Center will take
part in the Hoboken parade to
Columbus Park, where Msgr.
Thomas J. Gilhooly of Seton
Hall University will be review-
er and preacher. Our Lady of
Grace will lead the parade,
which begins at 2:30 p.m.
Celebrant of Benediction win
be Rev. Daniel F. Meehan,
pastor of Our Lady.of Grace,
assisted by Rev. Nicholas Hor-
vath. O.F.M. Coov., of St.
Joseph's, and Rev. Clareoce
J. O’Shea, O.F.M.. of St Fran-
cis.
THERE WILL BE 13 par-
ishes from five North Hudson
communities involved in the
psrade in Union City, with
some 4,000 men due to march.
The lead parish will be St.
Brigid's, North Bergen, whose
pastor. Rev. William V. Hoi
land, is honorary grand mar-
shal. It begins at 2 p.m.
The parade wiU end at St.
Michael’s Monastery, where
outdoor Benediction will be
celebrated by Rev. George A.
O’Gorman, pastor of Our Lady
of Fatima. North Bergen, as-
sisted by Rev. William J,
Heine of Holy Family, Union
City, and Rev. John J. Mc-
Guire of St Brigid's.
THE BERGEN COUNTY pa-
rade will be held tn Hacken-
sack with to, 000 men from 73
parishes marching to Foschini
Memorial Park. Msgr. Robert
G. Fitzpatrick, pastor of Cor-
pus Christ!. Hasbroock
Heights and dean of Bergen
County, will be the reviewer.
Sacred Heart. Rochelle Park,
will be the lead parish and
John J. Klein of Assumption.
Wood-Ridge. Is grand marshal.
The parade starts at 2:20
pm.
Rev. David J. Pathe of
Madonna. Fort Lee. will be
the speaker at Foschini Park
Celebrant of Benediction will
be Rev Timothy E Moore.
O Carm . pastor of St. John's,
Leonia. assisted by Rev. Je-
rome Gallagher, Of ll.. of Sa-
cred Heart and Rev. William
M. McCauley of Guardian An-
gel. Allendale
MSGR. HENRY J. Witter-
son. arcbdiocesan director of
the Federation of Holy Name
Societies and dean of Union
County. Is due to review the
Elisabeth psrade. which wiU
have 10.0M men from 44 I'd
ion County parishes marching
up Jersey Ave to Wartnanco
Park. The parade stirts gt 2
P m.
The celebrant of Benediction
will be Rev. Francis X. Coyle,
pastor of SL James. Spring-
field. assisted by Rev. Cor-
nelius J. Collin* of Holy Ro*
ary. Elisabeth, and Rev.
George C. Luts of St. Agnes.
Clark. The preacher will be
Rev Edward R Oehllng of
St. James
PLAN PARADIS - The two parades annually sponsored by the Essex-West Hudson
Federation of Holy Name Societies were programmed at a recent meeting of the com-
mittee. Sested, left to right, are Rev. John M. Vaccaro of St. Joseph's East Orange, mod-
erator of the suburban parade; Andrew Kearney, general chairman of the Newark
parade, and Rev. Philip T. McCabe, moderator of the federation; standing, Doane oane Re-
gan, president of the federation; Peter J. Abene, Sr. grand marshal of the suburban
parade; lorry A. Raymond, general chairman of the suburban parade. William J.
Griffin, president of the Archdiocesan Holy Nome Federation, and Hugh X. Connell,
publicity chairman.
Drafting Schedule
For Confirmation
PATERSON — Paterson
diocesan pastors who wish
to have Confirmations
scheduled for the months of
February, March and April
art requested to contact the
CktBMry Office by Nov. 13,
it was announced last week
by Msgr. William P. Louis,
chancellor.
New Basilica
In St. Louis
ST. LOUIS (RNS) - The
first Catholic church built in
St. Louis has been raised to
the suture of a minor basilica
and the church, long known as
St Louis. King of France, hat
the official name of tne Basil-
ica of St Lou la
In tu earliest days, the ba-
silica was the mother church
of a diocese that included
more than half of what is now
the continental US — from
the state of Washington
to Chi;ago. and south to what
is now Nevad;.
There are 14 other basin, at
in the UE. Basilica honor is
a uigoH to certain churches
because of their aMiquitr, dig-
nity. hislo-tcal import state tr-
ibe ir significance as centers of
worship
Plan 0|M*n IIoum*
NEW ORLEANS (NC) -
Ten parishes of the New Or-
leans Archdiocese will coo-
duct open house programs
Dec a for Protestants. Orth-
odos and Jews of metropoli-
tan Now Orleans.
SEND GIFT subscriptions
of The Advocate to friends oo
special occasions, such as
weddings, ordinations, birth-
days. a universe ries, Christ-
mas. etc.
Aussies Plan State Aid
SYDNEY. Australia (NC)
— The Now South Wales State
government has decided to
give 345 yearly allowances to
parents of some studrnls In
private secondary schools.
Most private schools In Ihe
state are Catholic schools.
The system, which will bene-
fit an estimated 20,000 pupils
starting next year, also ap-
plies to parents of children who
live away from home to at-
tend state-run schools.
4
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The HANNON Family
Cordially Invite
All ihe People of
The Archdiocese of Newark
and Dioceseof Paterson
to visit our huge
Floor Covering Center
DAN HANNON
Si. Im i MA
■••in#ton. N. i.
H«f* you'll find on# of the largest and
finest selections of RUGS, CAR FETING and
QUALITY FLOOR COVERING for every need
and taste ... at prices that represent
substantial savings.
Please feel free to drop in and browse
around. We're here to help you. Our ex-
perience & facilities are at your service.
m
HANNON’S HOME SERVICE IS FREE!
convonlonto a Hannon'i ceniwttanl T f T T I ■ < _
ZJiZztJX'j:rsiasai HUmboldt 5-4343
Serving Homemakers, Religious Institutionsand Business Establishments for over 34 years.
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39,000
CAB BUYERS.
CAN'T BE WRONGS
The EAST ORANGE MALLON—the FIRST authorized
PONTIAC DEALER continually serving the motoring public in
thia territory over a span of 35 years—point* with pride to a pre-
tention* roster of more than 39,000 CERTIFIED CUSTOMERS
who have purchased their car* from the EAST ORANGE MALLON.
No Ponliar dealer in New Jersey—REGARDLESS OP
NAME OR LOCATION—can honestly claim a longer period of
service and a longer list of Pontiac owners.
With the introduction of the 1964 Pontiac and Tempest
car*, now on display, the EAST ORANGE MALLON is determined
to maintain it* LEADERSHIP in SALES by giving forth to the kind
of deal that will be MOST APPEALING to anyone interested in buy-
ing any 1964 automobile regardless of price range.
Over thepast 35 years theEAST ORANGE MALLON has
given all its new car customers complete satisfaction with the kind
of protective services that keeps them happy over a long period
of time ... and we shall continue to retain this good will by render-
ing the FINEST SERVICES available anywhere before and after
delivery.
'
At the EAST ORANGE MALLON you can buy with com-
plete confidence,knowing you will always receive ONLY GENUINE
Pontiac factory-installed accessories (never cheap substitutions of
any kind).
As more than 39.000 customers know, vou. too will
appreciate our “STRAICHT DOWN THE LINE" manner of doing
business, because at the EAST ORANGE MALLON
. . . EAST OR-
ANGE, that is . . . one is never subjected to any shabbv selling tac-
tics such as “High Call" 'Low Ball." “Tricky Price Togs" or
“Bushing** by squeezing more cash from the rustomer before
delivery.
A* regularly published, the HAST ORANGE MALLON
again emphasizes that
ALL PRICES, TERMS AND ALLOWANCES QUOTED BY US
ARE FIRM AND WILL BE HONORED AT TIME OF
DELIVERY AT NO ADDITIONAL COSTS.
Cams wt tb# n«w 1944 Pontioc and Tampatt car* now
•" display at tbs lA ST ORANGE MALI ON. Wa’ra lurt yaw ft Ilka
what w* hor# la affar yaw at tbl* tins.
W# asswra it wan't co«t yaw ONI CENT MORE t* gat
lb# REST OP EVERYTHING at tha EAST ORANOf MAUON
RAH OAAMOE, that W
[fallen “Where the GoUen Rule AlwaysPrtvaW
mEAST ORANGE
NS MAIN STREET OR.ng. S-3100
RMCARDULSS OF \A*E OR LOC4TIO V. TO DIALER 1\ >ORTI\FR\
SEW JERSEY FRE-DATES THE EAST OR ASCE MALI O',
AS aYaI THokum POST I AC DEALER. JM9
B&M ALUMINUM CO.
mmm it m mm m. mum. 11
CALL TOOAVSMU 6-966
-On if In ferny's Urpit Mm"
MEMBER OF TNI
OTTER BUSINESSMEN'S
BUREAU OF UNKW, N.J.
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PATRON SAINT - A 12-foot high statue of St. JoMph will be installed this week on the
front of the now St. Joseph's High School for boys in Montvale. Above, archietect M.
George Vuinovich inspects the half-size clay model as done by artist Joseph DiLorenzo
of Alpine. The building will be completed by December.
RECEIVES MEDAL - C Malcolm Davis of Bernardsville, president of Fidelity Union Trust
Cos., receives the Seton Hall Gold Medallion from Msgr. Edward J.flemingexecutive
vice president of the university, after he addressed a student convocation there Oct. 2.
Leonard Dreyfuss, chairman of the convocation, second from left, and Frederick H.
Groel, president of the New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce, witness the event
Protestants
Aid Bus Plan
MEDINA. Ohio (NC) -
Protestant religious and lay
leaden here are organizing a
fund drive to provide school
bus transportation for chil-
dren attending a Catholic
school.
Jack Kortc, chairman of the
St. Francis Xavier School par-
ents' bus committee, said he
has been asked not to name
leaders of the drive until they
have had an oppo. (unity for
further meetings.
St. Francis pupils have been
riding public school buses
since the beginning of the
current term but the trans-
portation will be cut off by
Oct. 16.
The city school board vot-
ed to end the service after
Ohio Atty. Gen. William R.
Sax be issued an opinion say-
ing that such rides were il-
legal.
Seton Hall
Fills Post
SOUTH ORANGE - Robert
B. Reilly of Bay Head has
been appointed director of de-
velopment at Seton Hall Uni-
versity, it was announced this
week by Msgr. Edward J.
Fleming, executive vice presi-
dent/
Reilly will be responsible for
the coordination of fund-rais-
ing activities on the govern-
ment, corporation and founda-
tion level. A native of Jersey
City and an alumnus of Holy
Cross, he has done extensive
study of the Russian language
and has taught languages and
sociology on the university
level.
His most recent assignment
has been In connection with
development program for the
Archdiocese of Washington,
DC.
Reilly will assume his
position at Seton Hall Oct, 15.
New Board Makeup
In Chicago
CHICAGO (NC) - Lay per-
sons and Sisters have been
named to the Chicago Catho-
lic School Qoard for the first
time.
Four lay people, including a
Negro professor and a mother
of six echoed children, and
three Sisters were appointed
to the 23-member advisory
body by Albert Cardinal
Meyer.
Twenty dioceses now have
laymen on school boards.
College Aid
Support Urged
WASHINGTON (NC) - U.S.
Education Commissioner Fran-
cis Kcppel appealed here for
a "united college community"
to press Congress for adoption
of federal aid for public and
private Institutions of higher
education.
Speaking at the annual meet-
ing of the American Council
on Education. Keppei de-
scribed the outlook for federal
help for college classroom con-
struction aa ••cloudy,” mainly
because House and Senate aid
bills are dissimilar.
Other reasons, he said, in-
clude the objections of some
persons “who doubt that it is
in the national Interest to use
public funds to strengthen all
types of Institutions of higher
learning, both public and pri-
vate."
In Schools
Protest Extreme
Prayer Action
TRENTON— Ten Protestant
ministers met with Gov. Rich-
ard J. Hughes here Oct. 7 on
the school prayer ban and
several of them reported In-
stances where schools had
gone beyond the limits set by
U.S. Supreme Court decisions.
Specific examples given by
the ministers were: (1) re-
moval of the Bible from a
school library; (2) a principal
telling a child not to carry a
Bible to class and (3) a child
being forbidden to write about
religious beliefs in an autobio-
graphical essay.
STATE EDUCATION Com-
missioner Frederick M. Rau-
bingcr, whs. sat in on the con-
ference. said no such instances
had been brought to his atten-
tion but promised that infor-
mal investigations would be
made.
The Governor also asked the
ministers to present alterna-
tives, within 10 days, to the
banned prayer practices. Sug-
gestions at the meeting that
classes in Bible reading be
held before each school day or
that instruction in religion be
given during school hours met
with the tentative approval of
acting Atty. Gen. Theodore I.
Hotter, but only if such classes
were "educational" in pur-
pose and not a subterfuge for
giving instruction in religion.
Meanwhile, petitions were
being circulated hi West Pat-
erson and Parsippany far the
reinstatement of the prayers.
The West Paterson move, en-
dorsed by the borough coun-
cil and board of education, is
aimed at a Conetitstiooal
amendment, the one in Par-
sippany was directed to both
slate and federal legislators.
CLOSED CIRCUIT - Msgr. John A. Weisbrod, pastor of Our Lady of Good Counsel, New-
ark, blesses the camera which is part of the closed-circuit educational TV system now
in use at Good Counsel Grammar and High Schools. National problems, religion and
science are some of the subjects being taught with the help of television. With Msgr.
Weisbrod, left to right, are Mother Rita Gabriel, S.S.J., principal of the schools. Rev.
Richard C. Ehrenberg, Rev. Richard M. Galdon. Rev. John W. Conway and Rev. Jo-
seph C Fitzpatrick, who directed the circuit installation.
Georgetown Studies Criminal Law
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
Georgetown University Law
Center has received from the
Ford Foundation two grants
totaling $345,000 for Its pro-
gram for the study and de-
velopment of criminal lew.
A total of $195,000 will go to-
ward eetsMWiment of a three-
year plan to obtain the re-
lease without ball of certain
indigent felony (Wend acts.
The additional $130,000, two-
year grant Is for the uni-
versity’s pioneering graduate
student legal intern program
in which the interna act as
attorneys far the poor.
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WILL FATHER
TEILHARD CHANGE
CATHOLIC THINKING?
Fo»h«f Teilhard died In New York in 1955. Eight
month* later, hi* abounding book The Phenomenon
of Man" appeared In Pori*. It i* a book, »ay* this
week * Saturday Evening Post, that hot caused fierce
controversy in the Church. Its influence it now felt in
Rome. Yet, you'll read how Father Teilhard was for-
bidden, by the Society of Jesus, to publish any of
hit writings while he lived. And how, as a devout
servant of the Church, he obeyed to the letter. The
warm ond touching story of Father Teilhard, written
by John Kobler and beautifully photogrophed by
. nilippo Halsmon. it in the October 12 Post.
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The World Is One
“The mission vocation is one of great
happiness and immense privilege, when
all is said, but it must be understood
rightly. Its pleasures and rewards do not
come in wordly trifles, but in generous
sacrifice.”
So spoke the renowned Bishop
James E. Walsh, living martyr of China.
THE U. S. HAS a mission vocation
to the rest of the world. The Church in
America is sensing this duty. Yet our
faithful donate an average of 27 cents
each for all territories under the Congre-
gation of the Propagation of the Faith.
This when we possess 6% of the popula-
tion of the world and 46% of the world’s
wealth.
Although 60 dioceses this year show-
ed a decrease in sacrifices for the poor
of Africa, Asia, and Oceania, neverthe-
less many U. S. Bishops are making great
sacrifices in their individual dioceses for
the missions.
Archbishop Boland has permitted
seven of our priests to go to Latin Amer-
ica and he has given every support and
encouragement to the official program
of the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith in our parishes. Bishop Stanton, the
archdiocesan director of the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith, has praised
the youth in our schools for their sacri-
fices in assuming their mission duties and
.responsibilities. Bishop Navagh' has like-
wise given dramatic evidence of his sup-
port of the Mission Church since coming
to Paterson.
Our Bishops in Rome for the council
realize that half of their number are mis-
sionary Bishops. The 20th century is the
missionary age of the Church. One can-
not be a true Catholic today without be-
ing a missionary. You can measure your
love of God by how much you desire to
spread the Church of Christ.
MISSION SUNDAY, Oct. 20, gives
everyone of us the opportunity to “go on
the missions" by prayer and by a real
sacrifice. Fulfill your mission vocation by
renewing your membership in the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith and by
praying for the conversion of the world
in the spirit of the ecumenical council.
Every Catholic today has a mission
vocation, one of happiness and of sacri-
fice. Our first concern is that people know
Christ. But we are increasingly aware
that we must work “to uplift the de-
pressed nations" and to satisfy the needs
of the people who hunger in body and
soul because the world is one.
The mission vocation can be carried
out by each of us if there is whole-souled
immersion in it and generous sacrifice,
together with reliance on the grace of
God which is never wanting.
The Roman Curia
Much has been written about the role
of the Roman Curia in the past, its func-
tioning today and possible changes to be
made by the council for the future. Pope
Paul VI, anticipating the deliberations of
the council, addressed the Roman Curia
two weeks ago.
HIS ADDRESS had three purposes:
praise, finding peace, and exhortation. He
complimented its members on the activ-
ities of the Curia over the years, specif-
ically about its “regular, untiring, coher-
ent and stimulating government which
has brought the Church not only to ex-
ternal expansion but also to interior sen-
sitivity and vitality.”
Linking himself to the Curia in “in-
timate communion,” he addressed Curia
members as his associates and set a com-
mon objective that all be aware of the
council and trust its objectives. Pope Paul
asked that they be prepared to cooperate
with an expanded and more internation-
alised means of governing the Church.
The Curia was told to be ready to accept
the Pope's readiness to share some ad-
ministrative duties “in conformity with
the Church’s doctrine and Canon Law
with representatives of the world's Bish-
ops, should the ecumenical council so de-
sire it.”
There is no doubt that changes will
take place all, we hope, for the glory
of God and the salvation of souls. No his-
torian would deny that Pope Paul's ob-
servation on the function of the Curia
over the past centuries has been extreme-
ly effective, but there is also the recogni-
tion that changeswill take place to meet
the changing times of the 20th century
and the centuries to follow.
POPE PAUL, who himself had serv-
ed as a member of that body for more
than SO years, said: "It can be observed
today that the resolution to modernize
juridical structures and deepen spiritual
consciousness not only finds no resistance
in the Roman Curia but, rather, the Curia
itself in the advance guard of that reform
of which the Church itself, insofar as it is
a human and earthly imtitution. has per-
petual need.”
Allayed by the words of the Pope,
the Church looks hopefully to the council
and the Curia for the necessary reforms
to meet the present era.
Talent for Sale
Highly productive employee, safer on the
bb than most, consciemtiom, hardly aver ab-
sent from work, extremely reliable.
Quite a remarkable recommenda-
tion. And the record shows it’s true
handicapped workers, utilizing their re-
maining abilities, are among the nation's
best workers.
HOW MANY ARE there among us?
The National Health Survey made by
the U. S. Public Health Service indicates
that one person in 10 in this country has
an Impairment which limits his normal
range of activities. In addition to those
born with some physical or mental dis-
order, there are the thousands who an-
nually receive disabilities from work in-
juries or acquire some mental or emo-
tional disorder.
Federal and state vocational rehabil-
itation programs and educational train-
ing have helped prepare many of the
handicapped for important roles in the
economy. Mora important, these pro-
grams have helped to restore their con-
fidence in themselves as productive per-
sons.
Many employers Ay away from hir-
ing handicapped people because of a false
notion that insuring them would create
problems. Reputable insurance compan-
ies are as interested in insuring the handi-
capped as they are those without impair-
ments, providing of course, they are
placed in jobs where the disorder would
not create a risk.
THOSE NOT IN A position to
hire the handicapped can still offer help
by creating an awareness of the abilities
of these people.
If all we have to offer them is pity,
we’re Insulting them. They need help,
but the kind that gives them an oppor-
tunity to help themselves.
Five Men Called
To Serve Christ
By FRANK J. SHEED
To complete the Twelve. Our
lord cboae five men whoee
names we are hearing for the
first time —some of them al-
most tor tbs last
Jaasa and Jude are thought
to have been Hla cousins.
JAMES, CALLED the Leas
because he was younger than
the other Jam**, was to be-
come bead of the Church la
Jerusalem, and It fell to him
to announce that Church's ac-
ceptance of Fetor’s decision
not to bind Gentile converts
by Jewish ritual and cere-
monial law. He wrote the
E pi(tie which Luther called
“an epistle of straw.”
Jude is usually held to be
that same Jude who wrote the
Epistle. At the Last Supper he
asked Our Lord the question
which brought the answer: "If
anyone love me my
Father will love him and we
will make our abode with
him”. There has been a recent
surge of devotion to him as
Help of the Hopeless.
The name of Thomas Is still
used for people hard to con-
vince. The Jewish word
Thomas means Twin, so does
the Greek word Didymua. One
wonders whose twin he wa*.
It was Thomas’ glory that
at the Last Supper he asked
the question which was an-
swered with “I am the Way
and tha Truth and the Life."
HU glory, too, that be alone is
recorded ai having addressed
Our Lord as God "My Lord
and my God."
SIMON THE ZEALOT, is
not thought to be the Simon
named In the short list of Our
Lord's cousins. Why tha sub-
title? To distinguish him,
doubtless, from Simon Pater.
The Zealots were the political,
violently anti-Roman, wing of
the Pharisees. Simon had prob-
ably been one of them.
Judas, the last of the
Twelve, la the man from
Kerioth that U what Iscariot
means. Our Lord did not have
to wait for the betrayal to know
that Judas was • devil. It
may be that In the long night
of prayer the Holy Ghost
made It deer why lle wanted
him chosen. He was put in
charge of the group's funds.
Matthew, as a tax collector,
had had more experience of
handling money but prob-
ably, after his conversion, the
thought of money .made him
skk.
OUR LORD CALLED these
men "apostles" the word
means "sent” -but they are
called that only sparingly in
the Gospels. The usual name
for them was the Twelve.
Pharisees and Sadducees
alike must have been re-
assured to find the sort of men
the Carpenter had gathered
round Him: "Ignorant no-
bodies” they were to call the
greatest of them, Peter and
John.
When a leader was slain, It
was a thing unheard of not to
kill off his closest followers.
Evidently these did not seem
worth killing. They stayed on
for years, unmolested In the
town of Christ's slaying.
For the Council
‘Greatest Epoch'
For the Church
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
rktt column it being uriUen by Father GrOeUy übile
Migr- Georg, G. Higgim, it in Ram* for lb* ecumenical count.!.
F*tb*r Greeley u am autbor-tociologitS from lb* Chicago Arch-
dioca i*.
Last summer there <u con-
siderable a*oomng about the
static condition o t the Church
aod about the meager results
that could be expected from
the Vatican Council but with
tbo wisdom of hiadsisht om
esn see bow wrong the pes-
simists really were
The Pass ap««Md th* council
with a dramatic and atfrrtng
can foe agfionunMctto. Tbo
Ituhop* took him at his word
and elected their own commit-
siooi and bounced bach to
committee schemata which
were rehashes of old the
logy manuals.
Not only did the Pope toler-
ate this ''rebellion." but. if we
are to believe certain Journal-
ists. be actually aided and
abbetted it. The result was
such a dazzling display of
freedom of discussion that the
Protestant observers don't
seem to have recovered from
it yet.
IN THE I’J,, ecumenical
discussions sprang up all over.
Hans Kueng came to our
shores. Within a few weeks a
European scholar who was
known to only a handful of
American Catholics became
a national figure aod his
lecture tour turned into the
hind of triumph usually re-
served for astronauts. At least
part of his popularity came
from the fact that he was
recognized as someooe who
symbolized the fresh air Pope
John was trying to bring to
the Church.
Faculties and student bodies
in certain Catholic universities
began to rebel against prac-
tices which were time hon-
ored. The Catholic press,
which by and large had ig-
nored such events in the past,
pounced on the offending uni-
versities with almost malicious
glee.
Catholic spokesmen suddenly
became acutely conscious of
the race problem and the role
of the laymen in the modern
Church. Indeed, so active have
CathoUca become in the fight
some old-timers In the move-
ment are wondering if the
Church is trying to take it
over.
THE NEW SENSE of free-
dom produces some aston-
ishing sights. America does
public battle with the practices
of the Congregation of the Holy
Office. The Commonweal finds
that it Is accused of being too
conservative. And one new
Journal "sponsored’' by a Cath-
olic girls’ college goes so far
U to suggest that the Bishops
have not condemned the arms
race because of the depend-
ence of diocesan charities on
money from the munition*
manufacturers.
A papal encyclical is hailed
by the communist press. The
list goes an: anew Pope it
Reeled on a platform of con-
tinued reform: non Christians
and laymen are invited to the
council: the American Bishops
decide to push for a conciliar
statement about freedom of re-
ligion: 14.000 people Jam the
National Liturgical Confer-
ence; the Pope announces a
drastic reform of the
curia. And Xavier Rynne finds
himself with a host of com-
petitors
One may have many reser-
vations about the substance
and the direction of some of
the changes and yet be forced
to admit that the Church to-
day is far different than It
was a year ago Even though
•ver-optiraum is as unrealistic
as over-pessimism, there no
longer seems much reason to
doubt -that the hoary cliches of
self-criticism need drastic re-
vision. Hans Kueng may be
right: this could well be the
Church's greatest epoch
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary condlUons on:
Oct. 11 Feast of the
Maternity of Our Lady.
Once a week for reciting
dally, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
800 days can be gained tor
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
The Press Box
Changing
The Image
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
As such things are meas-
ured. the ecumenic el eg* Is
still Is its Infancy, ft’s not sur-
prising, therefor*, that Pro-
testants among others sUll
hold some strange Ideas about
Catholics.
For butane*, there has been
little change in the notion that
Catholics in general are not in-
terested la the Scriptures. Tbo,
the idea persist* that the
average Catholic is uncon-
cerned about social and com-
munity problems until hla own
interests are directly affected
By way of illustration, we
need only cite what other
member* of the community re-
gard as our apathetic attitude
toward the public school sys-
tem.
OUR REACTION to such
misconception* ha* been pre-
dictably ineffective. It consists
of telllnf ourselves that these
thing* Just aren't to.
We are talking to ourselves
because we are retying on our
own organs of communication
a singularly inept way of at-
tempting to convince our
neighbors that they have us
all wrong. What is needed is
an approach that will enable
others to see for themselves
that Catholics are indeed in-
terested in the Scripture* and
in community problems.
DirnCVLT? Not at all.
Pope John showed us the way.
Before he convoked the Vati-
can Council there was another
generally held misconception
the Church was a monolithic
structure in which there was
no room for disagreement.
While we protested tor years
that this was not so. It took
the council to prove the point
Even then the proof would
have been greeted with sus-
picion had It not been for the
Pontiff's action In inviting ob-
server* from other religions to
witness the deliberations.
Their testimony has destroyed
the myth that freedom is alien
to Catholicism.
It will take a similar ap-
proach to change other false
attitude* But wo can't look
to Rome for everything; some
thing* depend on u». And un-
leu wo act there 1* going to
be doubt that this freedom
a* well as tntere*t In the
Scriptures and social life
•steads to the lower echelon*.
CATHOLIC FAMILY action
action —with its monthly
meeUngs evenly divided be-
tween Scriptural discussion
and social inquiry is an
ideal vehicle to accomplish
this purpose. The fact that
meetings are held in mem-
bers' homes, frequently with-
out a chaplain present, only
enhances its value.
What I would suggest is that
the couple at whose home the
meeting Is to be held be en-
couraged to invito a non-Cath-
ollc neighbor couple to ait in.
Whether the observer couple
would participate in the Scrip-
ture discuuion would be some-
thing that would have to bo
decided and might depend on
the opportunity for proper in-
terpretation. But certainly
there could be no objection to
their participation in the so-
cial inquiry part of the meet-
lug
The social hour that gen-
erally followa presents further
possibilities for generating
good will.
A concerted program of this
nature might; accomplish more
by way of changing the im-
age of the Church than a mul-
titude of episcopal pronounce-
ments on brotherhood.
October Intentions
The Holy Father’s gen-
eral intention for October
Is:
The conversion of those
who persecute the Church.
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
la:
The spread of the Gospel
In Oceania.
The Question Box
Planning Essential
In Having Children
R*v. L*o F*rl*y, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.TD., of
Immaculate . Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramsey, N.J.,
are editort of The Question Box, Questions may be addressed
to them there for entwert in tbit column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N.J.
Q. How does ,a married cou-
ple recognize God’s invitation
to procreation?
This question arises from
last week's discussion of the
differences between "planned"
parenthood and "responsible"
parenthood. One of the criti-
cisms leveled against the for-
mer was its failure to lay
hold of the full theological di-
mension of parenthood; to see
it as a deeply personal and in-
timate response of two people
to God’s unique love for them.
Implied in this idea of re-
sponse is that God has taken
the initiative and invited the
couple to express their love of
Him in this most natural yet
mysterious manner. The next
step Is theirs. If they open
themselves to this gift of love.
He will create within them
that awesome love-response
which so closely mirrors the
mysterious love that unites Fa-
ther, Son, and Spirit tn one
Divine Nature.
LN EMPHASIZING this dia-
logical relationship between
God and mao—that He does
address Himself to each ooe of
us and invites our response—-
we are very much aware of
the pitfall of a false relativism
or subjectivism. Within certain
religious sects, for example,
adherents are encouraged to
form their consciences accord-
ing to whatever "inspirations'’
they receive from God.
Tragically these "direct in-
terventions" more often thin
not are emotional rather than
divina in origin.
"In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with
God; and the Word was God
...
And the Word was made
flesh and dwelt among us"
(Jn.l; 1 4 14). la these sim-
ple, terse sentences, St. John
takes us to the heart of the
matter. The Word of God to
man is Jesus Christ. In and
through him an revealed all
things: The community of per-
sons that is God; the heights
sod depths of His love for
man. the way tn which man
u to respond; the eternal life
that will crown his faithful re-
sponse.
In Jesus Christ. God’s lore
encounters the perfect re-
sponse of men. Not only is His
love response the perfect pet-
tern to be units tad. but through
the grace of baptism lie has
united us to it; lie has given
us Hu Spirit
God’s Invitation to procrea-
tion is also one to education.
The two cannot be separated.
Another "measure" for re-
sponsible parenthood unveils
itself in the following words
of Cardinal Suenens: "It is
worthy of a Christian to per-
form an act of such staggering
natural and supernatural con-
sequencee in complete con-
sciousness of the act’s cause.
Bringing a child into the world
is a sacred act; it is fitting
that a couple should decide
upon it once they have pre-
viously considered it before
God and deliberately deter-
mined to do it, leaving noth-
ing to chance. The expected
and hoped-for child will be
greeted by more love to help
him develop the more bis
home was prepared for his ar-
rival" ("Love and Control,"
p 101).
In a word, God’s invitation
to procreation reveals itself in
prayerful calculation and plan-
ning. Hr is pleased neither by
an unthinking submission to
sexual instinct, nor by "btind"
confidence which refuses to
see the reality of the situation
in which the couple are
placed.
WE KNOW many parents of
large families who are in ev-
ery sense of the word respon-
sible parents. The love that
one finds in these home*, ex-
pressing itself in the unselfish
labor of both husband and
wife to provide a proper and
healthy climate for their chil-
dren's physical, emotional,
mental and spiritual growth,
is Christian realism of tha
highest order. Such realism
will always be a contradiction
to the egoistic spirit of this
world.
Unfortunately, however, this
is not always the case. We
have also known parents of
Urge families who were Hi-
equipped for the task. For
some it was simply a case of
tare anemia. too weak a love
both for the other partner or
for God: for others the reason
was lees basic: Uck of money,
lack of proper housing, poor
health, etc. What U ironic is
that some of the couple* were
well aware of those limitations
and yet Justified tbemseWe*
by proudly proclaiming, "We
would never use contracep-
tives, Father."
The fact that God was invit-
ing them to a response of self-
control apparently did not en-
ter into their minds. Failure to
heed this tnvitaUoo (self-con-
trol) cannot be Justified by
pointing to the number of chil-
dren prancing about the bouse.
, HOW IS A COUPLE to rec-
ognize God's invitation to pro-
creation? First, they must be
attentive and submissive to
the Spirit of Christ within
them, the Holy Spirit If their
decision is truly the work of
the Spirit it will stand the test
of all that Christ taught and
cootuuies to teach through Hu
Holy Church. Finally, while it
may surpass the demand* of
unenlightened reason rea-
son uninformed by revelation
—lt will never contradict
them, for reason also is from
God.
NOWr, LETS apply this to a
few practical situations.
The first assurance that a
couple has that they are be-
ing invited by God to parent-
hood Is their own love one tor
the other. Not only la the child
an expression of love and
therefor* ts a contradiction
when the couple have failed to
achieve genuine love—but his
physical emotional and spirit-
ual health demanda a climate
of mutual love and under-
standing between the parents.
Our Parish
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Examination
For Prejudice
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Heiser,
East Orange.
Editor:
The present racial situation
in our country is no longer to
be ignored or left for “some-
one else” to correct Msny of
us have no opportunity to right
the wrongs in labor, housing,
educaUoo, etc., but we not
only hare the opportunity, but
the obligation, to do something
In one area of great need—-
perhaps the greatest need
within ourselves.
To gase introspectively with
an objective eye may reveal
the stark truth of our own oft-
concealed prejudices. It may
Jolt us into a piercing aware-
ness that as Christians, we sre
quite hypocritical. . . We must
rebuild a sturdy foundation of
just attitudes baaed on what is
right— in ourselves and in our
children.
This will be only a begin-
ning, but a genuine one. that
will aid us in accepting the
challenge that will ensure in
the years to come as true
Christ-foliowers.
. .
Hunting Refuge
Protest Sought
Hope S. Buyukmihci,
Franklinville.
Editor:
A 450-a ere tract enclosed In
a high fence is being readied
in South Jersey as a place
where wild animals may be
killed with no chance for
escape. The proprietor will get
a fee for each ooe killed.
Omar Swift of Bridgeton,
owner of the tract, is making
roads for easy access.
There must be something
better than this, and there is.
Why not a refuge, where peo-
ple could pay admission to
enter and observe the animals
without hurting them?
Wouldn't our children love to
see wild animals in their nat-
ural setting right here in New
Jersey?
I have written Mr. Swift sug-
gesting such a plan. If readers
would give him some support,
maybe he could be persuaded
to make the venture. A protest
to our State Conservation De-
partment in Trenton might
help, too.
Congratulations
On ‘Topic'
Floyd Anderson,
Director.
NCWC Press Dep'[?]
Washington, D.C.
Editor:
I want to congratulate you
very sincerely on your excel-
lent supplement. Topic, which
you published with your Oct.
3 issue.
It should be of great serv-
ice to the people of the Arch-
diocese of Newark and the
Diocese of Paterson.
Anti-Illiteracy
Unit to Form
David Saavedra,
New York.
Editor:
We are planning to set up
a chapter of the Knights of
Don Quixote in Newark, which
will eventually become head-
quarters of our organisation.
Since Newark is making
headlines in Latin America
with religious missions in Bo-
ltvia and Honduras, the es-
tablishment of the proposed
chapter will give Newark an-
other taste .of foreign affairs.
The Knights of Don Quixote,
a non-profit, non-sectarian and
non-political organisation, has
been dedicated for the past 12
years to combat illiteracy in
underdeveloped natioos.
The A.B.C. Plan already has
been tested in Peru, El Salva-
dor, and in Cuba prior to the
revolution.
To Speed Action
On Prayer Ban
Mrs. Donald K. Rasmusson.
Montclair.
Editor:
Please ask your readers to
write to their Congressmen,
urging them to sign “Dis-
charge Petition 3." This will
speed action on a bill propos-
ing a constitutional amend-
ment to counter the prayer
ban decision.
Disputes Stand
On Vietnam
James F. Mulvihill.
West Orange.
Editor:
I am writing in regard to
your editorials concerning the
situation in South Vietnam.
Quoting from your most recent
editorial: “We are still ranting
about an alleged persecution
of Buddhists which has since
proved to be phony.”
I would suggest that you con-
sult the very reputable Cath-
olic magaxine Commonweal
concerning Uus matter. Your
very narrow views concerning
the Buddhist problem in South
V ietnam are very disturbing
to me in that they are con-
trary to accepted facta.
God Love You
Love Is Not
Mathematical
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Three pamphlets on tithing
came to our office, with the
following in bold print: For
God: 10%; for me: M%.
If there was ever an un-
Christian idea, it is skimming
the 10% foam for our Creator,
our Redeemer and our
Sanctifier, in order that 00%
of the liquid wealth may go to
our egos.
May we claim we are united
to the Sacrifice of the Mass
by a 10% love? Did Our Lord
hang on the cross 18 minutes
—one tenth of three hours?
Did Magdalen, who united her-
self with His death and burial,
pour only 10% of the oint-
ment and then say: "The
other 80% is for me”?
The only one in the New
Testament who kept 90% for
himself and gave 10% to God
was the Pharisee, and Our
Lord says that he went back
to his house unjustified.
Love is not mathematical.
Christ tells us to give our cloak
when we are forced to give
our coat and when we are
forced to walk a mile to walk
an extra ooe.
THIS DOES NOT mean that
we should give all, but it does
mean that we may not meas-
ure. We give according to our
love. The Holy Father's Con-
gregation for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith recently re-
quested that we send $lO,-
000 {mediately to feed children
who were so hungry that they
were filling their empty stom-
achs with sand.
“Ninety per cent for me”
in the face of that starva-
tion!
Love is not statistical. We
have too much hunger and
starvation in the world to cal-
culate our giving. Think Chris
tian and be Christian. Love the
Lord with your whole mind
and heart and soul. Then you
will love the missions.
GOD LOVE YOU to E P. for
$1: "The novena was answered
and my son was accepted Into
the seminary.” To P.S.' for
$2: “Hoping this will help
some baby to go to sleep con-
tented." To B M P. for |9I: "I
have not smoked since Jan
uary and thus saved this
money.” To R.J.M. for 850:
“This fulfills a promise made
to Our Lord for His help in
the sale of property.”
Cut our this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director. So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 368 Fifth Ave.,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St,
Newark, or Msgr. William F,
Louis, 34 DeGrasse St., Pater-
son.
PLANNING TO move? Let
our circulation department
know two weeks in advance to
insure uninterrupted delivery.
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Your World and Mine
An Expanded Role
For CouncilNewsmen
By GABY MacEOIN
Catholic journalists here feel
that Rome today has a differ-
ent concept of their function
from that with which it ap-
proached the opening session
of the ecumenical council.
Then, they were still burdened
with the weight of the century-
old conflict between the Vati-
can and Europe’s powerful
•ntl-clerical newspapers. If
Vatican officials had never
fully succeeded In hiding from
hostile newsmongers the inner
secrets of the Church's work-
ings. they had largely con-
vinccd the Catholic journalist
that his first duty was 4o re-
fute the unfriendly interpreters
of Church goings-on: his next,
to limit his reporting of facts
to official hand-outs.
The intention may have been
excellent, but the effect was to
pervert his function by giving
the adjectival precedence over
the substantive, submerging
the concept of journalist in
that of Catholic.
COMPLAINTS ON the Inad-
equacy of official information
were heard from the start of
the first session, and even
esrlier. But It wss only when
the genersl press (Including
Americsn newsmsgszines) be-
gan to print in detail—if at
times with a lack of perspec-
tive—the discussions st the
closed debates, that respon-
sible Catholic journalists un-
dertook systematically to sup-
plement and occasionally to
correct from unofficial sources
the official releases.
Not all approved, but the
point was never carried to an
issue—particularly because
Pop# John had set a tone by
declaring not only that the
Church had nothing to hide,
but that nobody should be
scandalized at the expression
of conflicting viewpoints,
The Fathers, too were quick
to appreciate the benefit to
themselves of professional an-
alysis of their debates.
MUCH DISCUSSION cen-
tered on this subject between
sessions, almost all Indicating
approval of the idea of greater
access to information The co-
ordinating commission in July
passed on proposals for a
more liberal policy governing
press relations, and while the
di> today operation will pro-
vide the acid test, it is felt by
the press that major progress
has been m-de.
Perk-p» the most signifi-
cant development in recent
months regarding the place of
the press at the council was a
aeries of statements by Rev.
Emile Gabel, secretary gen-
eral of the International Cath-
olic Press Union. Hr formal-
ised his position in an article
which analyses the philoeopb
theological reasons
why Citholici have a right to
know what la taking place In
the Church, analogous to that
of the cltixen to know what la
going on in hia community and
in the nation.
The right to information,
Father Gabel argues, la not a
phenomenon peculiar to dem-
ocratic societies but a univer-
sal, inviolable and inalienable
right which every society to
which a man belongs, includ-
ing the Church, is obliged to
respect.
Some may reject hia theo-
retical argument, but it is felt
here that this viewpoint will in
practice set the tone for news
handling at the current ses-
sion.
Report Cure
At Lourdes
LONDON (NC) - A non-
Catholic woman who was crip-
pled by arthritis returned from
a pilgrimage to the Lourdes
shrine with "no pain at all
for the first time in 25 years.”
according to the Universe and
Catholic Times here.
The paper sajd that Mrs.
Gladys Waite, S3, of Knowles
View. Holme Woods, Bradford,
had to be lifted aboard the
airplane which took her to
Lourdes When she returned
a week later she did not even
need crutches.
The Universe quoted Mrs.
Waite as saying she was "in
terrible agony until the aec-
ond day in Lourdes," when she
"prayed with all my heart and
felt something happen inside
me.”
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Hails Lifting
Of Secrecy Rule
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
The lifting of the rule of se-
crecy at the ecumenical coun-
cil ia, among other things, a
challenge to the world's press.
Thoroughly responsible, edu-
cstional and enlightening re-
porting should be their re-
sponse. They can do mankind
a tremendous service by in-
forming people adequately
about what la said and done
at the council.
The importance of the coun-
cil for the future of humanity
is very great. The council is a
focal point of a colossal move-
ment of the human race to-
ward family unity—a move-
ment which baa been gather-
ing momentum since World
War n.
OF LATE, Christian unity
has been much on everyone's
lips. But Christians are by no
means alone in being drawn
mysteriously toward oneness
in our times. Everyone who is
not cantankerous or superfi-
cial feels the world's desper-
ate need of love and commu-
nication. The Intuitive Pope
John tensed this; and now his
successor. Paul VI. is going
farther along the road which
John set foot upon.
Paul is reaching out not on-
ly to "other Christians” and
to Jews, but also to those of
the many other religions. He
is touching the nerve of the
realisation that there ia a
longing in almost all men for
contact to tome way with the
divine and for purity and
goodness. He is making of the
ecumenical council a center of
humble labor for universal
understanding and compas-
sion. That is one reason that
topflight reporting of the coun-
cil is of huge importance, and
that lifting of the rule of se-
crecy was wise.
There are still some out-
bursts of pride and hstred
here and there, but people do
not rush to Join to them. Ra-
ther, they turn sway their
heads in sorrow. Mankind
seems to have matured to 20
year*.
It if as if the family of hu-
manity bad grown out of
childhood, deepened and mel-
lowed by the tribulations of
life. The service of this new
maturity is the great duty of
the Journalist today.
1 DO NOT KNOW whether
the new press arrangements
will be all that they ought to
be. If not, Pope Paul has pro-
vided for suggestions and
complaints to be made by
newsmen to a special commit-
tee of Bishops which will do
what needs doing.
Credit Union
Makes Report
NEWARK The Credit
Union of Queen of Angela
Church reports that it made
loans of $30,545.72 since the
organisation was founded, in-
cluding $11,146 during the
past year.
The unioo has assets of $ll,.
200.28, according to its presi-
dent, Levi Holland. Interest of
$489 08 has been earned by de-
positors
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Documentaries
Do Damage
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
How fir should the '‘docu-
mentary" film be allowed to
to in telling the ugly truth and
nothing but the ugly truth? A
woman has filed a $1,250,000
damage suit, alleging her pri-
vacy was invaded by various
parties connected with Gual-
tiero Jacopetti's Italian film,
“Mondo Cane."
In this, some American wo-
men, engaging in weight con-
trol at a Los Angeles gym,
were filmed in comical con-
trast to some native women
being fattened up as tribal
brides. Mrs. Sophia Sosin says
thia exposed her to public em-
barrassment, humiliation and
ridicule. Only the court can
determine the legal merits of
her daim, but in defence of
human dignity there is much
to be said about this and
similar films.
'HONDO CANE" received a
"Separate" Legion of Decency
rating and was shortly boosted
from "art" theater to neigh-
borhood release. It has since
been followed by “Women of
the World," an even more
nauseating film by the same
producers.
Thia “sequel," the Legion of
Decency condemns as "a pre-
tense at being a documentary
completely unacceptable for
mass entertainment ...,pruri-
ent
... socially irresponsible
• . ." Among other sickening
spectacles, it shows a number
of women in abnormal agonies
of childbirth. Whatever the
purpose of this film, its effect
may be to increase alarm,
even create dangerous and un-
necessary fears among expect-
ant mothers everywhere. Stuff
like this can do more harm
than the old wives' tales.
Revieics...
Lilies of the FieM (Excel
lent; family) This delightful
adaptation of William E. Bar-
rett's novel about a Negro
handyman who builds a chapel
in Arizona for some refugee
German nuns is one of the
most rewarding movies of the
year.
This Sporting Life (Weak;
adults, with reservations) This
morbid story of an English
widow and her coarse lodger
panders to prurient interest
and blames “the system" in-
stead of the immoral, gutless
characters.
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CATHOLIC HOOK REST - A three-act comedy of manners by Robert Croon will be the
first full-length dramatic offering ever presented by the Catholic Hour on TV. Above
is Ludi Claire in a scene from "The Friends of My Youth." a satire of the foibles of an
American Catholic family which will be presented in three parts, Oct. 13, 20 and 27, at
1:30 p.m., ch. 4.
Negro Cardinal
On Unity Panel
NEW YORK (NC) - The
Church's first Negro Cardinal
and a Catholic theologian from
Germany will participate in a
program on Christian unity to
be transmitted by Telstar 11,
the Columbia Broadcasting
System said here.
Speaking from Rome trill be
Laurean Cardinal Rugambwa.
of Bukoba, Tanganyika, and
Rev. Hans Kueng. of Tuebin-
gen University in West Ger-
many.
The trans-Atlantic telecast,
will be seen on "Town Meet-
ing of the World" Oct. IS, and
repeated on tape at 7:30 p.m.,
on Oct. IS, Ch. 2,
Films on TV
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Playe in Brief
New Plays
By JOAN T. NOURSE
Chips With Everything -
Pessimistic British play in
which some young RAF re-
cruits find clsss barriers still
hopelessly rigid.
Here's Levs Delightful
holiday musical in which a
wise department (tore Santa
wins the trust of a tad. akep-
tical little girt Family fare.
Spoaa Elver Weil pre-
sented poetic sketches describ-
ing a curious group of small-
town mid westerner*
Sindent Gypsy Hilarious
family musical echoing old
time operettas but with a
charming score of its own.
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Folk Festival
At Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE A Folk
and Jan Festival will be pre-
■anted at Seton HaO Uruverdty
Oct. II at I pm Tlm Chad-
Mitchell Trio, and Stan Ru-
bin will be featured.
Ticket* are available on
campus or through the of-
fice of the Director of
Student Affairs.
'The Deputy’
Changes Hands
NEW YORK (NC) Pro-
ducer BtOy Rom bat dropped
bit production rights to "The
Deputyßolf Hochhutb'i coo-
troversul play denouncing
Pop* Piua XII for alleged cold-
oeu to the plight of Jews un-
der the nails
Rote taid that rights to the
play, which wat originally pre-
icnted in Watt Germany, had
been taken oeer by another
New York producer. Herman
Skumlin.
Row taid hit faith In the
drama had "not diunnUhcd."
but that "aubatantial invest-
»*nu" in a project outside
of New York required his at-
tention
Sburnkn who could not be
reached for comment, experts
lo stage and produce "The
Deputy." Rom said
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New* Magazine
NEW YORK (NC) - Report,
a monthly news msgasioe
dedicated to Christian under-
standing of current events has
made its national debut.
Church Composer Scores
‘Safe, Insignificant Music’
BOSTON (NC) A Catholic composer who writes church
music "deliberately designed to distract attention of worshippers
from women's hats" said here that "there is too much safe,
insignificant music being played in church today/’
Founder of the Peloquin Chorale, C. Alexander Peloquin, la
currently working on a “Te Detim" for presentation at St
Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Ind., next spring.
He also has composed a Mast in English with the hope of
greater uw of the vernacular in the liturgy. Laat month, Pelo-
quin directed its first performance at the North American Litur-
gical Week in Philadelphia.
A Requiem written by Peloquin will be presented in SS.
Peter and Paul Cathedral, Providence, R.1., soon. The composer
plans to use • full orchestra, four brass bands and 340 singers.
Experts are currently examining the cathedral to make sure tt
is strong enough to withstand the "Dies Irae."
Peloquin envisions a Sunday Mats In which the congregation
will thunder the acclamations and respotue* of the Preface and
Gloria "in on# great unison of heart and voices.”
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the place
for year 'round vacations
PLAN IT NOWI
Thinking about going to Ber-
muda?Then byail means
Wei gladly send you one of
these usefulfolders or, if you
prefer, stop In, pick one up,
and let us help you plan your
trip.
8 Day-7 Night
Package Tours
Available
get
°' " A K,y
This colorful and Informative
folder contains an excellent
map of the Islands,and over-
flows with helpful hints on
clothing, shopping, customs,
duty, transportation, thingsto
see and do.
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- OPtN EVERYDAY -
% MILE EAST OF TOWN OREEN
NEW CHURCH - Above Rev.
Martin R. Kelly, a priest of
the Newark Archdiocese ser-
ving in Bolivia, stands be-
fore the nearly completed
church of St. Joseph the
Worker with a boy of the
parish. At left is the tempor-
ary church with parishion-
ers leaving Sunday Mass.
Roaming horse in fore-
ground is a common sight
in Santa Cruz.
Setoniana Director
Students Organize Latin Aid
By THOMAS H. SHERIDAN
SOUTH ORANGE - Volun-
teer assistance to the poor of
Mexico bat become such a
popular summer activity
among Catholic college stu-
dents that a special agency
has been formed to coordin-
ate their labors. Christopher
Meacham of East Orange a
junior at Sc too Hall Universi-
ty, has been named eastern
regional director of the agen-
cy, known at the Conference
of Inter-American Projects.
It was in Mexico last sum-
mer that the conference was
formed. Meacham eras there
among seven Setonians. five
boys and two girls. With Den-
nis Cameli, Herbert Meire.
Joseph Knapp and Kevin
Smith, he did heavy construc-
tion work and taught English
and religion to parochial
school students in Huejutle in
Hedago State.
The girts, Mary Jo Turner
and Rosamund Lockwood,
went to Tux pan. in Vera Crux
State, a town of 1,000 popu-
lation in southern tropical
Mexico. They spent most of
their time whitewashing 12-
foot square huts ami instruct-
lng their occupants in English
and religion.
THE NEW conference has
three other districts, midwest-
cm. western and Canadian.
They are responsible to the na-
tional director. Michael Leo-
nigan of Georgetown Uni-
versity. V
The conference was esta-
blished to standard re all North
American College volunteer
work in Mexico. Eventually
members hope to extend to
other Latin American coun-
tries.
Due to the lack of a cen-
tral agency lasi summer,
many groups were faced with
problems. Group* would ar-
rive in Mexico to find that
they were completely unex-
pected. Others found no hous-
ing Still others *r*r» totally
unprepared for what they
would find or do.
"Organization la the main
theme." Meecham said. "We
plan to have all appli-
cants and project! chosen and
confirmed by January." To
help the volunteers to prepare
for thetr work, a four-month
period of weekly indoctnna
lion sessions will be held on
each campus.
THE SETONIANS who went
to Mexico last summer all
hope to repeat the experience
next year.
Joseph Knapp of Livingstoo.
who is now Setoo Hall cam-
pus coordinator for the con-
ference, said, "We lay spot-
tolates were • a catalyst to
help the Mexican people help
themselves. We would play
basketball with the boys
til the bells rang for Mass in
the evening. Then w* would
slop playing and start for
church.
"They would ask where
we were going and If they
could come srith us. We set
examples for them to follow "
"We have a lot to teach
them —but we can learn a
lot. too. They are a people
with kindness, warmth* and
generosity.” said Mary Jo
Turner. "We wanted to show
them that we were really In-
terested in helping them. We
tried to teach them to live a
more personal religion. They
are a very devout people,
but often it Is directed tho
won* way."
THE CONFERENCE has
set up two offices. A national
office in Mexico City will
handle the tash of obtaining
projects, preparations sueh as
housing and a one-week in-
doctrination of arriving stu-
dents. Indoctrination will
stress subjects like the Span-
ish language, culture, cus-
toms. civil and Church his-
tory. The national office will
assign projects to the groups
through an international
American office in Daven-
port.
This office will have the job
of standardizing all applica-
tions. The office is compiling
a text for th* indoctrination
period.
Each region will hold two
meetings. Tho eastern district
will meet st Setoo Hall Nov.
16 and 17. The date of the
second meeting will be set
then.
Meacham's Jurisdiction en-
compasses lk colleges on the
•a«tern seaboard. He hope,
that there will be ewer SO by
the time the projects are as-
signed.
"This is a great re-
sponsibility," be said, "I hope
we can do all we want to."
CHRISTOPHER MEACHAM
Gov. Hughes Sends
Chalice to Pontiff
An engraved chalice, paten
and carrying case were sent to
Pope Paul VI recently by Gov.
Richard J. Hughes in the
hands of Kenneth I. MacDon-
ald of Teaneck. MacDon-
ald, acting as the Governor's
personal emissary, gave the
ensemble to the Pope with the
Intention that it be passed
along to the missions.
BEFORE GOING to Rome
for his audience with the Pope,
MacDonald and his wife
stopped at the Holy Land
where the Franciscan Fathers
are the traditional custodians.
He exteoded tho greetings of
Gov. Hughes to Very Rev.
Lino Csppieilo, 0.F.M., cus-
tos of the Holy Land.
MacDonald told Gov. Hughes
of the proposed trip last
April at the Atlantic City
of the National Council of
Catholic Men. He willingly ac-
cepted the invitation to carry
the greeting of N.J.'s fir*
family to Pope Paul VI and
tho Holy Land custodians.
Soon after his arrival In the
Eternal City, MacDonald pre-
sented Hughes' chalice and a
similar one from his own
family to Pope Paul VI during
an audience.
"HE IS THE warmest per-
son I have met," MacDonald
said of the Pope. “We chatted
for almost IS minutes and all
the while be held my hand in
a gesture of friendship.
"He told me many things.
He was aware that Gov.
was the first Catholic
governor in New Jersey, and
extended his blessings and
greetings to Archbishop Bo-
land.
He also projected a very
sincere attitude toward the
people of the United States.
"I was amazed. Here was
a man with the weight of the
world upon his shoulders tak-
ing so much time to talk with
me about my own 'back-
yard.* ”
MacDonald brought home
Pope Paul’s Apostolic Blessing
tor his family and that of Gov.
Hughes.
EMISSARY - Pope Poul VI groats Kenneth I. MacDonald
of Teaneck during an audience at which MacDonald con-
veyed to the Pontiff greetings from Gov. Richard J.
Hughes. MacDonald also carried to Vatican City a chalice
from the Governor for the Pope to send to the missions.
Fr. Kelly in Bolivia
Doors Are Opening in Santa Cruz
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
NEWARK—Sometimes anew
door for one's bouse can make
It possible for him to attend
Maas on Sunday.
That would be if one lived in
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, and had
no door, and could not leave
the houae unguarded even on
Sunday morning.
Many new doors have been
purchased in Santa Cruz
through the two-year-old credit
cooperative at St. Joseph the
Worker parish. The co-op,
which has 75 active members
and hai made loans totaling
$13,000, waa founded by the
pastor of St. Joseph the Work
er. Rev. Martin R. Kelly, a
priest of the Newark Archdio-
cese serving with the Society
of St. James the Apostle.
FATHER KELLY, winding
up a stateside vacation this
week, explained that the co-op
doesn't always have such di-
rect relationship with the
practice of religion as it did in
the case of the roan without a
door. But the relationship la
baaic. "We want to help these
people in the complete sense of
the word." he explains. "Help
them to form stable families,
help them srith their sickness-
es. help them to help them-
selves, to realise thetr dignity.
"You can't think about sav-
ing your soul when you're hun
gry and sick. And all the
American dollars in the world
won't do a bit of good if there
is no haaia of home and fam-
ily."
So a clay roof to replace the
flimsy grass ooe. a wooden
floor over the dirt, make Uv-
lng a little more pleasant for
the co-op members. A loan
enables a man to clear land
for farming or set up a little
shop, and he begins to learn
responsibility as he makes the
payments every_ month. A
member rasy borrow up to
500,000 Bolivianos (about $4l),
The co-op, headed by a me-
chanic. with Father Kelly at
treasurer "by populsr de-
mand," has yet to make a bad
loan.
THE NEXT STEP in the
process of teaching the people
the meaning of family respon-
sibility, and indeed of mar-
riage, will be a group discus-
sion program Common
law relationships and concu-
binage have become so com-
mon among them, that Father
;;«Uy perceives the futility of
any program which would seek
to vilidate marriages without
first impressing upon them the
meaning of the marriage bond.
That the people feel enough
good will toward the parish te
cooperate in the proposed in-
■ '.ruction program Is indies ted
by the success of other proj-
ects uadert*':e3 to dite There
are TSO children in the parish
catechetical program, for ex-
ample. And for their new
church, nearing completion
with funds from the Society of
St. James and Father Kelly's
New Jersey friends, the peo-
ple insisted on making a con-
tribution.
A fund drive aiming at $2 50
a family netted ssoo-a large
sura in a city of 100.000 where
there are law job opportuni-
ties. It will be used for cement
mosaics for the church floor.
' Wonderful, isn't it?” Father
Kelly glows. 'They were giv-
ing something for the church
and not getting anything In re-
turn. other than our presence
there."
THERE ARE THREE St.
James priests in the parish
(100 in all of Latin America),
and for th* past year six Mexi-
can Sisters. Eucharistic Mis-
sionaries of the Most Holy
Trinity, who teach catechism
in th* parish and m public
schools, visit homes taking a
parish census, brain teenagsd
girts as catechists, cooduct
the clinic, and bask in the
near adoration of the people
The new church, which Fa-
ther Kelly describes as "very
pretty.” is the fifth building in
the parish plant it will re-
place the temporary church, a
well leas, roof 00-pillars struc-
ture resembling a carport, and
destined for conversion into a
school of home economics—an-
other phase of "operaOoo fam-
ily life.
-
Th# other buildings
sro th* rectory, the convent,
snd a parish office building
where meetings are held
and the clinic is operated.
Th# big news Is running wa-
ter. pumped by a windmill.
On the hack wall of on* build-
ing the Padres hire painted a
movie screen" where people
turn out en masse to view ed-
ucational films in the open air.
"You can show a film on how
to make fountain pens and-
draw 1.000 people" Father
Kelly chuckle*.
Sunday Masses—usually nine
of them celebrated In the main
church and three other locs
tions nearby—draw about 2.000
people, about twice the nura
her reported by Father Kelly
in February. 1962.
HE IS conservative about
calling the present state of the
parish "progress" "Things
hive to go slowly." he said.
"We've started. We have a
good solid program and a good
faculty. I’ve got two terrific
priests srith me sod the Sis-
ters are absolutely wonderful
Without them and all the gen-
erous help that comes from
the priests and people of New-
ark. nooe of this would have
been possible."
At present the Sisters give
injections at the clinic daily to
people who bring their own
medicines Once a week a doc-
tor—she's the Mexican wife of
the Brazilian consul in Bolivia
—volunteers her services, in
Mexico, the superior of the
Eucharistic Missionary Sisters
hat promised to send a young
Sister now studying nursing.
In that city of 100.000-grow-
ing rapidly in a government
program to move people down
from the remote mountain
areas—there is no sewage
system. "The people suffer
from every kind of sickness
that results from poor sanita-
tion." Father Kelly said. "And
among the very poor, appen-
dicitis is often a fatal illness.
Many doctors are very char-
itable. but the cost of medi-
cines is often higher than it is
here m the States.’' The Padre
is often found at the pharmacy
digging into his pockets to fi-
nance the recovery of ooe of
his parishioners.
OTHER PLANS for the fu-
ture include formation of a
city-wide catechetical program
among Santa Cruz' eight par-
ishes (only ooe has a Bolivian
priest) and also a competitive
sports setup—St Joseph the
Worker has basketball and
volleyball courts.
Meanwhile the pretty new
church will be completed next
month Built of varicolored
stone from the Andes Moun-
tains. roofed in green tile, or-
namented with aluminum
crosses made by Dutch monks
in Bolivia, and fitted with
bells from Germany, the
church has seats for 400 and
a wide area of standing room
for maximum utilization of
space.
Perhaps it will be a long
time, as Father Kelly Indi-
cates. before all of the esti-
mated 5.000 people living with-
in the parish become regular
visitors to the church. "But.”
he says gently, "they'll coma.
They'll come.”
FART OF THE RIANT - The rectory is glimpsed beyond the
fence which is the only ”wall" of the temporary church.
Upper right is whoel[?] which serves as o church bell
when struck with metol rod.
CATECHISM CLASS - On the back slops of tho now church
one of the red-robed Mexican Sisters conducts a religion
class. There are 750 children under Instruction at present.
First Communions are held three timet a year.
HAZARDS Father Kelly, driving the truck purchased
foe him by N. J. friends and at that time carrying the
parish Sisters, was advised that the Piral River could
be crossed at this point. The truck sank throe feet deep,
the Sisters had to wade ashore and a tractor had to drag
the vehicle free. Father Kelly is at right, conferring with
Rev. James McDonald.
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PAY YOUR BILLS BY MAIL!
Why go on wasting time, bus Tare or
gasoline on special trips to pay bills
each month! Pay the safe, modem
way-mail a Handi-Check. Stop in
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National State branch offices.
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Telegram to Hue Launched Vietnam Talks in UN
SAIGON (NC) A telegram
sent from Saigon to Hue on
May 6 has projected an ex-
plosive issue into the UN Gen-
eral Assembly.
In the telegram the Vietna-
mese government ordered
tight restrictions on the flying
•of religious flags. The order
came two days before tho
feast of Buddha's birthday.
IT WAS SENT to aU pro-
vinces and cities In Vietnam.
Only in Hue, center of an am-
bitious Buddhist organisation
of recent growth, was there a
demonstration against it
The demonstration took
place May 8 even though au-
thorities had agreed to sus-
pend the order for the feast.
Leading bonxes (Buddhist
monks) had decided that here
was the issue they had been
looking for.
For several years they had
been discontented.
Catholics had forged ahead
in the new Vietnam. Catholics
abroad did incalculably more
for Vietnam In its hour of
need than did foreign Budd-
hists.
THERE WAS no pattern of
religious persecution or dis-
crimination. Prior to last Mjy',
no foreign correspondent
seemed to think there was.
The majority of the people
are not really Buddhists. Prac-
ticing Buddhists are probably
no more than 23% of the
population. The General Budd-
hist Association, which took
the lead in the recent agita-
tion. claimed “about one mil-
lion'' adherents in a book pub-
lished in July, 1982. According
to the government, the associa-
tion's official report claimed
only 405.930 in 1982.
Anew generation of bonscs
has been asserting itself In
Buddhist associations. Some
have studied abroad and have
come back with restless de-
sires to achieve the kind of
power exercised by bonzes in
Ceylon and Cambodia or to in-
troduce the methods of Japan
or America into Vietnamese
Buddhist life. Some cooperated
with the Vietminh against the
French and learned organisa-
tion and propaganda tcch-
paganda.
THE GOVERNMENT, fight-
ing a long war and remember-
ing the perils it faced from
sects with private armies eight
years ago, watched with sus-
picion. It has always resented
and reacted against opposition.
While it gave aid to Buddhists
to build new pagodas and re-
pair old ones, a Buddhist as-
sociation that could develop in-
to an opposition movement
was bound to clash with Pres-
ident Ngo dlnh Diem and his
family.
The clash came that May
night in Hue. Buddhist lead-
ers, beaded by Thich Tri
Quang, now enjoying asylum
in the U.S. Embassy here,
rallied a banner-bearing crowd
at a pagoda in Hue. The ban-
ners bore slogans calling for
religious equality and protest-
ing action regarding the flag.
The bonzes brought the crowd
to the government radio sta-
tion. demanding that a pro-
gram incorporating the slo-
gans be broadcast.
The military officer
.
in
charge of security called out
troops. They turned a fire hose
on the people, fired over their
heads and threw tear-gas
bombs. Somebody tossed ooe
or two concussion grenades
Seven people were killed and
another was fatally wounded
The government says a Viet
Cong terrorist threw the
grenades. Nobody in Hue be-
lieves it
NEXT MORNING, an Amer-
ican official in Saigon aaid the
government ought to make a
statement expressing sym-
pathy. promising an Inquiry
and offering compensation.
The government did not.
That is why the incident has
grown into an international is-
sue.
A full week elapsed before
Diem received an official
Buddhist delegation that came
to present its complaints Hu
attitude was not conciliatory.
On May 29 the government
issued a statement reminding
•'cadres" of their duty to re-
spect freedom of faith, re-
ligious practice and religious
propagation.
A DAY LATER bonxes and
booxesses staged a demonstra
tioo in Saigon to begin a 48-
hour fast; four bonxes la Hue
began a similar fast.
On June l and 3 Buddhist
students demonstrated la Hue.
on the second occasion clash-
ing with troops, who threw
tear gas bombs. More thaa 80
students were burned by acid.
Diem on June 4 set up a
committee of three cabinet
ministers, with the vice presi-
dent, a Buddhist, as chair-
man, to negotiate with the
“Inter-Sect Committee for the
Defense of Buddhism.”
ON JUNE II Thich Quang
Due, an elderly bonze, sat in a
Saigon street and, with the
help of two other bonxes,
poured gasoline over himself
and burned himself to death.
'The Buddhists had sum
moned foreign correspondents
to the scene in advance. From
the start Buddhist leaders had
maintained contact with the
foreign press.
Five more suicides by burn-
ing followed in the next two
months. AU were meant as
ritual protest against the al-
leged persecution in which the
Buddhist rank and file now be-
Ueved.
Five demands were formu-
lated. Two were vague gen-
eralizations, one concerned
flag-flying, one a 1950 legal
statute that nobody had found
oppressive before.
The fifth demand required
the government to accept
blame for the deaths in Hue
and pay compensation as the
guilty party—in other words to
humble itself. That, in the Far
East, is the ultimate in de-
mands.
ON JUNE 11, under U S
pressure. the government
signed an agreement that gave
some assurances to the Budd
hisls but did not assign blame
for the killings.
Ten days later. President
Diem's brother, the powerful
''Political Counsellor -' Ngo
dlnh Nhu. issued an ambig-
uously worded circular reopen-
ing the controversy.
Police Mocking streets near
Xa Loi pagoda, general head
quarters of the Buddhist cam-
paign. were itooed Security
measures were tightened tr-
reitatingly.
BEHIND THE scenes Cath-
olics tried to exert a concilia-
tory influence. Archbishop
Nguyen van Binh of Saigon
issued a pastoral letter making
it clear that the Church was
not responsible for the actions
of the state and that Catholics
are bound to recognise the
right of every person to free-
dom of conscience and re-
ligious practice.
On July IT police arrested
hundreds of Buddhists demon-
strstlng on a Saigon street.
On July 19 the government
proposed s mixed committee
to investigste complaints of
violations of the June 18 agree-
ment.
The Buddhists never ac-
cepted the proposal.
RELATIONS became more
strained, though the govern-
ment made several concilia-
tory moves. These were coun-
terblanced by offensive state-
ments by Madame Ngo dlnh
Nhu, the President's sister-in-
law.
By Aug. 11 the Buddhists had
attracted support from the or-
dinary people, especially the
students. Communists were
joining in manifestations but
did not succeed in capturing
the movement. A demonstration
by young people blocked the
street in front of the Buddhist
pagoda.
On Aug IT, Rev. Paul Coo
van Luan, rector of the state
University of Hue, was sum-
marily dismissed. Nearly all
the professors resigned and
students demonstrated in pro-
test. The discontent spread to
the University of Saigon and
secondary schools.
ON AUG. 21, soon after mid-
night. security forces took Xa
Loi pagoda by assult. Raids
were conducted on other
pagodas in Saigon. Hue and
a few other cities. Bonxes and
bonxeases found in the pagodas
were arrested. Martial law
was declared, remaining in
force until Sept. IS.
People who had been
shocked by the bonxes' politi-
cal activity were now far more
shocked by the government use
of force in religious places.
On Aug. M and 30 Pope
Paul VI sent letters to
Archbishop Nguyen Van Btnh
of Saigon urging the poople to
tablish peace among them*
■elves “in mutual respect for
legitimate liberties’’ and say-
ing he was consoled by the
fact that the Catholic Church
In Vietnam “has kept itself
outside the conflicts of a po-
litical order.*’
Now, at the request of var-
ious governments, the political
quarrel between the Viet-
namese government and a sec-
tion of the Buddhist population
la to be discussed in the United
Nations.
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Ousted SudanMissionary
Home After Prison Term
VERONA, Italy (NC) - An
Italian missionary priest who
served a one-month prison sen-
tence In the Sudan for refus-
ing to sign a document stating
he was leaving that country
of his own accord has arrived
here at headquarters of his
congregation.
Rev. Pierluigi Vignocchl,
F.S.C.J., was expelled from
the Sudan Sept. 5, the same
day he was released from
Jail. The 29-year- old priest re-
turned to headquarters of the
Verona Fathers here after
five years in the Sudan.
Father Vignocchi refused to
sign a government document
stating he was leaving the
country because his work had
been completed. Signing such
a statement wiould make it
appear that he was voluntarily
deserting his mission with over
2,000 Catholics, he said.
ORANGE GROTTO - This replica of the Lourdes grotto was dedicated at Mt. Carmel
parish, Oranga, Oct. 7, with a Mass celabrated by Rev. Joseph Mezzanotte O.F.M. Cap.,
(fourth from left). Thera are over 500 tons of rock In the grotto which was erected with
the permission of Archbishop Boland.
Bosch Says Priests
Aided in Overthrow
SAN JUAN. P R. (NC)—The
Dominican Republic's deposed
President Juan Bosch charged
here that priests helped “insti-
gate'* his overthrow.
Bosch recalled at a press
conference the Marxlst-Lenin-
ist charge leveled against him
last December by Rev. Lau-
tieo Garcia, S J., a seminary
professor. Father Garcia later
modified his charge.
BOSCH REPEATEDLY de-
nied he was a communist
and said such an accusation
against him was an excuse for
the military coup. He charged
that some priests felt the faet
he was not in favor of the list
concordat between the Holy
See and the Dominican Repub-
lic and of ''privileges" for the
Church made his regime
“communist."
“1 clearly defined myself
against communism, and the
military in Santo Domingo
knows 1 am not a communist. **
Bosch said. He staled that he
resisted pressure from the mil
ilary to suppress communists
because a democracy should
not commit the same crimes a
totalitarian government does
CLASBIFIF.D advertising
lonna close Monday at 4 p m.
For information Call MA
4-0700, ext. 32.
Program Marks
Proclamation
EAST ORANGE Rev.
Gerard J. Murphy of St
Peter'a College will Join with
Gov. Richard J. Hughes in
saluting the 100th signing a4 the
Emancipation Proclamation in
ceremonies to be held Oct. M
at 3 p.m. at Upeala College
here.
TV program Is being spue
sored by the 21 suburban muni-
cipalities in Essex County and
among those on the committee
is Msgr. David J. Price, ad-
ministrator of Holy Spirit
Church. Orange. The chairman
is Joseph M Maulano of the
East Orange Civil Rights Com-
mittee.
The speakers, in addition to
Father Murphy and the Gov-
ernor. will include Jackie Ron-
inson. first Negro major league
baseball player, and clergy-
men of other denominations
Red Mags
In Paterson
PATERSON - The Pater-
son Diocesan Guild of Catho-
lic Lawyers will sponsor the
annual Red Mass at St. John's
Cathedral Oct. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Msgr. William F. Louis,
guild moderator, will cele-
brate the Mata. Rev. John T.
Catolr of St. Brendan's, Clif-
ton, will be the preacher.
Following the service, the
annual dinner-meeting wUI be
held at the Hamilton Club.
Officers will be elected.
Labor Fights
Sunday Sales
CINCINNATI (NC) Or-
ganized labor mapped plans
here to curb Sunday retail
tales and to “prevent Sundays
from becoming a commercial
Jungle.’* ,
The Central Labor Council
approved organization of a
Citizens’Sunday Closing Com-
mittee to stage demonstra-
tions at two suburban depart-
ment stores that open on Sun-
days.
Demonstrators will hand
leaflets to customers of the
stores asking, “la this pur-
chase you made on Sunday
necessary?" and “Would you
or members of your family
want to be forced for liveli-
hood to work every Sunday?"
Scripture Interest
Cited in Unity Talk
ST. LOUIS. Mo. (RNS)
In a message to St Louis Un-
iversity. Augustin Cardinsl
Bea, president of the Vatlcsn
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity, held that
"it ia not accidental that the
growth of the ecumenical
movement has corresponded
to the renewed interest in the
study of Sacred Scripture.**
“If we are to unite,’’ he
said, “we must constantly
try to penetrate more and
more deeply into the mystery
of His revelation."
THE GERMAN BORN Jes-
uit's message was recorded in
Rome and delivered on tape.
Cardinal Bea cautioned that
“union will not come about by
Just any reading of Scrip-
tures. God has spoken, but we
must listen with open heart,
with full readiness to accept
everything God is saying to
us."
' “Otherwise.** he said, “we
are in danger of hearing only
what we wish to hear; we are
in danger of putting the Word
of God in chains against St.
Paul's statement that ’The
Word of God is not bound.'
"Unless our reading of the
Scriptures is humble and
open, the 'sin of disunity* will
continue as a scandal to non-
Christiana and a hindrance to
the missions of the Church.”
Cardinal Bea said “love of
truth and love of our neighbor
must permeate all our ac-
tions.”
"We will be quick,” he
stressed, "to find that which
is good in the teachings of re-
ligions different from our own
and in the men of goodwill
who lead holy lives according
to their convictions.
"We will not attribute bad
faith to those who differ from
ua."
Class for Parents
TEANECK - A class for ex-
pectant parents will begin Nov.
18 at Holy Name Hospital with
registration at 7:15 p.m. that
night in Marian HalL It will
continue to Dec. 16.
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I Was Thinking ...
The World’s
In Their Hands
By RUTH W. REILLY
A statement made by Rab-
bi Marc H. Tannenbaum of
New York, to the youth con-
gress of the Third Order of
St Francis, Loretto, Penn.,
really made me think. Here
is a brief quotation:
“By 1969 half of the popu-
lation of the United States will
be 29 and under. There are
today more than 11 million
teenage girls under 20 years
of age. . .
“Were young people to in-
sist conscientiously on the
elimination of discrimination
in all drugstores, lunch
counters, department stores
and places of entertain-
ment they patronize, they
could make a tremendous
contribution to the achieve-
ment of social justice in our
society,"
I DONT THINK young peo-
ple realize the power for good
that is theirs. I remember
way back when I was in
fourth grade. My teacher told
us that we boys and girls
were the adults of tomorrow,
that the world would be ours
to shape and govern. The
words impressed me because
I still remember them.
How can we impress to-
day’s children and young
adults in such a way that they
will not only be inspired by
their dignity and power for
good, but believe in it and put
it to work?
It's so easy to be imper-
sonal: 11 million teenage girls
in the United States! Let’s be
personal: What about the par-
ticular teenage girl in your
home, or those who come un-
der your influence?
So long as our children
seem socially adjusted, do
reasonably well in school, and
don't get into any great mis-
chief, we are inclined to let
things drift along. All of a
sudden our time for teaching,
influencing. Inspiring is over.
I HAD TO smile at a car-
toon in Charles M. Schulz'
new book. “Security is a
Thumb and a Blanket." It
shows a schoolboy pushing
the front door of his house
and it says: "Security is bear-
ing your mother in the kitch-
en when you come home from
school."
There is wisdom and gentle
reproach there. So often
mother isn't in the kitchen.
Even when she is. she is
sometimes only physically
present.
Are you available when
your child Teels like talking?
When he comet home with
the great news that he was
elected president of the civics
club? When he “got in trouble"
because someone misinterpre-
ted what he intended for a good
action and made it appear rep-
rehensible? When he is con-
fused because, despite an im-
primatur. "the book says"
that the flood did not cover
the whole world but only a
portion of It? When he wants
you to hear his three-minute
speech on the Vatican Coun-
cil?
THESE TIMES when he
opens himself to you are the
limes when you can enlarge
his horizons on the particular
subject he is interested la.
These are the effective times
to stress man's reason for be-
ing. and the equality of all
men by reason of their na-
tural dignity and the tem-
porary nature of this world
and its goods
These are the times when
see may be able to fan the
spark of an idea into a de-
finite social action, and that
is what see must diligently,
but unobtrusively, seek to ac-
complish. Encourage him.
help him to transform his
ideas and ideals into actions.
It is only in the doing that he
will find fulfillment and ooce
he has begun. God alone
knows the things that will be
accomplished through him.
Dedication
To Mystic
KONNERSREUTH, Ger-
many (RNS) A monastery
dedicated to the memory of
Therese Neumann, world-fam-
ous Roman Catholic mystic
and stigmitiit who died last
year, was dedicated in this
small fanning village that
was her home.
Thousand of believers at-
tended the dedication rites
performed by Bishop Rudolf
Graber of Regensburg. Aux-
iliary Archbishop Juan C. Sis-
on of Nueva Segovia. Philip-
pines. celebrated a Pontifical
Mass in the Konnersreuth par-
ish church on the occasion.
The monastery was lsrgeiy
financed by a West German
industrialist who held the stig-
matist in high esteem. It was
given to the Third Order of
Carmelite nuns who come
from nearly Regensburg The
nuns are dedicated to charit-
able service to the sick.
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THURSDAY, OCT. 19
Union-Elisabeth District, NCCW Meeting 1:15
p.m., St. Adalbert's, Elizabeth, auditorium;
religious life films by Benedictine Sisters, Hill-
side; slides of seminarians and vocations,
naration by Rev. Anthony Kulig, St. Patrick’s.
Catholic Women's College Club Meeting 8:19
p.m., East Orange Women's Club; Harold C.
Hoffman speaker; Margaret Purcell, chairman.
Court Benedict, CDA Canada bus trip
through Oct. 12. Mrs. Julia Farbinger,
Summit.
SI. Anne's Rosary, Fair Lawn Calendar party
8 p.m.; Mrs. Thomas O'Connor, Mrs. Joseph
McTighe. chairmen.
Central Auxiliary Holy Name Hospital, Teaneck
Luncheon-bridge-fashion, New York Hilton
Hotel; Mrs. Harry Brennan, Teaneck, chair-
man.
All Souls HoepKal Auxiliary, Morristown -
Rummage sale, 58-60 Speedwell Ave.. Mrs.
Agnes Ayres, Dorothy' Tansey, chairmen;
benefit of hospital.
Caldwell College Alumnae, Hudson Chapter —.
Meeting, 8:3o p.m.; home of Mrs. Anthony
Amorosa, Jersey City.
FRIDAY. OCT. II
St. Anthony Cabrtni Guild, Kearny - Card party
8 p.m., Lyle’s Restaurant; Mrs. Rose Brown,
chairman; beoefit of St. Anthony’s Orphanage
Sultanas of El Zogel Caravan No. 7 Order of
Alhambra, Newark -L Card party-hat fashion,
8 p.m., Robert Treat Hotel; Mrs. Edward
Ronckevics. Newark, Mrs. Chris Zwlck. Fords,
chairmen; benefit of retarded children of Mt.
Carmel Guild.
SATURDAY, OCT, 12
N. J. Bell Telephone Cos. Division of Catholic
employees Fashion show, 8 p.m., Brown-
stone, Paterson; Odette Mulrooney, chairman.
St. Mary's Orphanage Guild, Newark Lunch-
eon-bridge-faahioo. 12:90 p.m.. Hotel Surtour-
ban. East Orange; Mrs. Lawrence Ventura,
chairman.
Mt. Carmel Guild, Plainfield Religious in-
struction classes for mentally retarded, regis-
tration ami class 10 a.m.; St. Bernard's school.
Caldwell College Alumnae, Union Chapter
Wine tasting supper, Stauffer's, The Mall,
Short Hills; Mra. Frank D'Alia, Union. Mrs.
J. J. Ruane, Summit, chairmen; benefit of
acholarship fund.
SUNDAY, OCT. 13 ,
St. Caslmir's Rosary, Newark Investiture,
2:30 p.m., church; Mrs. Walter Wojcik, chair-
man.
MONDAY, OCT, 14
Assumption Mothers' Guild, Morristown Meet-
ing. 7:30 p.m., hall.
Our Lady of Csestochowa, Harrison Meeting,
7:30 p.m.
League of SI. Mary's Hospital, Orange Des-
sert bridge-fashion show, 8 p.m., Graulich’s,
Orange: Mary F. McCann, Mrs. Daniel Deen-
ey, chairmen.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 14
81. Thomas the Apostle, Bloomfield Blood
bank, 3:30-6 p.m., Mrs. Gertrude Kavansgh,
Mrs. Ksy Puchls. chairmen.
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Guild, Clifton Meet-
ing, 7:30 p.m.
St. Joseph's Rosary, Maplewood Card party,
1:30 p.m., hall.
THURSDAY. OCT. !7
Marylawn Mothers' Club, South Orange
Luncheon-fashion show, Chanticler, Millburn:
Mrs. John Mahon, Orange, chairman.
Court Gratia CDA Dessert card party, St.
Mary's gymnasium. Nutley; Mrs. D. M De-
Pota, Mrs. John Druklra, chairmen.
Sacred Heart Orphanage Guild, Kearny Card
party, 8 p.m . Italian Community Center; Mrs.
John O'Hare, chairman.
SL James Hospital Guild, Newark Card party,
lpm, auditorium.
FRIDAY, OCT. 18
Sacred Heart Rotary Altar, Jersey City
Washington. D. C. ous ride; Mrs. Ann Wid-
mairr, Mrs. Lily lime#, chairmen.
Sacred Heart Mothers' Guild, North Bergen
Card party, 8 p.m., benefit of school ■
fund. '
Friends of St. Joseph's Villa, Pcapack Des- >
sert card party, 7 p.m., villa; Mrs. Mary ;
Whelan, Gladstone, chairman; benefit of jun- !
iorate. , *i
SATURDAY, OCT. 19
Court Bernadette CDA, West Orange Lunch- 1
eon-bridge-fashion; noon, Graulich's, Orange; ",
Mrs. Reynold Kelly, chairman.
Marywood College AJumnae, New Jersey, New
York and Connecticut First tri-state Com-
munion breakfast. Lady Chapel of St. Pat-
rick’s Cathedral, New York City, 10 a.m.;
breakfast Waldorf Astoria; Mrs. Rosemary
Kazlmer, Sister Mary St. Mary, speakers;
Mrs. Walter Murphy, Hackensack, Marie T.
Walsh, Ocean Bay, chairmen.
South Hudson District Council of Catholic Women
Workshop and exhibit, St. John’s, Jersey
City; benediction, 1 p.m. followed by work-
shop; Mrs. Richard Murphy, Bayonne, Mrs,
Dennis Huber, Jersey City, chairmen.
Sacred Heart Rosary Altar, Vailsburg Des-
sert bridge, 1:30 p.m., hall; proceeds school
building fund.
SUNDAY, OCT. 28
Catholic Women'* College Club Afternoon of
recollection. 3-5 p.m., St. Dominic Monastery,
Newark; Elizabeth Quinlan, Newark, chair-
man
St Elizabeth Rosary Altar, Linden Cake sale,
hail, after masses; Mrs. John Sboplock, Mrs.
Maximo Leporiere. chairmen.
St. Agnes Rotary Altar, Clark Communion
breakfast after 8 a m. Mass, Shackamaxon
Country Club. Scotch Plains; Mrs. Henry
Cwieka, chairman.
Polish Ladies Unity. Elizabeth Communion
dinner, II a.m. Mast, St. Adalbert’s; dinner
1 p.m, Polish Falcon Hall; Mrs. Victoria Os-
trowski. Mrs. Jean T. Zagurek, chairmen.
St. Dominie Academy Mothers' Club, Jersey
City Mother, daughter Communion break-
fast. 10 a.m. Mass St. Acdans’; breakfast
Hotel Plaza; Rev. James O’Brien. Christ the
King Church, speaker; Mrs. Gerard Guterl,
Mrs. William Flanagan, chairmen.
Anatomy of a Foster Home
By SUSAN DINER
A child is born, out of wed-
lock or perhaps a child is the
product of a broken home.
Where does the child go?
If the mother is a Catholic
chances are she may seek as-
sistance from Associated Cath-
olic Charities. If for some rea-
son parents are unable to care
for a child, they too might coo-
tact Catholic Charities.
SINCE CHILDREN some-
times cannot be placed for
adoption, foster parents are
frequently the media whereby
they become part of a home,
part of a family. If you are a
mature, healthy, practicing
Catholic who loves children,
you are a potential foster
parent.
Besides the pretty blue-eyed,
blood-haired child of pre-
school or grimmer school age.
there exist the infant and the
teenager. Both are vitally in
need of love and understand-
ing as individuals.
Rev. Edward A. Farrell, as-
sistant executive director of
Catholic Charities, said these
two groups are in great need
of foster homes because many
people may find them more
difficult to care for There is
the constant care required by
an Infant and the great under-
standing and guidance so vital
to molding a teenager into a
good Catholic ettiaen.
AT PRESENT approximately
200 children are placed in 190
foster homes but hundreds
more remain either in nurse-
ries or other institutions and
could be placed il homes were
available.
Requirements for foster par-
ents are similar to those for
adoption. Father Farrell said.
"We don’t want foster parents
because they cannot become
adoptive parents nor indtvld-
uals seeking cheap help or
baby sitters. Foster homes are
not adoption rejects say more
than the children would be.
although there are always a
few exceptions."
If you desire aa infant and
have been cleared as a foster
parent, you could receive an
infant anytime after he was
five days old. The child would
remain in your custody from
one to three months— the
period of evaluation for adop-
tion study.
YOU WOULD BE classified
either as a boarding borne or a
tree home Boarding homes
are paid a stipend for normal
expenses, any medical es-
peoees incurred art paid by
Catholic Charities
Free homes receive no stip-
ends Father Farrell taod
"Children would be on a
more or leas permanent basts
but cant be placed for adop-
tion yet. Sometimes the child
remains in a free home per-
manently. The more difficult
to place children are often
placed in tree homes because
the parent has requested ‘a
child 1 can really do some-
thifif for * ••
Msgr. Patrick J. Traiaor,
executive director of Catholic
Charities, said plscement of
teenagers with interested par-
ents reduces the rate of school
dropouts They won't be con-
sidered "one of the Sacred
Heart boys” (Sacred Heart is
ooe of Charities' institutions!
but rather as a fellow teen-
ager; they will have a sense
of belonging, be said.
"WE FEEL that many
Catholic home* can provide
good Catholic example and
are able to understand the
needs of the teenager." he
added. Such dedication, Msgr.
Trainor continued, “takes con-
siderable courage."
Children need “direction and
a sense of belonging," said
Father Farrell. Those capable
of meeting the needs of the
teen and accepting the respon-
sibility to direct them to a
stable way of life, will find
great inner satisfaction, he
said.
information on how you can
become s foster parent can be
obtained by contacting Catho-
lic Charities. 31 Mulberry £t .
Newark.
To Hold Bazaar
CONVENT The 42nd an-
nual Mission Day Bazaar of
the Mother Xavier Mission Unit
of St. Elizabeth's College wtU
be held from 11 a m. - • p.m..
Oct. 12, it was announced here.
An aqua show by the athletic
association will be the featured
entertainment of the day.
Methodist Gets
Catholic Award
NEW BRUNSWICK - Mr*.
Eunice Weaver, who has de-
voted most of her adult hie
to helping leprosy victims in
Brazil, is the IM3 winner of
the Damien DuUon Award, it
was announced here
Mrs. Weaver the widow of
a Methodist missionary.
teacher, is the founder of the
Federation of Societies for
Assistance to Leprosy Patients
in Brasil, an organization
which coordinates the work of
more than 194 groups aiding
leprosy victims
The Roman Catholic spon-
sored society which has its
headquarters here promotes
research, relief and other aid
projects for leprosy patients
regardless of race or religion.
Lecture Set
CALDWELL
- Brother
John M. Egan, vice president
of lona College. Now
Rochelle. N.Y., will speak on
Psychology and You Oct. 21
•t I p.m. The lecture is open
to the public and will be held
in the auditorium of the main
building of Caldwell College,
here.
Young Sister-Doctor to Serve
God in African Mission
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
A young doctor, who even be-
fore her baptism as a Catho-
lic, "wanted to do something
special for God." next month
• Ul enter the postulate novi-
tiate the Missionary Sisters of
Our Lady of Africa known as
tbt White Sisters.
She is Dr. Marine Eliza-
beth Long, an intern at
Mary’s Help hospital here
THE MATTER-of fart young
woman, durtng an interview
at the boepfUL would rather
have talked about the work
of the White Sisters than
about the vocation that has
led her from her native San
Diego, through Howard Uni-
versity's College of Medicine
in Washington. D.C, to the
novitiate at Mary Glenn.
Franklin, Pa.
She was wearing a white in-
tern's garb and ready far a
possible "page "
"Of course." she explained
at the beginning of the inter-
view, "I'm speaking as an
adult looking back at child
hood But 1 believe I had al-
ways wanted to do something
special for God sues I was
6 or 7. So I asked myself.
'What do people do who want
to do something special for
God?’ and I realized mission-
•rieu 'do something spe-
cial.' "
HER PARENTS, Mr, and
Mrs. Dclmar J. Long, of San
Diego, are not Catholics. Her
closest contact with Catholic
ism came during the 7th and
Blh grade when she was a stu-
dent at Guadalupe parochial
school, taught by the Fran
ciacan Slaters. She was 12 or
13 years old when this desire
to be ■ missionary became a
certainly.
She stresses the religious
vocation came —and doe*
coma Brat. Medicine is her
"way of reaching souls" just
at teaching or nursing is tor
other Sisters.
"From away back I had
wanted to be a doctor because
1 always felt w« should use
the beat of our talents for our
vocation," said Dr. Long
She credits her parents for
the fact she waa able to be-
come a doctor. Descendants
of people who two generations
before had been slaves, she
said, they had always stressed
the value of education.
WHEN SHE was 21. Dr. Long
was baptized m Christ the
King Pariah. San Diego. Last
June she received her med-
ical degree from Howard Un-
iversity and began her intern-
ship at Mary's Help. '
What lies ahead? First of
all. her religious formation
By August. 1944. she should
receive Ihe habit of the White
Sisters An 18- month novitiate
will follow. Then she will
be sent for further stud-
ics in theology, doctrine and
mmiology before going to
Africa.
Sixth College
For Marymount
BOCA RATON. Fla. (NC>-
Tbe sixth Marymount College
in the United States was
opened here with 96 fresh-
men students from 18 states.
France the West Indies. Pa-
nama. the Bahamas, Mexico
and several Latin American
countries.
Mother Mary Jogues, for-
mer dean at Marymount Col-
lege in the United States
was opened here with 94
freshmen students from 18
states. France, the West In
dies. Panama, the Bahamas.
Mexico and several Latin
American countries.
Three Jerseyans
Enter Novitiate
RIVERDALE, N Y. - Three
North Jersey women were
among those entering the no-
vitiate of the Sisters of
Charily, Mt. St. Vincent, here
They are Anita Marie Bochet,
Upper Saddle River; Jean Mc-
Neil Manahan, Morristown,
and Catherine Morgan, Wood-
cliff.
Conference-A-Month
To Go to Europe
ENGLEWOOD _ An air
trip to Europe In June, 1944, to
return in August for members
of the Confercncc-A Month
Club is being arranged. Inter-
ested members should contact
the club. Dept. T. 55 Demarest
Ave. Participants will be free
to travel, study or visit as they
wish.
HQ Set For Drive
SEATTLE. Wash., (NC) -
The Sisters of Charity of
Providence have established a
central development office
here to raise funds to support
a multi-million dollar pro-
gram of expansion and reno-
vation at its 34 bouses in
the U. S. The order runs a
home for the aged in Jersey
City.
Talk on Record
For Religious
ENGLEWOOD A spiri-
tual conference for religious
on records by Rev. Norman
G. Werting. O. Carra. has
been released by the Confer
enee-A Month Club here
The conference Is entitled
"The Psychological Roots of
Sin." It will go to over 3.000
convents and monasteries in
this country and abroad.
Women's College
To Admit Men
SALINA. Kan. (NC)
Marymount College beie will
admit men as day students to
summer sessions beginning
with the 1964 summer sc si ion.
Sister Etta Louis Knaup, pres-
ident of the college, an-
nounced Coeducation is pres-
ent! > limited to evenings. Tho
policy change will enable Ibo
college to grant degrees to
mra who have completed tho
regular degree requirements
of the college.
Single Women’s
Conference Set
NEW YORK CITY - The
Bethany Conference will bold
a two-session, informal dis-
cus* too Oct. 16 and Oct. 33 on
the "Role of the Single Wom-
an in Today's Work)" at Our
Lady of Victory Church. Pine
and William St., here. Ses-
sions begin at 6:15 p m. Regis-
tration is $2 00.
As an organization of singln
working women and widows
over 25, it explores the in-
dividual's relationship to
Christ and neighbor, her na-
ture and particular talents
and her obligations to Christ
and society.
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...Hi mafic o/ individuality
that will brighttn all your tomorrow ».
Yortrtvtlcomt to brown kart to your ktart't
from SfU OO eompUtt
COPYRIGHT 1 BAS
7
To combine Beauty, Quality, Com-
fort, with LOW PRICES takes
some doing... but it can be done
SAYS THE Wise OLD OWL
W* ogroo! But It talus oxporionco. During our 47
yoars wo havo boon doing just this for many thousands
of our customor*frionds.
INOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLE
Telephone for.,.
OUR SHOF AT HOME
SERVICE
* FAIR DEALING-EXPERT SERVICE-LOW PRICES - CONTI NUOUsT^Ncf^TT
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MINUTE
OF EVERY DAY
Very soon, you will be asked to give the United way. Be-
fore you give, consider for a moment just what your
contribution means
. . . You will be lending your aid to
not just one, but a long list of worthy causes in your
community. This is the easy way to support all these
causes -with one contribution for the entire year. So
be generous . . . give fr’om your heart as well as your
pocketbook. Contribute now!
give the UNITED way
Contributed by Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Contest Ideas Galore
Young Advocates, Addle has
been looking through some
magaxlnes and party books to
get ideas for party favors for
the Fall Art Contest. She came
up with some terrific Ideas.
For a Columbus Day party
she has three little ships like
the ones used when Columbus
discovered America sitting on
some crumbled crepe paper.
Addie also thought of making
an artificial snowman out of
white crepe paper and glitter
which can really add sparkle
to a winter wonderland party.
AN UNDERWATER party
provides a vast number of
ideas with different kinds of
sea life featured.
A chalice and white card-
board host can be ideally used
as the center piece for a
Thanksgiving family party fa-
vor.
What ideas have you come
up with for your party favor?
Halloween and a trick ’n treat
party should lend many na-
tural ideas as could an after-
the-game party.
Even though you cant vote
on election day, J bet you
could come up with some pa-
triotic ideas for a school elec-
tion campaign.
Addie hasn't forgotten about
the junior members of tba
Young Advocates Club and
their favorite saints Addie
has gotten a book on the lives
of the saints to see if the can
decide her favorite. There are
so many saints and she's find-
ing it hard to pick a favorite.
ADDIE LIKES St Helen be-
cause she found Our Lord's
cross after it had been lost
and St. Jude because he an-
swers many peoples' prayers
as do other taints.
Addie can't forget others
she has read about such as St.
Bridget or St Catherine. St
Vincent De Paul and St Mar
tia da Porrea also are very
vivid.
p4ek * and«P a book at
the library oo shrines of our
Blessed Lady. Almost every
country has a special statue in
her honor and each one has a
wonderful true story about how
she received her title.
Addie even found out that
there's a life-sued statue of
the Christ Child in Rome. The
statue which was carved from
an olive tree from Jerusalem
is clothed in jewelry and gems
sent by people who had their
prayers answered.
Addie is enjoying watching
the entries come in and is ea-
pccting many more. Are you
going to send us your entry
soon?
Acceptable
Comics
AlinteliOS
Action StaMS
Mwem Ciliu
Adrratum tau
Uw Uakeswa
Wku W«mn
AloTff
Awiuua
AtuuMl
ArcM*
a»hjr Him*
fj|p.
Inn ul Ota
Caw
CsUMlta So
Costa*
“szrvsLZ
BTRb
Qua 1‘ Dili
Ok*L
Dnutr Divf
BUST
t£7' SZT
Kta im CM i
Tox and On
_
Clew
C. L Combat
Otssa taMn
GonaMoao
Cuamka Wanan
Grro Oaartaaaa
Sin Oae.
win Tnvot
Haory
Hat Staff
Houaa of HrXmj '
Hound
*
I UnTao
Jarrr Lawta
Jlmm Otaas
Siator \
Jutka Lama
KlUu
Kiu Sim
me coitT outlaw
I i«ola -
ijilTwuh mm
Uttta Dot
UlUa lodine
UtUe Lotto
Utile LMn
■ UtUa Mas
Little Bemail
Lata Lena
1 layas.
Must* Moan
Mill la
Moaaa Kuafcataere
Matt ut faff
M» Ctrl Pearl
Mi Graaloal
AfwMt
Aadrar
Hun
SS
iidrw
lUwhM* KM
am Tla Tta
lot aoeiri
aatfeadioOAi
nMMlataa.
-pp*,
SSTaJIKe.
joint m
SraeVn
■wsstta pie
Tolao of SnieaaM
Total of the
i UoiwilliS
Torxu
fSttSL.
Tabby
Tore*.
Twaaty aatf
iSru.
Tni Qaa K)4
CaaOeo
Uncle Scrooeo
Unknown World*
Woioo Train
Will Dtaoey'a
Weeds
Wonder Wemoi
Woods
Waadeicaor
World-i Plaaal
YaO Bear
Have You
Read...?
The following questions ere
based on articles which eppesr
in this issue of The Advocate.
The enswert ere printed at the
bottom of the c oilmen with
the psge on which the answer-
mg article can he found.
1. What prominent churchman
was released by the Commu-
nists this week?
(a) Archbishop Beran
(b) Cardinal Mindsaeaty
(c) Cardinal Wytxaski
1 Knights of the Altar of what
church have pledged tJ.ooo
for en altar boys sacristy?
(a) Holy Family, Union
City
<b) Holy Family, NuUey
(c) Blessed Sacrament,
Paterson
J The first Catholic school in
New Jersey to join a pro-
gram of the New Jersey His-
torical Society which is call-
ed the Jerseyman Club is
(a) Essex Catholic
(b) Mother Setoo
(c) St Cecilia's
4. Who must help to make
everyone in the world a fol-
lower of Christ*
(a) Only the Bishop*
(b> Only the missionary
priests and Sisters
(c) Every member of the
Church
■sailed )o
oouxm poooee—oidoj. *(y)-p
*M e»ed ‘(t)-f fi| eted ’<q)
•l If *(e)-| SM'jJiSSV
Jimmy Grows Up
MILWAUKEE. Wis. -
"Letters to an After Boy"
by Rev. David E. Rosage
of Immaculate Heart Re-
treat House, Spokane,
Waah . has been republished
and win be released Oct. 7.
The T9-page book contains
24 letters to an imaginary
altar boy named Jimmy.
Jimmy bo longer the crew-
cut, freckle faced boy read-
ers ooce knew is a bit older
but just aa enjoyable
Fire Prevention Puzzle
Here's a puzzle for YoungAd-
vocates with a special mes-
sage about fire prevention. In
order to read It you have to
use this substitution key.
Wherever there's an x use a,
for s use o and for q use u.
Zct. 6-12 hxs been designated
xs fire preventzn week. Xddie
wants ts remind everyzne
zf the impxrtxnce if km wing
certain principals invxlvod.
(1) Dzn't pixy with matches
ir gz nexr the stive when
yzqr mzthcr is czzking.
(2) Dz fzllzw instrqctizns zf
the fire drills xt schzxl.
(3) Dz remind parents that
zll szxked rags sbzqld nzt
be kept in enclzsed places.
(4) Dzn't xllzw rqbbxge and
newspapers ti xccqmqlxte.
(5) Dz fzllzw instrqctizns in
the can if Inftxmable sprays
and sqch.
<«> Ds make sqre that mat-
ches art kept sqt zf reach il
yiqnger bnthers and sis
tars.
(7) Dzn't make xqtdzzr bra-
fires.
(I) Dzn’t qsa appliances zr
lamp, if they have frayed
cards.
(9) Dz knxw where the
nearest fire bzx is tz yzqr
hxme.
(10) Dz kniw the telephzne
nqrober if yzqr lxcxl dire de-
partment
If yzq fzllzw these di's and
dra'ts yiq'il cqt dzwn ra the
pzssibillty zf fires.
Young Advocates Have Role in the Council
By SUSAN DINER
The World Series is over.
Many people are delighted
because their team won. Oth-
ers share mixed emotions be-
cause a team was able to
clinch the aeries in only four
games—the first time since
1954.
Many times a big event
such as the Series takes much
of our time. Hardly anything
at tbc moment could be more
Important, and we follow all
the activities closely. Then the
event is over and it's part of
history. It rarely affects our
lives again.
TODAY, right now. Young
Advocates, a great historical
event is taking place that will
probably have the greatest
single impact on your lives
and those of people through-
out the world. It's the Second
Vatican Council.
Recently I heard the Metho-
dist observers from the first
session address a group of
Catholic college students. He
told us of the wonderful
warmth of Pope John XXIII
and other members of the
council, and the many things
he learned about the Catholic
Church. He gave us many
ideas to think about
HE REMINDED us that we
are "part of a global com-
munity." Young Advocates, we
should be aware of the events
taking place in the Church—at
the council and outside.
Last year your friend June
Dwyer told you that as you
read about the council you
would see many new words
but you would be able to un-
derstand them with the help
of parents and teachers be-
cause you hsve been able to
learn about “aerospace, astro-
nauts, Mississippi, revolutions
and communism."
THE BISHOPS and religious
superiors are your representa-
tive! to the council. What they
accomplish will come after
much thought and diacusslon
and guidance from the Holy
Spirit.
The council opened Sept. 29.
Newspapers ere already re-
porting the events aa they hap-
pen and frequently they dom-
inate other news events. We
■re living history and there is
much we can do to help. We
can read the newt stories. We
can learn the answers to ques-
tions we might be asked. We
can uae one of the most pow-
erful toola—we can prey for
the Pope, the council Fathers,
the observer* and the world.
Young Advocates can become
part of the council. <
EYE WITNESS - Addie it witnessing the first of a series
of great events to take place on the shores of North
America. Addie says we should remember that the cour-
age Columbus and hie crew hod whan they set out to
prove the world it round is the same kind of courage the
astronouts hove when they board a space ship.
Mexican Is
Barefoot
With Christ
MEXICO CITY (NC) Juan
Garcia Vidales was one of the
most attentive students In the
catechism claas at a Mexico
City pariah. When the time
came for First Holy Commun-
ion, the 7-year old youngster
tearfully told his lay teacher
that be could not join the other
pupils. His family would be
ashamed of him In church be-
cause be had no shoes
Juan’s teacher turned to the
class and said "What does it
matter? The child Jesua didn't
have shoes either."
The next day ea the bells of
the church pealed triumphantly
and 50 youngster* carrying
candles filed happily into the
edifice Juan Garcia Vidales
was among them, smiling
broadly. No on# could pos-
sibly notice that be had no
shoes He was barefoot, but
so were all the rest.
Knights Pledge Sacristy
' NUTLEY - The Knights of the Altar of Holy Family Church
here have pledged $2,000 toward the building fund and have re-
served the altar boys sacristy as their memorial.
"They want this for themselves as well as all the future
alter boys of Holy Family Church," said Rev. Henry M. Naddeo,
■lter boy moderator.
ALTHOUGH THE boys have three years to pay their pledge,
they plan to do it in one year. Proceeds will be derived exclusive-
ly from their annual cookie sale between September and Decem-
ber. Eight selections ranging from $1 to $2.65 are offered.
After only three weeks, the knights comprising of slightly
over 100 boys have guaranteed one-quarter of their goal.
This year's pledge will replace the gift of $l,OOO normally
given the pastor each spring for the purchase of altar linens
and vestments. The knights, ssid Father Naddeo, are com-
pletely self-sustaining. Besides owning their own cassocks and
surplices, they also wear a black corduroy jacket with the
knight's crest identifying them as one of the organizations.
PEOPLE NEED an Incentive to work toward, said Father
Naddeo. Asa result of selling at least 100 boxes last year, 35
boys won an overnight trip to a dude ranch, and those selling
over 700 were eligible for a trip to California.
The dude ranch trip will also be awarded this year with
a long range incentive for a trip to Hawaii in 1965. The criteria
is the sale of 2.000 boxes of cookies between 1963 and 1964.
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Fall Art Contest
SENtOM: (Boys and girl* from the
fifth through the eighth grades). Make a
party favor for any occasion. Favors may
not be larger than 12 inches square and
may not contain food.
JUNIORS: (Boys md girla from th 7 kindergarten
through the fourth grades). Draw a picture of your favorite
RULES: (a) Entries should be sent to Susan
Diner, Young Advocate Club,
31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N.J.
(b) All entries must be mailed by
Wednesday. Oct. 30.
(c) Your entry makes you a mem*
ber of the Young Advocate Club.
(and) Prises of *5, *3 and $2 will be
■warded in each division.
(e) Each entry must be accompan-
ied by this coupon or by a
copy of it.
Tha Saint Andraw
was tha first com-
pitta translation for
tha paoplt of tho
Latin missal usad by
tha priast at tha
first la astaaa...
Pnfirrtd by people
who know tod wtnt
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aalvas and as gifts;
first ia ahtlca...Thart ara 1
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Before You Buy. . . Sw the Different* ... Sava the Diffaranca
on Outstanding Provincial and Contemporary Designs.
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INFANT OF PRAGUE PILGRIMAGE
Fothor Josoph C.SS.R. Director
BLESSED BISHOP NEUMANN'S TOMB
PH I LA, PA.
Sat., Oct. 26,1963 9 A.M.
$lO.OO including lunch. Mom at th« tomb
Doparturo: Port Authority
iototrotion end Mo.motion Contort/ .
Mr*. Holly Cholk, Socrotory 639-1112
Re»orvation» to bo in no lotor than Oct. 18
Pay by Check
it’a as easy as signing your name!
Save the time you lose when you
pay bills in person ... and cut
bill-paying costs, too! With a
First National Special Checking
Account you pay just 10* for
each check you write, plus a small
monthly maintenance fee. You
receive a statement every month.
The size of your account makes
no difference
... and you get
personalized checks and name-
engraved holder free. Open your
account today at any one of t
our 11 convenient offices.
oJ-ti
•\\
THK c-igT
FIRST ] \ NATIONALBANK
Ui S OFJERSEY CITY
Hmttt, Mini D«pa*tt Imnm CarpwdlM . r«Mrd Rtyrw tytttm
Mill Office: One Exchange Place, Jersey City
... and t» ether convenient offices in JjSwcH
Janey City, Hoboken, West New York, Harrison and Kearny ySC
FIRST JERSEYMEN - Michael VerZatt (second from left), president of the Social Science
Federation of Essex Catholic High School, accepts a charter as the first Catholic high
school group to join the Jersey men Program of the New Jersey Historical Society. Joan
C. Hull, director of the Junior Historical Society, makes the presentation with Steven Me-
Cabo (at left), federation vice president, and Brother Kelly, principal, participating.
Msqr. Tuite to Open CIP Journalism Program
EAST ORANGE - Msgr. Jo-
■eph P. Tuite, superintendent
of schools in the Archdiocese
of Newark, will open the first
program of the third annual
school of Journalism to be con-
ducted by the New Jersey
Catholic Institute of the Press,
an organisation of communica-
tion media employees.
The four-week course will bd
conducted on Friday evenings,
beginning Oct. 11. at East Or-
ange Catholic High School
Among the guest speakers will
be Harry Anderson, city editor
of the Newark Evening News;
Anne Mae Buckley, feature
editor of The Advocate, and
Charles Kiley, assistant to the
editor of the New York Herald
Tribune.
In addition to the lecture*,
there will also be workshops
tun by city editors where the
individual students will be
given assignments. The pro-
gram is open to all Catholic
high schools in the North Jer
»ey area.
Prepare for Parades
Knights Win Finale
NEWARK - In a fitting
conclusion to one of its best
seasons, the Blessed Sacra-
ment CYO Golden Knights
drum and bugle corps scored
Its 27th victory in 3i contests
Oct. 6 at Roosevelt Stadium,
Union City.
The Golden Knights took the
first place trophy in an event
sponsored by the Union City
Police Benevolent Association
for the benefit of PBA
orphans and widows.
BLESSED Sacrament scored
•7.41 points to top a field of
six units with the Garfield
Cadets second with M. 21 points
and St. Cadets (New-
ark) third with 82.04. St. Pat-
rick's Cadets (Jersey City)
were fifth with 79.90.
With the competition season
finished, the corps will turn
their attention to parades.
Blessed Sacrament will march
in a- Columbus Day Parade
Oct. 12 at Jersey City and the
Holy Name Parade in Newark
the following day.
St. Rose of Lima's Imperial
Lancers will march in the
Jcraey City as well as the
Newark Columbus Day Par-
ade* and the Newark Holy
Name Parade.
MORE DISTANT plans for
Blessed Sacrament call for
marching in Newark's Veter-
ans’ Day Parade Nov. 11 and
Macy’a Thanksgiving Day
Parade.
Rev. Robert F. Garner,
moderator of the Golden
Knights, announced that audi-
tions will be held each Thura-
day evening this month for
candidates to replace mem-
bers who leave the Junior
ranks at age 21.
Light Leads
CYO Scorers
JERSEY CITY - Joe
Light of St. Michael's
(UC) holds a comfortable
two touchdown lead in the
Hudson County CYO Foot-
ball League scoring derby
Light has scored six TDs
and the same number of
extra points for 42 points.
In second place is Bob
Garbie of Sacred Heart
with 30 points followed by
St Michael's Mike Catrn-
aro with 28
The scoring:
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Young Adults
Invito Members
PATERSON - Prospective
members have been invited to
attend a meeting of the St
Mary's Young Catholic Adults
group, held the second Wednes-
day of each month, at St.
Mary's rectory.
Frank Paequarteilo was elec-
ted first preindent of the or-
ganisation Other officers are
Dave Parser. John Monaco and
Fran Becfcwermert
Essex CYO Sets
Journalism Course
MONTCLAIR A journal-
ism course for seventh and
eighth grade students, spon-
sored by the Essex County
CYO. will begin Oct. 23 at 4
pm. at St. Francis Xavier
School (Newark).
PENN-JERSEY CHAMPS - Chuck Vitale drum major, and
Phyllis Campione. color guard, of St. Lucy’s Cadets (New-
ork) ore shown with a pennant which the corps won as
Penn-Jersey championt lost week in Newark. St. Lucy's
scored 81.26 points to beat the runner-up Woodsiders, al-
so of Newark, which hod 79.34 There are 18 units In the
New York. New Jersey Pennsylvania, Connecticut area
In the association.
In CYO Football
First-Place Struggle Set
JERSEY ClTY—There will
bo aoe lews undefeated team
in the Hudson County CYO
Football League after Oct. 13
Sacred Heart (JC). laadi«
the league after an impceamve
34-0 win over St. Andrew's
(Bayonne) will meet second
place Queen of Peace (North
Arlington), which tripped de-
fending CYO Utlist St. Paul's.
124. in the first game of a
night doubleheadcr Oct. 13 at
High School Field here.
SACRED HEART (34).
which han't been scored
upon yet. can take a big step
in claiming tta first CYO ti-
tle with a win. Starting time
it ) pm
Bob Garbie was the big star
for Sacred Heart with three
touchdowns against St. An-
drew's. Teammates John
Darocky and Bill McGimpsie
each added a TD Joe Hurey
and Joe Ruggio provided
Queen of Peace with Its scor-
ing The Queentmen have won
three garnet, lost bom, but
SL Michael's (UC), which is
idle this week, lost tta first
game of the teasoo last
weekend when Our Lady of
Victories tJC) eked out a 13-
12 win. Joe light of the Irish
continued atop the heap as
the league’s leading scorer
with two TDs but Dennis Gib-
ney of OLV stole the show
with two TDs. one on a 38
yard run and the other oo a
43-yard jaunt with an inter-
cepted pass.
Ml LADY of Victories ap-
pears to have clear sailing
this week a* it meets Star of
the Sea (Bayonne) in the
opening game of a double-
header Oct. 12 at High School
Field Star of the Sea rec-
orded Its first win. a 40 de-
cision against St Paul of the
Croat (JC), on a TD pass
from Bob Clifford to Gary
Danback m lb* final 30 sec-
oods of action
St. Paul of the Croat hat
another chance for it* first
victory Oct. 12 against Mt
Carmel (Bayonne), which
dropped a 144 verdict to St.
Aloysius (JC). Both ML Car-
mel and St. Paul of the Crow
will ha looking to gain the
victory column for the first
time.
St. Aloyalui (till han't lost
hut the Aloyslans won only
their first contest by beating
Mt. Carmel. They have two
ties in the tffree decisions
Saturday they will meet St. An-
drew's in the third and final
gam*.
St. Paul's will close out the
flrat CYO arc-light program
of the year Oct 13 with Holy
Rotary in the finale. Holy
Rosary was Idle last week-
end.
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Youths Air
YCS Program
At CYO Session
JERSEY CITY-A panel of
students who explained the
Young Christian Student* pro-
gram was one o* the high-
lights of a priests' training in-
stitute for parish moderators
conducted by the Newark
Archdiocesan CYO at the CYO
Center here Oct. 7.
Rev. Thomas A. Kiessler of
Our Lady of Mercy (Park
Ridge), recently-appointed di-
rector of a leadership training
program of the CYO. was in
charge of the panel
Msgr John M Mahon,
actuary of the archdiocese,
gave the main talk oo liturgy
and parish youth programs
PANELISTS - Eileen Steele of Immaculate Conception
(Montclair) and Greg Fusco of Seton Hall discuss with
Rev. Thomas A. Kiessler a panel which they gave at a
priests' traininginstitute for parish CYO moderators Oct. 7.
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Meeting the Special
Financial Needs
of
Religious Organizations
Sface it was founded in 1850, Emigranthas
been chosen to assist in the financing of
Churches, Religious Communities, Schools
and Hospitals throughout its lending area.
Emigrant’s officers are thoroughly familiar
with the special financing requirements of
these organizations and always welcome
the opportunity to offer their professional
counsel.
For further information write, or telephone
212-WO 2-1900, Extension 40. Or visit our
Mortgage Department any time at your
convenience.
EMIGRANT
Industrial
SAVINGS BANK
61 Chambers Street
NKW YOU 8, H. T.
One ofAmerica’» Great Saoingt Institutions
withDeposits of More Than a Billion Dollars
MBMBU mnAL DEPOSIT INSUMAMCB OOWOKAItOM
ST.FRANCiS
OF ASSiSI
CONFESSIONS
EVERYDAY 645 AilTO 9 PJL
MASSES
DAILY: EVERY HOUR
5 A.M. THRU 1245 Pii
•
MHONAI BUttN£ OF IT. JMMONf
WEST Slat STREET
bat«un 6th A 7th Am. H.Y.
Electronic
SchoolSECURITY (F&tS
BmTRPAY
trained In
ELECTRONICS
M3 Pottaic Avt., Ktarny,
NJ. ui.phon. 99(1 533
■ no.,
ii
FERRANTE
TEICHER
STRIKE UP
THE GRANDS
Collog* of Joint Elixoboth
Convont Station, N. J.
Octobor 13 ot 400 p.nv
MEDI CAL
ANTS
LAB X-RAY tecks
M. r.t U—mmt
LATIN
roa
Delayed Vocations
Free
Wfrt#
ST. JOHN'S SOCIiTY
24 01 GRASSE ST.
PATERSON, N.J.
o> toll
SOUTH ORANGE 2-9000
(EXT. 259)
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TO AU LAY-MEN
Now it the time for oil good
Catholics to arm yourselves
with the truth ond Perfec-
tion.
Third Order of St. Dominic
extendi an invitation to at-
tend our meeting held at
the
BLUE CHAPEL
14th and Welt Streets
Union City, N. J.
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CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS Of ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
PRIESTS JESUIT SROTHERS
ri-aa’jya.wtAiß ss
Director of Vocations. 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N.Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
O □
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Essex Catholic Bids
For Hairier Summit
By ED GRANT
JERSEY ClTY—Essex Cath-
ollc will return to the scene of
Ust Saturday’s triumph in
the Hudson County CYO cross-
country meet Oct. 5 in a race
'*hkh could firmly establish
the Eagles as New Jersey
tlungpinsin the harrier sport.
!> The event is the third an-
nual Dickinson invitation meet
and Essex Catholic wUI be
-running in the “A*’ division
against three of the state’s
leading public school teams,
Westfield, Hanover Park and
Passaic VaUey, an of whom
were absent from the CYO af-
fair.
ESSEX CATHOLIC’S domi-
nation of the race Saturday
was complete. Fred Dwyer's
;boys took five of the first 10
places to score 38 points
against 119 for second place
Seton HaU. Greg Ryan took
individual honors for the Ea-
gles. He defeated favored Reg-
gie Henry of East Orange by
a yard in 2:17.5.
This time was well under
the meet and course record of
12:30.9, held by Eamon O’Reil-
ly of St. Benedict's, but was
disaUowcd as the entire field
cut the course by about 100
yards.
Figuring in a 15-second
differential for the territory
they failed to cover, Ryan and
Henry were still very close to
O’Reilly’s mark.
THE “A” division in the
Dickinson meet will have a
maximum of 10 teams, ac-
cording to director A1 Sccrbo.
Seton Hall will be entered and
so may the Bergen and Ro
selle Catholic teams which
placed third and fourth last
weekend. Other possible start-
ers are Tenafly and Christian
Brothers Academy.
Essex Catholic should have
only slightly more trouble in
this one than it did last week-
end. The Eagles have already
run Passaic Valley in a prac-
tice dual meet and defeated
the Hornets, 20-25. Passaic last
week upset Hanover, 27-28, in
a meeting of the 1962 Group
IV and 111 state champions.
Westfield, a close second to
Passaic Valley at last year's
NJSIAA meet, has virtually
the same team this year and
may be the toughest of all.
Dwyer hopes to welcome
back Frank D'Allcsandro this
weekend from an illness
which has sidelined him for
two weeks. He will provide ex-
tra insurance to Ryan. Doo
Hobbs, John O'Leary, Larry
Rooney and Jim Rcbenack.
CHRISTIAN Brothers skip-
ped the CYO meet to run in
the N.Y.U. affair at Van Cort-
landt Park and placed fourth
in its section behind West
Catholic of Philadelphia, Stony
Brook of New York and Arch-
bishop Molloy of Brooklyn.
Johnny Eager ran sixth in
13:36. less than 10 seconds be-
hind the winner. Pete Randall
of Stony Brook.
Roselle Catholic, which de-
feated Bergen Catholic for
freshman honors last Satur-
day. will try for another win
in the Dickinson meet, led by
the Maffcy twins. Paul and
Gene. Paul took the gold med-
al Saturday.
' lnches'
Costly
Football, just as much
as baseball, proved itself
a game of inches rela-
tively speaking _ and The
Advocate's crystal bail
paid the price last week-
end In 13 games selected,
nine were tabbed correctly
and four misfired.
Two of the setbacks were
ties in which the predicted
victor came ob>so-clo*e to
victory. Seton Hall drew
with East Side. 20-20, as
the Pony Pirates scored
on the final play of the
game then missed the con-
version attempt which
would have brought a win.
St Peter’s Prep tied St.
Joseph's <WNY), 7-7. and
came within two yards of
a decisive score just be-
fore the completion of the
game.
So, we are left with a
record in the predict-
ing business for two weeks,
a .750 average.
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Pirate Hamers
To VisitN.Y.
NEW YORK - The Set-*
Hall University cross-country
team will make its first ap-
pearance of the season at Van
Cortlandt Park Oct. 12 for a
triangular meet with Kings
Point and Central Connecticut
State.
Captain Kevin Hennessey
will miss this meet, as be has
the cast, two, due to an in-
jured heel. Hennessey hopes to
be back in action Oct. 26 when
the Pirates face Rutgers, ooe
of the two teams to beat them
last season.
AFTER ITS opening loss to
Fordham. Seton Hall jumped
back to shut out Montclair
State. 15-40, OcL 1 and defeat-
ed Princeton and Fairleigh
Dickinson Oct. 4 at Princeton.
The margin over the Tigers
was 23-32, with Fairleigh Dic-
kinson failing to place anyone
in the top 10. N
Herb Germann and Bruce
Andrews, the two sophomore
members of the squad, led the
Pirates against Princeton.
Herb Andrews won the race in
25:52 and was third.
St. Peter’s opened its sea-
son Oct. I with Fairleigh
Dickinson and is due to com-
pete in the Middle Eastern
College Athletic Association
championships Oct. 11 at Al-
bany. N. Y. The Peacocks’
opener with Trenton Junior
College, which was scheduled
Oct. 5. was postponed.
Among Independents
St. Benedict's Holds Spotlight
NEWARK Three North
Jersey Catholic independents
will be driving for their third
straight triumphs this week,
but the spotlight will fall upon
a team which is seeking lb
second in a row, St. Bene-
dict’s Prep.
The Gray Bees will run Into
one of the toughest obtacles
on their rugged schedule when
they meet East Orange, wh.ch
has conquered two public
school powers already. Oct.
12 at Martens Stadium. East
Orange.
VYING FOR center stage
will be Marist, St. Michael's
(UC) and Delbarton. all fresh
from back-to-back wins. Mar-
ist will visit Pope Pius and
St. Michael's will be at borne
to Emerson in night games
Oct. u. Delbarton will enter-
tain Montclair Academy the
following afternoon
Other Independent attrac-
tions Oct 12 will have Dick-
inson at St Joseph’s (WNY),
St. Peter s Prep vs. Snyder
at Roosevelt Stadium. Jersey
City, and Carteret School at
Our Lady oi the Lake.
RALPH LILORE, the 1962
North Jersey Catholic scoring
champion, picked up where
he left off aa he romped la
for two touchdowns and kick-
ed three extra points OcL 5
in a 41-7 root at New York
Military Academy by St.
Benedict's The abort speed-
ster will be the hack every-
one will be trying to stop each
week, but Richie Sabells
with two TDa showed the
Gray Bee toes can’t suck the
defenses just for Ulore
East Orange holds triumphs
•gainst Belleville and Nutby
and, la one unofficial rating
system, is considered the top
team in North Jersey. St.
Benedict's is loth on the same
chart, making this a fine op-
portunity for the Newarkers
to boost their stock.
In three varsity seasons,
Marist won ooe game each
year. Thus. the Royal
Knights’ 134 triumph against
Harrison Oct. 4 marked the
first year in which Marist
won two games —and with
the season just two weeks
old. The Bayonne team, loci-
denaUy. scored iU first var-
sity win against Pope Pius in
1900.
ST. MICHAEL’S posted its
second straight shutout Oct
4. a 264 decision against Pop#
Pius, but the Irish may find
a third whitewashing much
more difficult as Emerson
showed its scoring punch in
an opening game win against
Kearny. This intra-city
rivalry is bound to create a
great deal of Interest in Union
City and it may have a cru-
cial bearing on SL Michael's
hopes for a North Hudson
championship. *
Advance notices saw Del-
barton as ready for a fine
season and the Green Wave
hasn't disappointed anyone
They made it two In a row
with a 40-7 victory against
Morris Catholic Oct 3 with
Alan Guenther leading five
different Delbartoo scorers.
EVEN THOUGH St. Jo-
seph's failed to make the win
column again when it dead-
locked St. Peter’s Prep. T-7,
Oct. 6. observers see the Blue
Jays as a definite North Hud-
son threst and they can start
moving in that direction by
toppling Dickinson.
St. Peter's Prep shouldn't
have too much trouble crash-
ing the victor's circle as Sny-
der doesn’t offer too much of
a challenge for (he Petreans.
who may be the team to beat
In South Hudson
Our Lady of the Lake had
its 1963 debut spoiled. 134. by
Ktnneloo. but the Lakers will
return home with hopes of their
first varsity triumph against
Carteret School.
Results Last Week
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for Basketball
Pirate Prospects Promising
SOUTH ORANGE Nick
Werkmin. the nation’s num-
ber ooe scorer last season,
leads a group of eight veter-
ans and three promising soph
omores who will begin basket-
ball practice at Seton Hall
University OcL 13.
It will be the fourth season
for coach Richie Regan ami
the 90th anniversary of the
sport at the school.
“WE HAVE OUR sUrtinf
team back inUct and should
have a much better beoch than
last year," remarked Regan.
"Right now our proa peels look
very good.”
"Our schedule, however, is
even tougher with Army, St.
John’s and Holy Crass added
We’U have to worry about in-
juries and illness Last year
we were 16-5 when our two
fine backrourt men. Sonny
Sunken and Randy Chave,
came down with virus. Though
they played against Villa nova
and lona, neither was In good
physical shape and our top re-
placement. Gerry Reidy. had
been out (or a month with a
leg injury. The same thing
this year could again be fa-
tal.’’ The Pirates lost those
two games to finish with a
16-7 record.
SEVERAL of the Eastern
powers are listed on the Pi-
rate schedule. Among them.
Holy Cross. SL Joseph's. La
Salle, Georgetown, Provi-
dence. Duquesne and SL Fran-
cis (Brooklyn) will appear
here at Walsh Auditorium.
Road games are set with Bos-
ton College, Boston Univer-
sity. St. Francis (Pa.), Army,
SL John's, Niagara, lona, VU-
lsnova and St. Peter’s.
In addition to Werkman,
Sunkett and Chave, who are
senior*, the Pirates will bsv#
Richie Dec. a 4-3 junior, and
Harry Slaton, a 6-7 junior, re-
turning Werkman has 1443
points in two seasons and
should pass Walter Dukes
school career record of 17».
TONY CUCCOLO. a 6-3
sophomore, may be pressing
Dec for a starting job. He
racked up «o points as a
freshman, a total surpassed
only by Mickey Hannon’s 0U
in the 194930 season.
Joe Barlik. a top reserve
last year, and soph Jack Dun-
leavy will be hacking up the
front line Bob PiocSaik. a 6-9
Junior, is the number two ceo-
tar behind Sis ton.
While Suakett and Chave
will be used most of the time.
Reidy, a senior, and soph
Charley Mitebd should pro-
vide good replscemenu in the
guard spots Mitchei did not
play with the freshmen last
year because of illness.
Vocation Talks
Method Changed
WAYNE Bishop Nsvsgh
hat changed the procedure of
the Apoatolate (or Vocations,
it was announced by Rev.
John P. McHugh, vocation di-
rector (or the Paterson Dio-
cese and director o( DePaui
High School here.
In previous years, a mem-
ber of a priests’ committee
(or the a postulate visited each
school in the diocese, both
grammar and high school.
They will continue to visit the
high schools, but parish
priests will give the vocation
talks in each grade (rom the
(i(th to eighth and at'CCD
classes.
Heatherly
Holds 1st
NEWARK _ Howie Heath
«rly of St Michaels (UC)
had his second straight two-
touchdown contest last week
and climbed ahead of the ear-
ly pacesetters in the in-
dividual scoring race among
North Jersey Catholic school
boy gridders.
The Irish halfback’s 24
points put him In (root of run
ner up Mickey Albers of Manat
who raised his total to 20 points
last week. Five others are
deadlocked for third with 12
points apiece.
Ralph Lilore of St Bene-
diet s Prep, the IM2 cham-
pion. tallied IS points In his
debut last week.
The leaders arc:
vo eav pw
lUXtartr. W Mlctaar* I I x
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In Big Eight
Valley Shakes Off Problems
ORANGE The problems
which were supposed to hamp-
er the fortunes of Our Lsdy
of the Valley High School’s
football team have not
cropped up as yet and some
people are starting to wonder
If they will ever appear.
Valley has bolted in front
of the pack in the Big Eight
Conference and will have an
opportunity to bolster that
margin even further when it
entertains Morris Catholic
here Oct. 11 at 8 p.m.
TWO OTHER Big Eight
batUes are on tap the follow-
ing day with Bayley-EUard at
Immaculate Conception In a
morning game and St. Mary’s
(R) at DePaul in the after-
noon. St. Luke's will play a
non-conference game with
Emerson and Oratory will be
idle.
Terry Cunningham and
Rick Kettel have been the
headline atari for Valley with
18 and 17 points in the two
games the latest a 26-7 win
against St. Mary’s Oct. 6. But.
it has not been just individual
effort which is carrying the
locals, overall team play has
been a key to Valley’s suc-
cess.
In meeting Morris Catholic,
Valley will be helping the
Crusaders to make their Big
Eight debut. The DenvilJe
school, which is in its first
irason in the league and its
first season of varsity football,
bowed to Delbarton. 40-7, Oct.
3 to even iU record at 1-1.
DePAUL AND Immaculate
Conception, the defending
champion and pre-season fa-
vorite. respectively, will be
aiming to sUy close to Val-
ley with conference wins.
The Spartans, who had their
opening delayed a week by a
ram out, scored their first
victory ever at Bayley-
EUard's home field, a 25-13
decision Jim Koshlap. the
only returning starter in the
backfieid. led the way with
three touchdowns. That tri-
umph showed that DePaul
will not be unseated as cham-
pion Without a fight.
Immaculate Conception
lived up to its billing with an
impressive. 29-0 win against
Queen of Peace Pat Quarto,
who was ooe of the scoring
leaders last year before anin-
Jury sidelined him, Jumped
right into the race again with
three touchdowns. The Lions
were also opening their sea-
son since they were rained out
of their scheduled inaugural.
SL Luke's started its Big
Eight season with a 74 vic-
tory against Oratory, which
look its 22nd straight setback.
The Lucans will step out of
the conference to play against
Emerson, a now school, and
should hang up their second
win in three games.
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Teen Journalists
To Meet Oct. 12
VILANOVA. Pa-. <NC) -
Mare than 5,000 students rep-
resenting 200 high schools in
a five-state area are expect-
ed to attend the 16th annual
School Publications Con-
ference Oct. 12 at Villanov a
University here.
John A. Schneider, vice
president of the Columbia
Broadcasting System and cen-
tral manner of WCAV-TV.
PhiiadeMia, will be keynote
speaker. \
Seek Talent
FORT LEE Teenage mem-
bers interested in the annual
CYO March of Talent contest
were advised to contact their
parish moderators by Rev. Ed-
ward J. Hajduk, Bergen Coun-
ty CYO director. The county
finals will be held Nov. 24.
Oink Oink Here,
A Cackle There
JO AO SURA, Brazil—
Bishop Bernard J. Nokler.
C SS R . of Pa ranqua-Parana
came across some unusual
hazards of the course when
he administered Confirms-
tioo-out-of-doors because
there Is no church—to vil-
lagers here.
Wearing his impressive
ecclesiastical robes topped
by a miter. Bishop Nolker
walked along a line of vil-
lagers. reciting the words of
confirmation when a stray
hog raced between his legs,
nearly knocking him over.
Forsaking his dipiiWxi
pose (or an instant, the
bishop gave the hog a swift
kick sod resumed conferring
the saersment
With the hog out of the
wsy, he only hsd to svokl
stepping on wandering
chickens.
In T-CCC
Saints Awaiting Irish Bid
ENGLEWOOD Defeat Is
a word which has been used
sparingly In connection with
St. Cecilia's High School in
football in recent years. In
fact, you have to go back to
the 1959 season to find a time
when the Saints suffered con-
secutive setbacks.
Thus, the task facing Queen
of Peace looms Urge for this
week. The Irish will be enter-
taining St. Cecilia's at I p.m.
Oct. 12 at Rodgers Stadium in
Harrison and the Saints will
be coming off their first defeat
since Oct I, 1961.
AFTER LAUNCHING their
Tri-County Catholic Conference
campaign with a big triumph
against Pope Pius, the SainU
tumbled to North Bergen. 64.
here Oct. 3. North Bergen had
been the Utt team to stop St.
CecilU’s. 134, in the secood
game of the 1961 season.
Now. with a return to T-CCC
action scheduled, SL Cecilia's
will be looking to take a com-
manding edge in the standings.
A victory would put the SainU
at 24 in the circuit and no
other team would have a vic-
tory yet since this la the sec-
ood league game of the season
and Don Boaco and Bergen
Catholic, the other members,
won’t be In T-CCC competition
until Oct 27.
Queen of Peace had been
considered a prime threat to
the crown which was held by
Boeco last year after be-
ing left vacant by SL CecilU’a
suspension.
HOWEVER. THE North Arl-
ington chib was surprised by
Immaculate Conception, 294,
Oct. 6, taking some of the glit-
ter off this meeting. Still, the
Queenamen have the potential
with backs like Mike Marmot.
Bill Petracco and Joe DiPas-
quale to match St. Cecilia's
Bill Jordan and John Clare.
Jordan. Incidentally, bolds a
comfortable edge in the scor-
ing race In the T-CCC with II
polnU scored m his first game.
Bergen Catholic has breeled
to IU second straight shutout
triumph and will run into a
stiff teat OcL 12 when it meeU
Paramos. An intense local ri-
valry and the natural strength
of a school as big as Paramua
means the Crusaders will have
to be at the top of their game
to extend their young victory
streak to three games.
IN BLANKING Essex Cath-
olic, 274, OcL 6, Bergen Catb
olic received another top game
from Tom Scott, who scored
a pair of touchdowns and boot-
ed the same number of extra
points. His field goal was the
margin in the Crusaders* open-
ing victory against SL Joseph’s
(WNY).
Don Bosco continues a thus-
far unsuccessful home stand
and will run into a Brooklyn
Prep team which is fresh from
an opening game victory in
New York. The Dona fell be-
fore e public school power for
the secood consecutive week
OcL S, suffering a 324 lota to
Paterson Central.
Pope Pius will be trying to
score its first point es well as
break into the victory column
when it tangles with Marist at
6 p.m. OcL U at Passaic. The
Eagles took a 264 beating from
SL Michael’s in their second
game OcL 4.
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Program Session
MONTCLAIR Moderators
of 56 Essex County parish
CYO uniU will meet at a
luncheon at the Three Crowns
Restaurant here OcL 21. it
was announced by Rev. Vin-
cent F. Affanoso, county CYO
director. The program for the
coming year will be dis-
cussed.
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Insurance
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Your Neighborhood
Pharmacltt
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and Models
PACE MOTORS
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for QUALITY!
WEBCO
"SQUIRE”
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BUY EARLY & SAVE
THIS MONTH ONLY!
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RENTALS
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DENVILLE BOAT
A SPORTS CENTER
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Comfortoble Rooms Good Food Exceptional
Climato Convent Chopol on Grounds
Resident Chaplain
OPEN All YEAR - NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS
FOR FAll, WINTER ANO SPRING - MOOERATE RATES
warn toe soonn
ST. JOSEPHS QUEST HOUSES
st. josmrs,
SULLIVAN COUNTY, N.Y.
TIL MONTKSUO 770
(Candvctad by *a SiMan at St Pawlnls at AmityailU)
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announces
Remedial Reading
and
Reading Improvement Services
for
Elementary School Students
and
Secondary Schtal Students
Scion Hall University offears reading programs for
elementary and secondary school students during after-
school hours at the South Orange Campus.
Applications will be accepted until October 14, 1963.
Interviews and testing wIH be held at the Reading Cen-
ter, located In McQuald Hall at the South Orange Cam-
pus.
For further Information and/or application, please
contacti
JOSEPH ZUBKO
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
or telephone!
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448 (
Need Native Priests
In Mission Lands
n»e earth Is God’s domain.
It i* right that It proclaim His
greatness and glory. The pa-
gan world that serves strange
gods Is the shrill discord in the
MOf of. praise that is chanted
by creation.
Wherever on earth there Is
a human soul, there also is a
mission field for tho Church,
important enough to make her
bridge all distances, suffer un-
told hardships, even the risk
of life itself.
The world is right for the
harvest. Where are the reap-
ers coming from?
Many young men are anx-
ious to train for work for the
harvest of souls in mission
lands. Lack of funds for their
preparation prevents their
Participation. Won't you help?
The native priest Is best fitted
to acclimatise the Christian
religion among his compan-
ions. So, if you can, be gen-
erous toward providing native
young men with the means to
become priests of God. The
Society for the Propagation ot
the Faith will accept your o(-
forhsga and forward them.
Changing Climate
Reported in Congo
News ot the Church in the
&ag» is given by Rev. An-
thony Cocrinx, a Whits Father,
starting with murder in the
rectory and ending with three
ordinations to the priesthood.
“Two yean ago, in Feb-
ruary, 1961," he writes, ‘ the
pariah ot Kadotu in the Dio-
cese at Bukuva waa burned to
the ground and Rev. Rene De-
Vos waa murdered In the rec-
tory. Following this were the
vtotant deaths of Father Te-
gela in Kasoko; Thomas
Mbaya, an African priest; a
French lay apostle. Miss Le-
olarq, and 20 Holy Ghost Fa-
th«s. In aome sections at
many as 90% of the mission
stations were pillaged.
■•Today, over two years lat-
er, things are changing. At
this moment there are a quar-
ter of a million more Catholics
in the Congo than there were
before Independence. Thirty-
six new mission stations have
been established. 60 new
churches built and 130 techni-
cal schools have risen from
the ashes. As many as 2,660
priests ot which 400 are Afri-
cans, and more than 1.000
Brothers and 3,300 Sisters con-
tinue Our Lord’s work without
interruption and without look-
ing back.
"Last August three priests
were ordained and ISO boys
applied for entrance to the
seminary. Only room for TO.
but a good record. Help us.
We need it”
Mission Appeal
In Union City
Migr. John F. Davis will
make an appeal on behalf
at the Society for the Propa-
gation ot the Faith on Oct.
IS at St. Michael’s Monas-
tery, Union City. Rev. Al-
fred Weaver, C.P., pastor.
Bishop Stanton Fa-
ther Weaver and other pas-
tors of the archdiocese for
making these appeals possi-
ble.
School's Progress
Reaches New High
Eighteen years ago the first
class of student nurses was
admitted at Anua Hospital in
the Calabar Diocese. Nigeria,
where the earliest work of the
Medical Missionaries of Mary
had begun seven years before.
Four African boys and two
Sir Is started, undaunted by
shortages of text books, lack
of teaching facilities and par-
ental disapproval.
But, these first six won
through and began a story
that has in it some of the woo-
den ot a miracle. One by one
the milestones were passed—a
Grade One Midwifery school
added 10 years ago; lec-
ture balls for 130: «*i«iesrt
rooms and a concert hall—all
in contemporary style.
The last stage was reached
a year ago when the school
now affiliated with the Royal
College ot Nureing. was grant-
ed full reciprocity with He
English counterparts. Only one
other hospital in Nigeria has
similar status—the teaching
hospital attached to Ibaden
University.
But, the proudest showpiece
of Anua has nothing to do with
medicine st aU. It is the sim-
ple mud building, once the
Sisters' convent and now a
postulancy for African girls
preparing to become Medical
Missionaries of Mary. Practi-
cally aU. so far, are girls who
went to Anua to learn nursing
but who have stayed on to find
God in the sufferings of their
fellows.
"Please prey for them."
write the Medical Mission-
aries. "and be as generous as
you can be toward their train-
ing and support after gradua-
tion."
Hospital Gear
Begins to Arrive
TAGUM. The Philippines
The first section of hospital
equipment being sent by New
Jerseyans to a mission has ar-
rived here, with a second ship-
ment due shortly.
The hospital is a project be-
gun by Rev. John W. Lennon.
M M , and supported by or-
ganizations and individuals in
Kenilworth, Roselle and Ro-
selle Park.
The first shipment includes
beds, mattresses ana stretch-
ers. A third shipment, now ta
preparation, will include build
tag materials for the hospital.
SiouxBecomes
A Benedictine
MARVIN. S.D. (NC) - Pro-
fession or pew-wow, it was a
great day when Brother Ed-
ward Red Owl. OSB. offi-
cally became a Beoedtottoe
monk
Fifty Sioux Indiana gath-
ered at Blee Cloud Beeedis
tine Abbey here for Brother
Edward's profession. A fttO-
blooded Sioux, he is the first
Indian to pro/ns vows at the
abbey and is believed to be
the first Sioux ever to become
a Benedictine.
Monks and guests Joined in
Indian dances during the fes-
tivities. and Abbot Gilbert
Hess, OSB., donned chiefs
headdress and moccasins Ab-
bot Hess was Inducted into the
Sioux tribe in 1960 and given
the name Ta-a-ya-pa-ha-waste
(He who heralds the good
word).
Blue Cloud Abbey was
founded in 1930 for the Indian
missions and is named for sn
Indian chief.
Missions Stress
Latin America
WASHINGTON (NC) -
More than half of the S6S
American mlasioocrs assigned
overseas during 1983 went to
Latin America.
Statistics released here by
the Mi,sioo Secretariat show
that 309 priests. Sisters,
Brothers and laymen went to
Latin America, 34.4% of the
total.
The largest single detach-
ment of miasiooers from one
community was attributed to
the Maryknoll Sisters. The
Missionary Society of St.
James the Apostle, which ac-
cepts diocesan priests, sent
18, all to Latin America.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
u
St ’ New,rk *. NJ. Phone <234008.Hours: Daily, • a.m. to 3 p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGnisse SL, Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, t a.m. to 12.
Donations to tbe Society for the Prapegeiion of the
FdUb ere income tex deductible .
Jersey Priest
Teaching Adults
NYEGINA, Tanganyika -
Rev. Thomas McGovern,
M.M., of Jersey City, has in-
augurated a plan for adult ed-
ucation here with the assis-
tance of "Operation Acorn,"
which waa initiated by an-
other Maryknoller, Rev. Ed-
ward M. Baskcrville of Joliet.
111.
The plan provides $lOO to
every pastor in the Diocese of
Musoma to uae for the as-
sistance of his parishioners.
Father McGovern is supplying
teaching and training in read-
ing and writing for 200 adult
catechumens and hopes to ex-
tend the program to accom-
modate 300.
Cemetery Directors
To Hold Convention
PHOENIX, Aril. (NC) -
Catholic cemetery directors
will meet her# Oct. 13-17 for
their 16th annual convention
The keynote address will be
given by Paul Daggett, direc-
tor of cemeteries for the St
Paul. Minn.. Archdiocese.
Urges Support for Missions
Following h the text of Archbhbop Bolend't letter on the
mhtiont. The Utter it to be reed et ell Mettet on Oct. IJ.
God has to ordered the
world that • great part of His
work must be done by human
beings. Parents csrry on His
creation. Priests, as they offer
Mass, cooperate in Hit Re-
demption. Men and women
aid Him in
the world's
ii a c t I-
f 1 c a t ion;
some by the
exsraple of
their holy
lives, and
others by ac-
tual work
for the sal-
vation of
aouls.
The vast majority of priests
and religious have dedicated
their lives to the preservation
and the strengthening of the
Faith among Catholic people,
who constitute about 1?% of
the world's population. En-
gaged in missionary work
among non-Catholica and In-
fidels making up >3% of the
world's population are only
about 5% of the priests and
religious of the Catholic
Church.
LS IT SURPRISING, then,
that Pope John XXIII wrote:
"the duty to propagate the
Gospel among non-Catholics
must be considered as the
most important of all and one
to be accomplished without
delay?" This duty obliges ev-
ery member of the Church.
The 40,000 priests and 100,-
000 Sisters who are now serv-
ing in the missions have been
making tremendous sacrifices.
I’ope Paul VI did not overlook
them in his first broadcast to
the world. His Holiness said:
"We are pleased to bless and
encourage from our heart the
beloved missionaries—the
ap
pie of our eye—who on every
continent, in the Church's ad-
vance posts, are spreading the
Gospel of Christ"
These beloved missionaries
should be the apple of our
eyes, 100. They represent us.
They and their people are the
Church in mission lands. They
depend upon us for support.
1 COULD write that you are
obliged by the Fifth Com-
mandment of the Church to
support them. However. I
would rather request you to
assist them generously be-
cause they represent you. and
you appreciate the sacrifices
they are making to extend
your Church and lead men.
women and children to the
knowledge, love and redemp-
tion of the Savior who died
for them even as for you.
Since the missionary Church
needs material means to grow
and expand. I request each of
you to make a real sacrifice
on Mission Sunday, Oct. 20.
May you prey and give In the
spirit of the ecumenical coun-
cil, which I am now attending
and which seeks to produce a
more vital and effective mis-
sionary spirit in every mem-
ber of the Mystical Body of
Christ.
I particularly appeal to ev-
ery adult to enroll in the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, which assists mis-
sionaries throughout the
world. Since membership dues
have not been increased in
more than 40 years, 1 trust
that all who can afford to give
more than dues will do so. The
offerings of those who cannot
afford membership dues will
be appreciated.
I cordially invite you to at-
tend Solemn Vespers in the
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
Newark, on Mission Sunday’,
at 3:30 p.m., to invoke God’s
blessing on the missions.
May God bless you ill.
THE ADVOCATE is the
third largest newspaper in the
daily or weekly field in New
Jersey.
Board of Directors to Guide
Papal Volunteer Program
CHICAGO (NC) - A 16-
member policy-making board
of directors has been named
to guide operations of the U S
Papal Volunteers for Latin
America program.
Creatioo of the board of di-
rectors was one of several ad
ministrative changes in the
program announced here by
Rev. Victor R. Fsrnandei.
S J.. national director.
Included la the formation of
a 300 member national council
to coordinate recruiting and
financing effort, and the es-
tablishment of field secretaries
to coordinate the work of
PAVLA teams in Bratil. Peru
and Central America.
The national council wifi meet
for the first time here in Jan-
uray.
Now entering its fourth year,
the Papal Volunteers program
has 200 lay volunteers en-
gaged in 33 projects in Latin
America and 30 more in train-
ing More than 100 volunteers
have been sent Into the field
already this year.
Among those named to the
board of directors Is
James Lamb, national direc-
tor o( the Association far In-
ternational Development. Pat-
•non.
THE ADVOCATE blankets
the seven counties of North
Jersey withs paid circulation
of over 121.000
Dioceses Have
137 in Missions
WASHINGTON (NC) - One
hundred • thirty-seven U.S.
diocesan priests from 40
dioceses are serving in foreign
missions, according to anew
survey prepared by Jesuit
Missions,
Of the dioccsin missionary
priests, 74 are members of the
Missionary Society of St.
James the Apostle, founded by
Richard Cardinal Cushing, of
Boston to do mission work in
Latin America. Twenty-four
dioceses including Newark
contributed priests to the so-
ciety.
Nineteen dioceses, including
Newark and Paterson, have
mission programs in foreign
countries. Sixty diocesan
priests serve in these missions.
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STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSMmO-ON-HUMON, NIW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Ue J. Palmer, hLD.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. AnocUt* Dirtclort
Mamies J. O'Conner, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure ea Bequest
Help Students to Become Priests
$l.OO WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY
*
*
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divine Word Seminaries in Indio, Philippi not
ond Japan, we have a number of students preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financial help to continue their studies.
TiAt OPP—--
Dear Fethen
Enclosed find I— for sponsoring e student
to the priesthood for days. A
NAM! (fUam prW) ...
•m
arr_ -row .suit.
MAIL TO
HELP HIM TO REACH HIS GOAL
REV. FATHER RALPH, nat'i.dir.
S.V.D. Catholic Universities
316' N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
DOLLY MOUNT
Simt o 1955
A ourting bom* in • beautiful tatting.
facilities with homelike auaoa-
pbere.
Devoted Pmooilunl mining ter* ice.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
Ttl. LA 5-7677. .
20 VolUy Rosd
Clifton, N. J.
Oetob&o Means
15 Extra Dividend Days
At CARTERET
Savingideposited by October
15th earn dividends from
OctoberIst at a liberal4**
per annum, compounded
and credited quarterly.
r
Protection as well as profit is
also yours at Carteret. Here
your account is insured up
to 510,000 by the Federal
Savings & Loan Insurance
Corporation... while Carteret's own reserves
oi $15,000,000 further safeguard your savings.
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In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
M host careful and understandingservice is in accord with
thetraditions of Holy Mother Church
! BERGEN COUNTY
TIINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOO • BOGOTA
lITTIE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOUC FUNERAL HOMES
• TEANECK. TE 6-0202
BOGOTA. HU 9 2707
JOHN J. FEENEY C SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIOGEWOOO, N. J.
Gllben 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. FEINECKE
1321 TEANECF ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Manager
TE 7-2332
McQUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuod#
270 BROADWAY
Hillidole, N. J.
NOrtK 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE. N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Wlnd.or 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUI K HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATlot 8 1362
ESSEX COUNTY
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6. N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CCDEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR • SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3 0514hvivj**
JOHN F. MURPHY
490 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ES««« 3-6053
JOHN i. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
333-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORongo 3-6348
KICRNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRA't.
DifOCtOr
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
ORACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
3CI ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORongo 2-2414
L V. MULL IN t SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArkrt 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Fviwral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood. Mgr.
112 So. Munn Avo.
Eatt Orange, N. J.
ORonge 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
COOKY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORongo 4-7554
HUDSON COUNTY
LIBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. A HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD j. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
JAMES A. McUUGHLIN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WIIUAM SCHIEMM, INC
339 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MANAGER
HEnderson 4-0611
iAtl F. 805 WORTH
311 WIUOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
lUNNRI FUNERAL HOME
41 HighlandAve.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
250 CENTRAL AVE
JERSEY CITY. NJ.
659-3377
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
| Tissue COUNTY
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PUCE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINUN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERJU. HOME
171 WASHINGTON PUCE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
| UNION COUNTT
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. j.
Elisabeth 2-1413
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST
ELIZABETH, N. J.
*
Elisabeth 2-6664
I^!_l iltin O-ig_ thl> Wlli °" Th» Advoccif, MArhf 4-07QQ
Ven. DominicBarberi
Italian Missioner to England
To Be Beatified in St. Peter’s
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Th* Venerable Dominic Bar-
*>*”•, 1W» Century Italian-born
missionary and theologian who
received John Henry Cardinal
Newman into the Church, will
Be beatified in St. Peter’s
Basilica Sunday, Oct. 27, the
Feast of Christ the King.
The beatification will be the
second in the pontificate of
Pope Paul VI. The first will be
the beatiflcatfon Sunday, Oct.
U, of the Venerable John N.
Neumann, Bishop of Philadel-
phia from 1852 to 1880. On Nov.
>, Rev. Leonard Murialdo,
Italian founder of the Pious
Society of St. Joseph of Turin
(lUly), will be declared a
Blessed. Another beatifies-
tion. on Dec. 8, will be that
of the Italian youth, Nuniio
Sulprizio.
A MEMBER OF the Con-
gregation of the Passion (Pas-
sionist Fathers), Father Bar-
beri was born at Pallanxana,
■ear Viterbo, Italy, June 22.
1782. and died at Reading,
England, Aug. IT, 1848. He be-
gan missionary work In Eng-
Kin 1841 and four years' received the future Car-
dinal Newman, a convert from
Anglicanism, into the Church.
The cause for the beatifica-
tion of Father Barberi
known in religion as Dominic
of the Mother of God wsi
initiated shortly after his
death. The final decree was
Approved by the Sacred Con-
gregation of Rites here on
Sept. 23
Beatification of the Italian
Passionist is of special interest
because of his reputation as an
ecumenical pioneer in Eng-
land. where he established
many strong Anglican con-
tacts.
Large groups of pilgrims
from the U.S., England, Ire-
land, France, Germany, Hol-
land and Belgium are expected
to be in Rome when Father
Barberi is declared a Blessed,
the first major step toward
canonization.
Following the beatification,
a triduum in thanksgiving will
be held in Rome's Church of
SS. John and Paul, the titular
church of Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York.
Dominic was the young-
est of six children. His
parents died when he was a
boy. Adopted by a maternal
uncle. Bartolomeo Pacelll,
Dominic did farm work.
Deeply religious from child-
hood, he had no formal ed-
ucation until he entered the
Congregation of the Passion.
The future missionary was
received into the Congregation
in 1814 and on March 1, 1818,
was ordained. For 10 years be
taught philosophy and the-
ology. Then he held, succes-
sively, the offices of rector,
provincial consultor and pro-
vincial, at the same time con-
ducting many missions and re-
treats.
in 1840. Father Barberi
founded the first Passionist
Retreat in Belgium, at Ere,
near Tournal. Two years later
he went to England, where he
established the Passionists at
Ashton Hall, Staffordshire, and
later erected three other mon-
asteries.
The reception of Cardinal
Newman into the Church cli-
maxed his seven years of mis-
sionary work in England.
Meanwhile he turned out many
notable works in the field of
philosophy and moral theology.
Father Barberi died after
collapsing at a railroad station
near Reading, and was buried
under the high altar of St.
Anne's retreat. Sutton, St.
Helen's.
Passionists Plan Pilgrimage
For Rome Beatification
UNION CITY - The Pas-
sionist Fathers will sponsor a
pilgrimage to Rome for the
beatification of Ven. Dominic
Barberi, C.P., at St. Peter’s
Basilica, it has been an-
nounced by Very Rev. Gerard
Rooney, C.P., provincial.
The group will depart Oct
22 under the patronage of
Bishop Cuthbert O’Gara, CP-
exiled Bishop of Yuanllng,
China. Very Rev. Rupert Lao-
genstein. C P, provincial con-
suitor. will be spiritual direc-
tor.
The beatificatiao wtll be
held.Oct. 27 with Pope Paul
VI presiding.
A triduum will be held at
the Church of SS. John and
Paul in Rome, titular church
of Cardinal Spellman, in
thanksgiving for the beatifica-
tion.
The preachers will be
Rev Alfred Wilson. C.P., of
1-ondon. and Archbishop Paul
J Hallman of Atlanta, episco-
pal moderator of Newman
clubs in the U.S.
The pilgrimage will also visit
Lourdes. Fatima. Paris. Lis-
bon. London and Dublin. It will
return to New York Nov. 12.
Reservations may be made
with Rev. Neil Mcßrearty.
CP. at St. Michael's.
Pray for them
Father McDonald Dies at 88
ENGLEWOOD - Rev. Ste-
phen J. McDonald. O. Carm ,
88. former chaplain of Holy An
gels Academy, Fort Lee, died
Oct. 7 at Holy Name Hospital.
Teaneck.
A Solemn Requiem Mass
wtll be offered Oct. 10
at St. Cecilia’s. Englewood.
Father McDonald attended
Mt. Carmel School Tenafly,
and studied for the priesthood
at St. John's Priory. New Bal-
timore. Pa. Hr was ordained
May 38, 18H. at St Vincent’s
Abbey, Latrobe. Pa.
During his M years in the
priesthood. Father McDonald
held a variety af positions in
his order. He was a prior,
master of novices, provincial
adviser and In the 1830‘s
founded and served as the first
rector of Whltafrisrs Hall at
Catholic University. He also
taught theology there
Father McDonald had also
served as a pastor at St.
John’s, Leoola, and St. Pat-
rick's, Niagara Falls, On-
tario. Can. lie was the na-
tion's oldest Carmelite at the
Ume of his death.
As an author, Father Mc-
Donald had articles published
in several Catholic magazines.
Including Extension, the Cath-
olic Historical Review and
Carmelite Review. He was co-
author of the McDonald-Jack-
son Bible History, used for
many years in parochial
schools.
From 1838 to 1181, he served
as chaplain and teacher of re-
ligion at Holy Angels. He re-
tired in 1161.
11l with leukemia for the past
two years, he entered the hos-
pital for the last time in May
of this year.
Celebrant of the Requiem
Mass will be Rev John Haf-
fert, O Carm.. of SI Cecilia's,
a contemporary of the de-
ceased.
Assisting will be Rev.
Charles Scbarf, OCarm., pas-
tor of St. Mary's, Closter, dea-
con. and Rev. Dominic Lick-
teig, of Joliet, 111., subdeacon
The preacher will bo Rev.
Quentin Duncan, O Carm,, of
St. Cocilia's.
Father McDonald is sur-
vived by a sister, Alice Mc-
Donald of New York.
Other Deaths . . .
Mrs. Jane Gibbons, sister of
Sister Agnes Grata of Holy
Rosary, Elizabeth, died Sept.
28.
Rev. Zachens 1. Maher,,
8.J., 80, former American as-
sistant to the Jesuit general in
Rome, died Oct 1 in San Fran-
cisco.
Julia McCauley, TO, of
Ridgefield Park, housekeeper
at St. Francis Convent, died
there Sept. 28.
Rev. Sander Mk. SekP.. 74,
superior of the Plarist Fathers
in Hungary and the country's
leading Catholic poet, died in
Budapest Sept. 30.
William Teeker, 51. of Ruth-
erford. brother of Very Rev
Martin J. Tooker. C.P., rector
of Immaculate Conception
Seminary. Jamaica, LA, died
Oct. 8 at borne
Charles J. McCarthy of Ba-
yoooe. father of Sister Mary
Charles, CAB., co-adminis-
trator of Benedictine Hospital
Kingston. NY. died Sept 23
Is yomr preyeri sits rrmrm,
her lie tt JmmiM frino:
Setrark
...
Rev. Martin J. Jordan. O P
,
Oct 12. 1962
Rt Rev. Msgr Patrick E.
Smytbe. Oct. 12. 1923
Rev. Salvatore Lo Vecchio
Oct 13. 1843
Rt. Rev, Msgr. Edward M.
Farrell. Oct. 13. 1844
Rev, Bolealaus Moacinski. Oct.
13. 1880
Rev Julius Manteuffel. Oct.
14. 1828
Rev. Stephen Diteljan, Oet 14,
1844
Rev. Simon J. Reichert, Oct
13, 1843
Rev. William F. Marshall
Oct. It. 1835
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Eugene P.
Carroll. Oct 18, 1838
Rev. Eugene Dtkovich, Oct. IT,
1804
Rev. Baldomero Marcilla, Oct
17, 1840
Rev. Thaddeus A. Zajac,
Oct. 17. 1843
Paterson
...
Rev. Leonard T. Walsh,
0.F.M., Oct. 15. 1854
Groundbreaking
At Bergen Parish
FRANKLIN LAKES -
Groundbreaking for the new
school and convent at Most
Blessed Sacrament parish here
will be held Oct 12 at 11 am.,
with Rev. Francis F. Boland,
pastor, officiating.
Claeses are already In ses-
sion at nearby Our Lady of
Perpetual Help School in Oak-
land, with the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Chestnut Hill as
teachers.
The new school will hsve
nine clsssrooms and an au-
ditorium which wtll also be
used for Sunday Masses.
Prayers Open
Town Meetings
‘SPRING LAKE (RNS) -
Some 85 New Jersey com-
munities have agreed to atari
their municipal meetings with
prayer and the Pladga of Al-
legiance, a Catholic layman
who has been spearheading
the practice reported here.
Timothy F. Sullivan, a his-
tory teacher at Wall Township
High School said that since
he began spreading the idea.
45 of Monmouth County’s S3
communities and SO of Ocean
County's 33 communities have
adopted the practice.
Similar campaigns have
been launched by the Knights
of Columbus and the Veterans
of Foreign Wars. The effort to
put religion in public life stems
from the Supreme Court ruling
banning devotional prayera
and Bible reading in public
schools.
Prominent Koreans
Are Baptized
SEOUL (NC) Thirteen
prominent Korean* have been
baptised in a group bar* by
Msgr. George li. Carroll,
M.M., exiled Apostolic Admin-
istrator ot Pyeong Yang,
North Korea.
Joining their husbands in
Baptism at Seoul's Immacu-
late Conception Cathedral
Were the wives of four of the
men. Two couples had a
daughter baptised. Korea's
best-known Catholic layman,
former Premier John 11.
Chang was godfather to six
of the newly baptised.
Building Plans Set in Caldwell
CALDWELL TOWNSHIP -
Building plans were announced
this week for the new parish
of St. Thomas More here by
Rev. George Hresko. pastor.
The parish was created last
June by Archbishop Boland.
Construction is expected to
start sometime early this win
ter on the church, school and
aU-purpoae room. Bids will be
taken on the project by the
end of November.
AU of the buildings will bo
of contemporary design The
church will seat 450 with an-
other 180 places available la
the adjoining all purpose
room. A choir loft over the
narthex will accommodate so-
other SO people
THE CHURCH exterior will
be of face brick with exposed
slag block on the interior. The
windows will be of aluminum
with protection glass In lieu of
the stained-glass to be In-
stalled In the future. The
floors of the sanctuary, nave
and narthex will be of ter-
rs zzo Thr church will be
framed with laminated wood
arches
The all purpose room will
have facilities for a stage and
kitchen. The full seating ca-
pacity of the auditorium will
be TOO and Its construction will
be similar to that of the
church.
There will be eight clast-
rooms in the school, as well
as the principal's office, test-
ers' room, clinic and utility
room. A large meeting room
will be available for future con-
version Into a kindergarten
It is planned for completion
by September. 1884
Urge* Parish Homes
For Aged Residents
CLEVELAND (NCI-Small
homes for the aged In In
dividual parishes Is the goal
of anew program urged here
by Archbishop Edward F. Ho-
ban of Cleveland
The homes, he said, should
house up to 20 persons and
offer nursing care
FOR CALDWELL PARISH - Above Is the architect's conception of the new church school
and all-purpose room for the new parish of St. Thomas More. Caldwell Township
The church is at right, with the all-purpose room connecting It to tho eight-room school
Rev. George Hresko, pastor, told that the bell tower shown in the sketch will be re-
placed by a statue of the patron saint. The architect is Peter F. Terrofranca of River Edge
Welsh Prelate Glum
On Unity Prospects
LONDON (NC)—"I must re-
gretfully conclude that there is
at present no prospect what-
ever of union between ua and
the Roman Church," stated
Anglican Archbishop Edwin
Morris of Wales at the annual
meeting of the governing body
of the Church In Wales, a
branch of the Church of Eng-
land. ,
HE LISTED three major
obstacles to reunion: papal In-
fallibility, the Catholic laws
on mixed marriages, and the
Catholic practice of calling
Anglicans "noo-Cathollcs."
"We should make It clear to
our Roman brethren." he said,
"that their habit of classifying
us as non-Catholics is offen-
sive and painful to us. and if
they cannot at yet bring them-
selves to allow that as Angli-
cans we, too. are Catholics,
let them at least describe us
as Anglicans and not as non-
Cathotics."
Archbishop Morris also said:
"W# reject the distinctive dog-
mas of the Roman Church—-
that ta, those dogmas which
Rome has added to the Catho-
lic Faith on its own authority
—not because we do not un-
derstand them, but because
we do understand them and
believe them to be unsound.”
The only dogma he mention-
ed by name was that of papal
infallibility.
Dance Classes
NEWARK - The Mt. Car-
mel Guild Center for the Blind
will conduct a series of danc-
ing classes on the second and
fourth Friday nights of each
month, beginning Oct. 11 with
a square dance. Music will
be provided by the Recording
Industry Trust Fund.
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Educational Equipment
Ml HOMO OH PROMMIOMAL VII
"ECONOMY"
S POOL TABLES
Slat* r - $293.00
ff $323.00 r - $493.00
N Y. Phono 212-01 4-9304
, N.J. Phono 01 6-1131
AM m.m hr MHmy to Utt MC»
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MICHAEL J. HARRIS
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North Jersey Calendar
FRIDAY, OCT. It
Gregory Club of New Jer-
■ey, Upper Montclair Gen-
eral meeting. Rev. Laurence
Gragsman, 0.5.8., speaker.
SATURDAY. OCT. 12
Walter J. Barrett Council,
K. of C„ Boon ton Italian
ni -ht Angelo Vcntunni chair-
men.
Carroll Council, K. of C, Un-
ion City Charity dance,
Columbian Club, Union City.
Harry Kurgcson chairman.
Perea Council, K. of C„
Passaic 66th anniversary
dinner-dance in honor of past
grand knight Lawrence T.
Lyons, The Garden.
SUNDAY, OCT. 13
Star of the Sea Council, K.
of C., Bayonne Open House
following Holy Name parade.
Young Catholic Adult Club
of Bergen County Recep-
tion. Rounders Restaurant,
Paramus, 3:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, OCT. IS
Mercler Club of Montclair
Friar Tuck Inn, 6:30 p.m.
Francis X. Jones chairman.
Holy Name Society, SI.
Agnes, Clark Monthly meet-
ing. Msgr, Henry G.J. Beck.
Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary, speaker, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, OCT. 17
Seton Hall University Pub-
lic lecture by Wendell Stan-
ley. Noble Prise winner. Uni-
versity of California.
Race andReligion
Priests in Joint South Carolina Appeal
ORANGEBURG. S.C, (NC)
A group of priests have
appealed for peace and Jus-
tice for Negroes in the face
of racial disturbances here
which resulted in the arrest of
more than 1,000 Negro dem-
onstrators.
Rev. Maurice J. McDonald,
C.SS.R., pastor of Holy Trinity
Church, said in a radio state-
ment that Orangeburg "is dis-
tinctly backward in the treat-
ment of the racial question.”
lie also assailed "stories and
rumors” that demonstrators
here were "outsiders.”
Other priests joined him In
the appeal.
THE STATEMENT said the
demonstrations took place be-
cause the rights and griev-
ances of a large percentage
of the people of Orangeburg
had been Ignored.
It also asked "the while
people of Orangeburg to keep
in mind that despite stories
and rumors" the participants
in the demonstrations “are
not outsiders.” but “local
people trying to obtain their
rights.”
Father McDonald then read
principles for carrying on a
nonviolent crusade that were
printed in the newsletter of the
Orangeburg Movement.
One principle cited the need
for a bi-raclal council of com-
mittee to study problems and
propose solutions to the com-
munity.
•
Segregation Charge
BOSTON (NC) - Rev. Rob
ert F. Drinan, S.J., dean of
the Boston College law school,
was among 14 religious lead-
ers of various faiths who
signed a statement charging
there is segregation of Ne-
groes in Boston public schools.
The statement refutes the
stand of the Boston School
committee, which has stated
there is no de facto segrega-
tion.
•
Interracial Vitilt
CLEVELAND (NC)-An in-
terracial home visit day aim-
ed at involving thousands of
Negroes and whites will be
held here Nov. 3 under aus-
pices of the three ma)or
failhs.
The day's theme will be
"Building Bridges of Under-
standing ” Priests, ministers
and rabbis are being asked to
recruit white families or indi-
viduals as visitors, and Ne-
gro families as hosts for the
two-hour visits.
Bias Charged
SAN ANTONIO. Tex - Two
Negro members of the Knights
of Columbus here have dis-
agreed with a statement made
by the organisation's supreme
director that K. of C. mem-
bership is open to atl races
J E. Taylor Jr, and Francis
L. Cufftns said in a letter to
the Almo Messenger
"Except for ooe small and
unusual group at Catholic
men in (one council) we have
found that in areas of racial
discrimination and human re-
lations. the Knights of Coium
bus m San Antonio Is neither
Catholic nor does it practice
the teachings of our holy
Church ”
N.A. Quintanilla, state K. of
C. supreme director, had said
in an earlier statement that
"No practical Catholic man
has been denied membership
iu the Knights of Columbus
because of the color of his
skin, his race or his status
in society or the community
in which he lives."
Mexicans to Mark
ColumbusDay
GUADALAJARA, Mexico,
(NC) The Catholics of Mex-
ico have been summoned to
mark Oct. 12. Columbus Day,
as a "National Day of Faith."
and to receive Communion
and pray for the success of
Vatican Council H.
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Have You Seen
Beautiful
Forest
Lakes
Route 206, Andover, N.J
II U a IHffrrrot Tjt» <rf Cammunlly.
Ym Mo Uka 11. Moat Paopla Do.
Unspoiled Natural Dcauty
Formrrlr a prt*M» aatalr. atailaMa
lor iVaa aka nal th» bm tor
perarnt uaa or faturr latratmral.
• Water Mains • 4 Beaches
• Pared Roads • Boardwalk
Limited Number of '«-Acrc Plots
Reasonably priced at only $1,250
Term* As Low As $125. Down
Not only ONE hot MANY
bnildm-ttody to icrie yon.
ROUTE 206, ANDOVER. N J.
there’s every
good reason
<for living
here!
Hundreds of trm that add baauty,
choica of styles fof Individuality, custom
construction that assures quality, Vt+cm
pounds for privacyand fm.
here are three!
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SUNRISE BEACH
ON BARNEGAT BAY PRESENTS
A REMARKABLE NEW HOME
$7,995
WITH 6ARACE {1550
on
jroor
lot
FOR
• yur round or rotirtmmt Irving
• i ncation hidtaway
• tummet long family tnjaymint
Discover this booutiful new community —with ito own
private beach - within foot commuting of metropolitan
centers. It offers a priceless combination of bay-shore
breeies ond pine-scented countryside in a boating,
fishing, swimming paradise.
NEW RANCH DESIGN
with spacious living room, 2 bedroom, both, completely
equipped kitchen, patio underneath carport serves as a
multi purpose room for relaxing, socializing or children's
activities.
Additional designs available In 2 A 3 bedroom homes
Shells with all utilities from $5,295 - 75-ft. wide pro-
tected waterfront lagoon lots and large woodland lots
$l5O down, $l5 monthly.
DIICCTIONS: Cardan Stolo 9kwy. to Forhod RUor (alt No. 74. tvrn
lott ot ond ot oalt and •• J nwlai ta trofflt light at Rt. 9, tvrn loft
on Rt. 9, ga V» mil* to Sunrlao loach. OR. tram Toon R.vor, South on
R». 9, go 9tj miloi to Swnrito loath. Opon 9 'til Dark.
R». 9, P.O. Box 171, Forked River, N.J. MY 3-3921
m
■'i
*•••
♦ DOUBLE PREMIERE OF \
[Airmont Acres)
% Axaoat Ava*ut and Uasonxus Read Vi-aan HI *
So tig. So Wtodtrful
Wo Opon Two Sections
This Weekendl
Custom-Styled Homes
In A Lovely Forest Glen
Thu it tht coooiumty you've boon watting for ipkim Scooh
•omot twith 3 family x« bedrooms) « youi choree ol bt inti and
rmcti styles on a fult tc.it let! •<( picture wmdowtd lung loom,
fwiihtd recreation room with bt*k If apiece and sliding giatt ooom
leading to patio, modem sconce kitchen with built m own, countti
top ran**, formica wort counters FIDS ceiem* til* bathroom and
too«y }<ar |aragt
o Brick aod Frame (starter • fed latalitna and Wtatker SUippiag
o Not Water Moatiog • Dtublt Hunt WtaSews
A Home You'll Love...
In A Carefree Communltyl
Mahwah hat etcelleot elementary. |umor and senior high schools
naaiby churches for all denominations; rapid trantport to New York
»ia butat and Erie Railroad. Several maior shopping centers and
line restaurants ere withm easy driving distance. Saar Mountain
sports facilities are accessible by way of the Naw York Thruway,
Country diAs, (off courses and little league ballfields abound
m the area.
Every Home <r
On 1 Full
Acre! ~om 23,990
This low price first 30 days only
Down—3o-Year Mortgage—To Qualified Buyers
Prevailing Low Tax Rato
Airmont Acres
Airmont Avenue and Matonlcua Road, Mahwah, New Jersey
SwUtr Community />..«i.ym.*«l
0«N DAILY It AM. lO OOSK .GraaJadJhr
MoJtl Pbont : 329-3934 m Him t)t MS. INI
Mttitnmtk, NJ,
Irwkan, Julia Haovay A Cos., II 7-4JJJ and SJ R.aliy el KbrnMan
®***CTloN|| Taka Route 17 (North) to toil Cr.ic.nl Ayo., Romtey (tu
JJB"* ■* ***• Tow,f ®f Flsao), conlinuo on (ait Crescent Ava. lor Hi mil.
Section 2 modal continue on Motoniaut Rd. right on Airmont Ava. Satin
2 modal.
BIRCH
HILL
Marshall Hill Road
West Milford, NJ.
3 BEDROOMS
*15,990
Ranch or Cape
Prutt from $14,990
larg« living Room Foil Dining Room, 1,040 sq. ft. Basement
Color Co-ordinate Kitchen Built-Ins Gas or Electric
Large Tree Shoded landscaped Homesites Paved Drivewoys
EARLY OCCUPANCY GUARANTEED
MOVE IN THIS AUTUMNI
• City Sewers (No Septks)
• City water ft gas (no bottle gat)
• Paved streets, storm sewers,
fire hydrants
Wo will gwigntH i*«ol yew fart me,* inx yew*
hem* within two month,. Vow do not hox to
•v^
wo.» lot ioitoiiotiow oi wtiiitio* ot o«ytt..«e 3 MODELS OPEN DAILY
•ho tSioto boowhiwl homo Wtot ax toady now.
W# ox oqmrpod X xpo, fait mortgogo
(mon<,ng. Aio-g wilt, ad #»». you' homo will bo
cwttomitod to root >t>di,.dwol lotto in o»'y doX.l
NOW OPEN
DELUXE MODEL - $17,900
• 4 Bedromt up to 17' x 20'
• 2 Ceramic Tiled full Baths
• Completely finished including
wall to wall carpeting
Total Price, No Extras:
$17,900
AU TV Of | or lINANCINO AVAHASU
10*. DOWN and NO CIOSING MIS
TO OUAItfKO sums
Modal Homo Phono P Art way S-fttl
OBICTIONI It IJ north pair Svtl»-. right
Ot l(t* lota Id O' Nor* on ft it 1 f.rg
wood A.o ) X MO'dxlt H.r td. toIXw pgr.,
•« nxdoi no*f X MorthoU Oo.lt t , -.-tor,
SdteeO.
JUST AN HOURS DRIVE FROM YOUR HOME
c ✓
'74
•OUT* 72. MANAHAWKIN. NEW JERSEY
\
$ JP- * >
•OWN.
MONTHLY
$795
Put Your Family
in this Picturu!
On your t»l In* i« tkii parlac*
Vata*ion.Ra*iramtn* community.
Haro ynor family will onjoy «
lifatimo •( vacation fun, l mr lon
♦boa you'd ipond hr «n your'i
vacation! Friiih lata and pelf
coorao M property Ocuan
baackaa and larnayat Bay baat-
!af jot* minvtaa from yaat lot.
FULL BRICE
71*1120' IMPROVID HOMtSmS
Sun'-’ey • . .M. '.a 6 P.M.
GALA FREE SHOW
l BAR-B-QUE
IN PEP.SON
SALLY STAPR
PKii.a«iai>'i i Tan tv
Wattaru tl.r ■ M WfIL
FREE PONY RIOES
Par AM Tka K.aa.na
VACATION . RETIREMENT YEAR 'ROUND HOME
Camptat. ly liaitkad ready to mova in I no* a iKall). Sturdy
taar ranad cani*ruc*iaa. Includat all plumbing, alactrical
»lr*af aad kaat. Oa your Ocaaa Acral lot. ffom $7990
ROUTV M . MAMAHAW.
KIM. N. J. Solat OfflcaTO AM. toOpan Do.ty 10‘
‘ Phono 609 597-
c
* Oak
2211.
"TWOoimto f#
A Subsidiary •* ttia Rikar Delaware Corporation
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Pan Mala Parkway
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9* Waal Pat*
Parkway la proa
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HollywoodHills Report 8 Sales
A Kay ton Rrltsst
WEST END (PFS) - Eight
opening sales are reported at
the 76-house Hollywood Hills
community at the former site
of the Hollywood Hotel here
where Introduction of a nine-
room split-ranch model initi-
ated activity last weekend.
The developers, David Shane
and Marvin {Jtoloff of> Lin-
croft, note that public reac-
tion on the first weekend was
good and they have con-
struction at the tract under
way for winter delivery dates.
The builders . are offering
three housing plans at Holly-
wood Hills and homes are
priced from $23,000. In addi-
tion to the four-bedroom split-
ranch on display now, Shane
and Stoloff will show a second
split-ranch and an expansiblo
ranch at the tract on Wood-
gate Ave. off Cedar Ave., three
blocks from the ocean
The developers are placing
homes at Hollywood Hills on
fully landscaped plots approxi-
mately 100 by 125 feet and
larger in an area which haa
city sewers and all improve-
ments. The property being de-
veloped is the estate section of
Monmouth County and over-
looks Takanasee Lake.
On display is a furnished
four-bedroom split-ranch
of brick veneer trim and wood
model shown in an exterior
facade. It features a 50-foot-
long rear raised terrace and
has more than 2,200 square
feet of living area.
Seeking Tips
On Building
A Cbirtnton-Carroll RtUaia
MANALAPAN (PFS) - A
group of 24 borne builders
from Bristol, England, who
are visiting the United Ststes
to study home building tech-
niques and advanced methods
used here will visit the mill-
work operstion and the Holi-
day North new home tract of
the Hovnknlan Brothers or-
ganisation at 11 a.m. Oct 4.
The group is in this country
under the auspices of the Ns*
tlonal Association of Home
Builders.
Here they will observe how
the four Armenian brothers
have revolutionised home
building in New Jersey by a
sub-assembly process. Each
portion of the home is pre-as-
sembled inside the plant after
the foundation has been pour-
ed, Thon the entire home is
taken, section by section, on a
trailer and moved to the Job-
site, where It is put into place.
Cites Effect
Of Industry
.4 Cbrrrmiom-CsrroU Rtltait
FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP
(PFS>— The Impact on anew
home community, when a fac-
tory or a research center
moves into the area, is most
interesting. According to Will
Getter, developer of the 125-
home Franklin Village com-
munity rising off Easton Ave,
overlooking the Rutgers Uni-
versity campus in Franklin
Township, "the immediate ef-
fect is the obvious one—in-
creased sales inquiries creat-
ed by an increased market
strata in the area.”
He pointed out that with a
research laboratory, there
comes a predominance of en-
gineers and technical minded
buyers, who look at anew
home from a vantage point
that few other buyers do.
Magazines Helped Design
Homes at Tall Oaks
A Cbtrtntrrn-Carrol Rtlaat*
WAYNE (PFS) - Tall Oaks-
at-Wayne, the 83-home com-
munlty opened two weeks ago
at Alps and French Hill Rds.
here by builders William Rich-
ards and Leonard Robbins,
was designed with the aid of
three leading national maga-
zines to give people exactly
what they want in anew home.
In turn, the public has given
the builders what they want
immediate acceptance.
Two weeks after the com-
munity opened, the first sec-
tion is two-thirds sold out. Ex-
actly half of the purchases to
date have been the Tall Oaks
split-level, the other half of the
buyers choosing the Sycamore
Colonial two-story.
According to the builders,
the most popular feature in the
split-level is the ”7 in 12” slop-
Ing roof line which adds to the
home's authentic Colonia styl-
ing.'
Offered here are luxury
homes of Colonial, split-level,
two-story and bi-level stylings
which architects Maslow As-
sociates of Elizabeth have de-
signed with the assistance of
the staffs of Better Homes and
Gardens, Good Housekeeping,
and House Beautiful maga-
zines. The homes are priced
from $28,600, on a minimum
1/2-acre heavily wooded sites
with full city utilities.
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HIGHLAND LAKES
Y«»r Round mat Otflca
in&s '^^'oss,
j#*rch. Fwniihad lujoo.oo.
Cln> community, tanru atrutsad
Rout* a North to StockAHmi than follow rim.
; tICKLSK A SHIRPSRD INC.
RECAPTURING MORRIS COUNTY'S RICH COLONIAL HTIITAGE!
ROX3URY TOWNSHIP, N. J.
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Family
Institute
Planned
NEWARK - The Family
life ApoetoUte of the
Archdiocese of Newark will
hold a Family LUe Institute
at Bergen Catholic High
School, Oradell, Nov. 10.
There will be separate
workshops for married cou-
ples, priests and Sisters.
Registration will close Nor.
X with Ur. and Mr*. Jerry
Kane, 1,732 Mountain Are.,
Scotch Plains (322-5278).
THE PROGRAM will open
at 1 p.m. with a keynote
speech by Dr. Charles Riker,
professor of family life at
Purdue University end author
(with his wife) of “Under-
standing Marriage.” This will
he followed at 1:43 p.m. by
four workshops, two of them
for married couples.
The theme of the Institute
will be "Family Life in an
Age of Renewal." The two
sessions for married couples
win be entitled, “Family Re-
newal and the ChaUenge of
the Child” and “Family Life
and the ChaUenge of Ameri-
can Society.”
Speakers at thesa two tea-
aiona win be laymen. The first
win be addressed by John
Blessingtoc, headmaster of
the Whitby (Mootemori)
School in Greenwich, Coon.,
and William F. Birmington of
Harken tack, associate editor
of Cross-Currents and an
ahamnus of St Peter's Col-
lege.
Dr. Paul ReUs of Fordham
University will address the
aeeood workshop on defining
the challenge of American so-
ciety. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Vogel of Glen Ridge win offer
the response of Catholic fami-
ly life to this ChaUenge.
Following the workshops,
there wfll be e general ses-
sion devoted to the subject of
working with other faiths In
community problems such as
integration. The Institute will
dose with a participated
Maas, at which Msgr. George
A. Kelly, director of the Chris-
tian Family Movement in the
Archdiocese of New York,
wfll be the homilist.
Chairmen for the program
are Mr. and Mrs. William
Scfaneeklotb of Plainfield.
Sodality Group
Seeks Members
JERSEY CITY The So-
dality of Our Lady of Good
Counsel, open to men and
women who are college
graduates and active mem-
bers of professions, wfll wel-
come new members to its
next meeting Oct 30 at Mc-
Dermott Hall. St. Peter's Col-
lege.
Don ifler of Far Hills is
prefect of the sodality and
Rev. Francis Keating. S.J., of
St Peter’s College Is direc-
tor. Meetings are held at in-
tervals of two weeks on Wed-
nesday evenings.
Among the past activities of
the group have been a study
of the theology of the laity
and lay participation in par-
ish life, a survey of the ex-
tent to which college gradu-
ates are active in parish af-
fairs and studies of ecumen-
ism. For the coming year,
studies of Pacem in Tents
and the writings of Rev. Hans
Kneeg are planned.
Course Published
For Commentators
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
National Council of Catholk
Man has published a Maas
commentator's training
course to aid pastors in de-
veloping lay participation In
the liturgy.
The course consists of six
weekly training aeaaiona on
such themes as “The Struc-
ture and Spirit of the Mass,”
“How to Read the Word of
God” and "Why Should I
Participate Actively?” It la
available from NCCM Public-
ations, 1312 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington.
D.C, 20005.
Good Thief Sunday
For Jail Inmates
ANAMOSA, lowa (NC) -
Good Thief Sunday, Oct. 13.
will be observed with special
services in some 400 correc-
tional institutions in the U.S.
end Canada,
Services will include Msu-
es in honor of St. Dlsmas.
Family Life
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The Advocate THE MISSIONS
Somewhere in the Par East a priest shows
some tragically backward people how to cook
with a solar stove. In a hospital in Oceania a
Sister injects a child with a vaccine intended
to save him from leprosy which is eating
away the flesh of his parents. In 80,000 mis-
sion schools around the world youngsters
grope their way out of the illiteratedarkness
of their elders toward a life of new hope.
Educating the ignorant, healing the sick,
feeding and clothing the poor and teaching
them new ways to help themselves all these
services are performed by the Church’s mis-
sionaries, over 140,000 in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, the Arctic.
But the real reason for missions ante-
dates solar stoves and vaccines and the Eng-
lish language. Missions exist because Christ
commanded the Apostles to go forth and
teach all nations and make them Christians.
The Bishops inherit that command; so do all
members of the Church. Theologians consider
the obligation to spread the Faith an integral
part of dynamic Christianity.
Wrote Pope John in his mission ency-
clical Princeps Pas torum: '‘The Christian
faithful, members of a living organism, can-
not remain aloof and think that they have
done their duty when they have
their own spiritual needs. Every individual
must give his assistance to those who are
working for propagation of God’s kingdom.”
The need to go forth and teach is as urg-
ent now as it was 2,000 years ago when the
command was given by Christ to the tiny
band of followers who comprised his Church
then. Two-thirds of the people of the world
are still not Christians. From the U. S. 7,000
Catholic missionaries have been sent to pagan
lands, while 29,000 American Protestant mis-
sionaries are abroad.
Those who do not go into the mission
lands personally are obliged to assist with
prayers and financial support. Funds are re-
ceived and distributed throughout the world
by the Pontifical Society for the Propagation
of the Faith, headquartered in Rome, organ-
ized on a national basis in each country, and
on a diocesan basis under every Bishop. The
aim of the Society is to enroll every member
of the Church. This year, Oct. 20 will be ob-
served as Mission Sunday throughout the
world. In your parish you will have the op-
portunity to become a member of the Society,
and to make a contribution beyond the mem-
bership dues If you are able. It will be part of
the prescribed participation in the mission
work of the universal Church, which is de-
scribed by Bishop Martin W. Stanton, Propa-
gation of the Faith director in Newark, as
‘the principal work of the Church, the work
for which the Church was founded to teach
all men.”
Newark's Pro pagation of the Faith director, Bith-
op Stanton, studies mop of mission
lands in the office he has headed for 25 years.
Cover Photo
In Tanganyika. East Africa, a Maryknoll priest
who was once an Air Force flight surgeon treats an
African workman with an eye infection as a Mary-
knoll Sister nurse assists.
An Appeal Every Sunday
of the Newark Archdiocese last
>-ycar contributed $1,393,10 54 to the mis-
sions through the diocesan Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. Newark ranked
fifth among U.S. dioceses in its contribution
to the Pontifical Society for the Propagation
of the Faith.
Newark's diocesan mission aid organi-
zation is 38 years old. For 23 years its di
rector has been Auxiliary Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, who was appointed to the post
shortly after Newark became an Archdio-
cese and had the three counties of the Pat-
erson Diocese separated from it.
During that time Bishop Stanton has
preached in some 40 churches each year,
spending every non summer Sunday in the
pulpit of a different parish, issuing his plea
for mission aid at each Mass, sometimes as
many as 12 in a single morning.
He is assisted in this and all the other
works of the Society by Msgr. John F. Davis
of Seton Hall University, who was appointed
by Archbishop Boland last year, and is cur-
rently carrying the weekly preaching as-
signment while the Bishop attends the ecu-
menical council in Rome.
Bishop Stanton's mission preaching be-
gan on the first Mission Sunday observed in
the diocese in 1923 when he was a curate
at St. Teresa's, Summit. He enrolled 300
members.
He became assistant diocesan director
of the Propagation in 1938 and in 1938, direc-
tor.
Bishop Stanton is vice president and as-
sistant treasurer of the national Society for
the Propagation of the Faith, and has been
called hy the director. Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, "the moving spirit of the missions an
a national scale." He U also treasurer of
the Catholic Medical Mission Board
In Propagation headquarters at New-
ark's Chancery Office mission donations
are received every day, tome of them Mr-
marked for a particular misaioner or mis
>iooary congregation, of for a certain part of
the world —and others stria girts, and
easily channeled to people and places known
to have special needs.
International Mission Network
The work of the missionsoften is necessarily per-
formed under primitive condi-
tions —a priest rides a mule
over rocky mountain trails to
say Mass in a remote village,
a Sister makes flour sacks in-
to dresses for her orphans,
catechism is taught under a
cluster of palm trees.
But the organization which
assists these missioners is a
model of modern efficiency,
designed to place your mission
contribution in exactly the
place where it is needed. The
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith is organized in each
diocese with a director appoint-
ed by the Bishop, whose re-
sponsibility it is to provide as-
sistance to the missionary ef-
fort of the Church. From the
diocesan office file funds col-
lected on Mission Sunday and
throughout the year are for-
warded to the national office.
From there they are sent to
Rome, where the Sacred Con-
gregation de Propaganda Fide
(for spreading the Faith) dis-
tributes them throughout the
mission territories of the world.
This Sacred Congregation is
the administrative arm of the
Church which directs mission-
ary activities naming Bish-
ops and other superiors, div-
iding ecclesiastical territories,
presiding over religious in mis-
sion matters, granting powers
and dispensations and solving
ecclesiastical questions which
relate to the missions.
- Mission territories, as defin-
ed by Canon Law. are those
which do not have a fully es-
tablished hierarchy. Mission
work always aims at putting
itself out of business, actually,
by training native priests and
working toward the day when
the mission area will have its
own Bishops and its own flour-
ishing Catholic life, no longer
qualifying as a mission terri-
tory.
Tbe Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith became
the Sacred Congregation’s top
mission aid association when
it was given the status of q
pontifical society by Pope
Pius XI in 1922. For 100 years
before that the society had
been based in France, having
been founded in 1120 by a lay
woman. Pauline Jarieot. to as-
sist the foreign missions.
Armenian-born Gregory Pe-
ter Cardinal Agagianian is
prefect of the Sacred Congre-
gation de Propaganda Fide.
In the U.S. the national direc-
tor is Auxiliary Bishop Fulton
J Sheen of New York.
The Mission Sunday collec-
tion. taken in most churches
throughout the non-mission
world on the third Sunday of
October, is only one of many
ways that funds reach dioce-
san offices to be channeled
through the national office to
Rome and thence to the mis-
sions. There are three inter-
national societies under Propa-
ganda Fide In addition' to the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith: the Holy Childhood
Association, the Society of St.
Peter the Apostle, and the
Missionary Union of the Clergy.
The Holy Childhood associa-
tion was founded in 1842 by
Bishop Forbin-Janson of Nan-
cy. France, who came to
America as a political exile
and misskwer for a time. It
was made a pontifical society
with Rome headquarters in
1922. Its aim is to enroll all
Catholic children under 12 to
support the care of abandoned
chihtren and the building of
schools and orphanages.
The Society of St. Peter the
Apostle, which supports semi-
narians in priest poor mission
territories was founded in IMS
at Caen. France, by Mme.
Cot tin Bigart and her daugh-
ter Jeanne. In 1890 it waa
moved to Rome and placed
under Propaganda Fide, and
in 1939 Pope Pius XII made it
a pontifical society. People of-
frr $230 a year for six years
for the education of a priest
Through the Missionary Un-
ion of the Clergy, priests as-
sist the spread of the Faith
far beyond their own parish
borders It is not a pontifical
society but it has been under
the aegis of Propaganda Fid*
since 1928.
There are other mission aid
societies organised on nation-
al or local levels.
In India a women pours water over the hands of
Cardinal is prefect of the Sacred Congregation
come. The Cardinal is preading the Sacred Congregation
de Propaganda Fide (for spreading the Faith) which ad-
ministers mission motters.
In a Jungle Chapel
—A Mass for You
Mission priests in thatch-
roofed jungle chapels have
few requests to celebrate
Masses for the intentions of
their parishioners.
In some mission dioceses
the customary Mass offering
is as small as $l. Mass inten-
tions for mission priests may
be addressed to the diocesan
Propagation of the Faith of-
fice The number of Masses
desired should accompany the
offering.
A Cooperation Plan
The steadily increasing support the Dio-
cese of Paterson has given the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith in the 28
years since it was formed is itself an ex-
ample of the growth of the Church. Pater-
son's first mission contribution as a See
separate from Newark was $23,038. Last
year it was $198,670.
Msgr. William F. Louis has been the
diocesan director since 1940, when he suc-
ceeded Msgr. Edward J. Scully, the first
director.
In 1942 Paterson adopted the Missionary
Cooperation Plan, which assigns to certain
missionary agencies certain parishes in
which they can appeal for help. Last year
83 parishes participated, giving $37,000 to
22 mission group*.
Paterson's mission effort is also dis-
tinguished by activities of the Catholic Stu-
dents Mission Crusade, which is organized
in 11 Ugh schools, 33 elementary schools,
the College of St. Eiizsbeth and several re-
ligious houses. Carrying out the CSMC aim
of educating youth about the missions the
diocesan office sponsors four regional ral-
lies every year at which a veteran mission-
cr speaks, and awards are conferred on
schools for distinguished achievement in
mission assistance.
These projects are In addition to the
Mission Sunday appeal in the parishes for
enrollment in the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith, the offerings received
through the Holy Childhood Association, con-
tributions to the Society of St. Peter the
Apostle, the Christmas Leper Appeal which
list year gleaned $12,123 to be distributed
to missionary-staffed leprosaria (there are
300 throughout the world), and the handling
of gifts from Individuals.
Msgr. Louis Is also chancellor of the
dioceae. He conducts Propagation business
In the Chancery Office.
Paterson's mission activities have been directed
since1940byMsgr.Louis,hownmak-
ing Mission Sunday plans in his Chancery Office head-
quarters.
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MICHTY MITE BOX
There are arras of the world where poverty leads parents to
I aeil their children into immoral slavery, or to maim them
to make them more effective beggars.
Leu hitarre. but still tragic. are the circumstances which
find children subsisting on a scant meal a day. walking barefoot
and wearing rags, dented any opportunity to learn about God
or anything etae.
For more than 100 year*. Catholic children, first in France,
and later throughout the world, have been members of the Holy
Childhood Association, through which they offer their help to
those children of the mission lands.
T >
■ he mite bo*, in which a child save* coins which represent
his sacrifices of bubble gum or Ice cream cones, has become
an institution of the American Catholic school. Classroom con-
tests to "ransom the most pagan babies" arc entered into with
great seal. Prayers for the missions offered daily in school are
inspired by teachers' descriptions of mlssioners and the faraway
people to whom they bring the Faith. Annually youngsters mus-
ter amarine salesmanship techniques as they offer neighbors
the opportunity to purchase Holy Childhood Christmas Seals.
And annually the Pope himself addresses a message to Holy
Childhood children.
Youthful mission helpers in the 73 elementary schools o 4 the
Paterson Diocese last year contributed $34,943 through the Holy
Childhood Association In the 221 elementary schools in the
Newark Archdiocese, children offered $132,071.
THE UNINVITED Mlssioners Are Strangers
With an Unwanted Gift
"The task of a missiooer Is
to go to the place where he
la not wanted to sell a peart
whoor value, although of
great price, la not recognised,
to people who are determined
cot to accept it. even at a
gift "
These are the words of
Bishop James E. Walsh af
Maryknoll, written 23 years
ago. Bishop Walsh la now
serving a 2byear tail sen-
tence in communist China.
He personified the spirit of
missionaries from SL Paul
and hit perilous Journeys,
through the North American
Jesuit martyrs, to the priests
and Staters who suffered and
died in the Congo bush
Missionaries face a com-
plex of problems the dis-
comforts of strange and prim-
itive lands, the difficulties
of performing professional
services without equipment,
the frequent need to break
down prejudices which iden-
tify them with colonial pow-
ers, the fear of political up-
heavals which threaten their
work of years and often even
their lives, the painfully slow
pace at which the results of
their labors become apparent..
Yet missionary activity con-
tinues. Last year Msgr. Gio-
vanni Battista Montini, who is
now Pope Paul VI. made a
statement that pinpoints the
reason: "We are not Chris-
tians for ourselves alone, but
also for others, in order to
save our brethren " The fu-
ture Pope added: "All Chris-
tians are in fact -allej to
spread their Faith by helping
missionaries in charge of
founding the Church among
pagan populations."
Stay-at-Home Heroines
They Helped ihe Missions
Without Going Anywhere
Two who are considered heroines of Catholic
missionary activity were women who never
labored on the missions themselves. They are
Blessesl Pauline Jaricot, who founded the So-
ciety for the Propagation of the Faith, and St.
There sc of the Child Jesus, patroness of the
missions.
It was in Lyons, France, in 1820, that MUc.
Jaricot founded an association to solicit prayers
and funds for the foreign missions A few years
later this group merged with another in France
which hsd been formed at the request of Bishop
Dubourg of New Orleans, La., to help the mis-
sions in America. The association then became
known as the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith.
la 1922 it was raised to the rank of a pon-
tifical society by Pope Pius XI, and its head-
quarters transferred to Rome. Placed under the
Jurisdiction of the Sacred Congregation for the
Propagation of Ihe Faith, it became the princi-
pal mission aid society, with a national director
in each country and a diocesan director in each
See.
St. Thcreae, who was Therese Martin of
Liaieux, France, longed to be a missionary but
her poor health made this impossible. Asa
Carmelite nun she prayed and offered her suf-
fering! for those who were working In the mis-
sion fields. "I shall not be able td take any rest
as long as there are still aoula to be saved," she
said. Cloae to death, the promised, "I will help
priests, missionaries, the whole Church."
She died on Sept. 30, 1807, at the age of 24.
On May IT, 1923, tho was canonized. St Francis
Xavier, who traveled halfway around the world
to win thousands of converts in India, Japan and
many Aslan islands, is patron of the missions.
But on Dec. 14, 1937, Pope Pius XI named as
mission patroness St Therese, the little nun who
never left Europe.
St. Therese Pauline Jaricot
New Jersey Was a Mission Land
|n 1829 the Society for the
Propagation bf the Faith loan-
ed $3,000 to a debt ridden
church in the city of Newark
in the missionary land of Amer-
ica. It was St. John's Church
the oldest in the area of North
Jersey which is now the New
ark Archdiocese; without Prop-
agation of the Faith aid, it
would probably have been sold
at auction.
It was Bishop Dubois of New
York who asked for the help
for St. John's— New Jersey
had no Bishop in those days.
But in 1833 the Church had
grown sufficiently for the crea-
tion -of the Newark Diocese,
comprising all of New Jersey
and governed by Bishop James
Roosevelt Bayley.
Eight months after his in-
stallation Bishop Bayley asked
the Society for the Propagation
of the Faith, then headquar-
tered in Lyons. France, for
help . . Helped in the begin-
ning." Bishop Bayley wrote,
"the Diocese of Newark will
soon be able to take rare of
itself, and to give back the
kindness which will have been
meted out to it . .
The request was answered
with a gift of $3,000. and by
1883 the See of Newark had
received a total of $23,800 from
the Society. The Church in New
Jersey had been helped to its
feet; it was no longer a mis-
sionary territory, it wa» no
longer to be the receiving end
of mission aid. but rather a
contributor to the work of
spreading the Faith in mission
lands
In 1833 Bishop Bayley had
reported to the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith a
Catholic population in New Jer-
sey of 40.000 served by "33
missionary priests, of whom
eight including myself were
born in this country, 17 born in
Ireland, five Germans, five
French or Italians."
Now New Jersey is divided
into an archdiocese and three
dioeeses. North Jersey alone,
consisting of the Newark Arch-
diocese and the Paterson Dio-
cese. has some two million
Catholics served by a largely
native clergy of some 1.600
priests.
Bishop Bayley’s promise of
an ample return for the early
aid sent by the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith were
indeed prophetic At its 100th
anniversary as a diocese, the
See of Newark had contributed
a total of $lO million to the
Society Last year from the
Sees of Newark and Paterson
alone nearly $1.9 million was
contributed to the missions.
Where the Mission Dollar Coes
Your $1 annual membership
duet in the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith is
portioned four ways. Some of
it travels halfway around the
world; some stays right here
in the U. S. in areas where
the Church is still in a mis-
sion condition.
To the foreign missions
goes 46 cents; to the U. S.
home missions, 40 cents; to
missions in the Near East, 9
rents, and to Latin America,
3 cents.
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INDIA: A GIFT FIT FOR A KING
Meter l.ujoli. Superior at the Soared Heart touvrnl In RAN-
AYAANKAVAYAL la loutbem India write*: This village I* a
auiuntimoui place. We walk lira
Biles from Ike main road through a
form, acro*a rope bridges. blah bills
and steep valley* to reach the JM
families who earn their llrinc hr
rallies tins the land . . . Our Arcb-
btahop sent ua here to leach tbe chit,
dren ratechism and to run the prim-
ary school. We lire In a small bouse
without a chapel. The people are
an poor they are unable to build ns
one or improve our buildlns . . .
Sister* plea hi warmly seconded by
the Archbishop of CHANGANA-
CHERRY who laments the fact he Is unable to aid them more
because of the extent and porerty of his mission field ... In
this pleasant month of October when many consecrate themselves
to the Sacred Heart on the Feast of Christ the Kins. It would
certainly be a sift fit for a Kins If donations, larsc or small
came la to make up the H.tM these couraseous and hard-work-
las Staler* need. Your sacrifice will make their work more
hopeful and you can be assured you wUI be lons remembered
In their prayers and those of the children and people they hare
la their care.
2>,.
Tie Holy Muuoa Aid
lor lb* OnrwW Cbattb
STRINGLESS GIFTS ENABLE US TO HELP THE HOLY
FATHER WHERE HE THINKS THE NEED IS GREATEST.
VENERABLE JOHN NEUMANN
This holy last-century leader of the Philadelphia archdiocese
wiU be beatified on Oct. 13 by Pope Paul VI. HU great loro
and work was among children. He often taught them catechism
personally and be founded the diocesan system of Catholic
schools In this country ... A membership In our association will
enable future Bishop Neumanns in the 18 NEAR and MIDDLB
EAST countries (Iran, Iraq. Palestine, India, Egypt, etc.) to
bring Christ s spirit and words to the children land grownups)
of these countries . . . Membership Is so inexpensive, only $1 a
year for a single person; 13 for a family. Perpetual membership
is 820 for a single person: $lOO for a family. You share in the
prayers and Masses of the Holy Father and the 15.000 priests
in these missionary countries
MAUREEN K. WRITES: Enclosed are lea dollars 1 received
for my first Communion. I would like to send It to a needy
child la the missions. OCR REPLY: Maureen, your kind sacri-
fice will go to help a PALESTINE REFUGEE child living la a
camp In the Near East. We help them with schooling <s2s a
term); food (a package costa $18) and warm blankets ($2) Wo
also run a school for the BLIND CHILDREN OF GAZA.
NEXT MONTH WE REMEMBER THE HOLY SOULS. OUR
PRIESTS ARE THANKFUL FOR MASS STIPENDS.
INSTANT AN’CELUS
The Cure d'Ars had the answer for dark dreams. He said the
Angelus on awakening, turning dark thoughts into white ones
of apostolic action. Tomorrow morning, you can resolve to edu-
cate a seminarian or Sister like ANTONY PLAKKAL or SR.
ROSALIND. $2 a week or $lOO a year for six years educates a
seminarian while $3 a week or $l3O a year for 2 years prepares
a Sister for her lifetime of apostolic work. What a wonderful
prospect for a small sacrifice of 27 or 40 cents a day! We have
the names of so many who need help.
WHEN MAKING A WILL KINDLY REMEMBER: THE CATH-
OLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
Dear Monsignor Ryan:
Enclosed please find for
NAME
STREET
CITY ZONE STATE
ImlllearEastOlissionsjml
r FRANCIS CARDINAL SFIUMAN. President
M*fr. Jeeeph T. Ryuu. Null lo*>
•eauuaoUellsm tei
CATHOUC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
4«0 Lexington Avw. at 46th St. New York 17, N. Y.
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH
111
m
s
at t
AM
We can give
the Lord
to the poor
if
on MISSION SUNDAY
you make yourself poor for the Lord
| '* < .»® ' C.* 'Mam t
MISSION SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20,1963
31 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J. 24 DeGrasse St., Paterson, N. J,
